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'~custom-look floor 
at an affordable price -- that's asking a lot. 

So I ask for Azrock?' 

"Beautiful flooring 
is important in my 
designs. Azrock 
Concours lets me en 
a custom look
without a 
custom price." 

Azrock Concours is luxurious 
flooring of deeply embossed vii 
composition tile. The depth anc 
clarity of embossment add 
dimensional beauty and help tc 
conceal subfloor irregularities. I 
the real beauty of Concours is I 
unlimited number of one-of-a-k 
designs you can create for 
commercial and residential inte 
All from a single tile-all straigl 
from the Azrock carton. 
Specify the tile that lets you ere 
custom floors at an affordable r 
Ask for Azrock Concours. 

The name to ask for 
in resilient floors. 

Concours-from the Azrock International Collection. Four natural colors, 1 /8" gauge, 12" x 12" size. For free samples and design ideas, ask your Azrock 
flooring contractor or write Azrock Floor Products, Dept. 407 A, P.O. Box 531, San Antonio. Texas 78292. 
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The new 
case for 
drawers. 

UniGroup'srn 
Modular Drawer 
System. It offers all 
the flexibility you're 
accustomed to with open plan systems. The optional 
castored base positions the work where it's most comfo 
able to reach and permits easy relocation. Or, the syste 
can be suspended beneath work surfaces. And all-stee 
construction, with rounded edges and corners, lets it 
take abuse without dishing it out. Options, including 
endless drawer combinations, are plentiful. Summaril 
it recognizes a universe of people requirements. With 
we rest our case. Ask your Haworth representative for 

literature, or 
writeHawo 
Inc., Holland 
Mich. 49423. 
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This demonstration of strength is 
actually a piece of cake for Perma 
Ply-R**, Owens-Corning's unique 
continuous -strand roofing mem
brane. In fact, it's the strongest roof
ing felt you can buy. 

Why is strength so important? A 
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roofing system is often subjected to 
enormous strain . Rapid tempera
ture change can exert enormous 
stress. Normal building movement 
and shifting also add to the strain. 

This can cause a roofing system 
to split. And that can be big trouble . 

You can mm1mize that risk witl 
Owens-Corning Perma Ply-R buil 
up roofing membrane . 

Like that very expensive 3, 00( 
lb . car it is lifting, Perma Ply-R i 
engineered for to p performancE 
Produced by a unique patentee 



•rocess, Perma Ply-R membrane is 
1ade of strong continuous glass 
ber strands that give it great longi-
1dinal and transverse strength. 

Because of this, Perma Ply-R 
utperforms any other roofing 
1embrane you can specify. Perma 

Ply-R meets the tensile strength 
requirements of ASTMD2 l 78 Type 
TV. Shouldn't you be using the 
strongest roofing felt you can buy? 
Call your local Owens-Corning 
representative and ask him about 
our Perma Ply-R built-up roofing 

systems. Or if you want more 
information on Perma Ply-R roofing, 
write to H. M. Meeks, Owens
Corning Fiberglas 
Corp., Fiberglas 
Tower, Toledo, 
Ohio 43659. 

OWENS1CORN IN G 

FIBERGLAS 
!llAOI M& lll< II 

' T.M. Reg. 0. · C.F. Corp. **T.M. @0.-C. F. Corp. 1979 



Nova, an exceptionally com
fortable, stacking chair, can 
cater to the upscale image of corporate 
dining rooms, or stand up to the pan
demonium of teen agers in cafeterias and 
classrooms. 

No\'a. A three-year guarantee. 
Nova's unique cross-frame design 
eliminates the need for easily-breakable 
welded connections found in many 
other systems. 

So after successfully testing it in over 
250,000 sittings, each up to 220 pounds, 
without any damage, we offer a three-year 
structural guarantee on each chair. 

The shell, molded in either nylon or 
polypropylene, is light enough to move, 
yet heavy enough to provide extra 
strength and durability. And unlike 
painted metal shells, the color is integral, 
so a scratch on the surface only reveals 
the same color underneath. 

No\'a. Unlimited options. 
When Gerd Lange designed the Nova 
system in 1970, winning one of Germany's 
leading design awards, he planned for 
almost every option. 

You can order upholstered pads 
that can be replaced nght on the prem
ises, chair-stacking dollies, ganging 
frames, tandem units with or without 
tables, tandem riser mounts (for theater 
riser steps), fixed pedestal bases (that bolt 
into the floor), book racks, glide feet, tab
let arms, removeable-top tables, table
top dollies, even a variety of ashtrays. 

But if you're ingemous enough to 
think cf something more, we can prob
ably make it on special order. 

No\'a. It's parked e\'erywhere. 
Since its invention in 1970, Nova has sold 
by the tens of thousands all over the world. 

Mt. Sinai Hospital, The Unive 
sity of Alaska, the Guggenhe· . 

Museum and the Largo Library use it. 
When Pan Am flies into J.F.K., Nov 

is waiting. 
Prudential Life, Bell Telephone, He 

iday Inn, and Zip'z ice cream parlors use ; 
And, of course, Cuyahoga Vocation 

al High School. 
So whether your clients include the 

carriage trade or the galloping herds, 
Nova IS the best parking p1ace you'll find[ 

For more information about Nova 
write or visit Atelier International, 595 
Madison Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10022. Or 
phone us at (212) 644-0400. Our complet 
catalog of furniture, lighting, art and ace 
sories IS available upon request. Some 
major credit cards accepted. 
For your convenience, we have additional al 
showrooms in Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, 
Atlanta and Seattle; sales offices in Boston, 
Cincinnati, Detroit, Houston, Miami, Philadelphia, Pitts· 
burgh, San Francisco, Washington, D.C. and selected 
furniture dealers nationally. Member ASID, IBO, BIFMA. 
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Progressive Architecture: Editorial 

Legacy of buildings 
March 1979 

He real ly wanted to be an architect, but 
fam ily tradition seems to have ruled that 
out, so he became a patron. Through his 
fami ly's business and cultural involve
ments, then in his own career in govern
ment, Nelson Rockefeller-who died in 
January at the age of 70-sponsored 
billions of dollars worth of construction. 
Probably no king or commissar in this cen
tury has imposed his architectural prefer
ences on so much building-and those 
preferences from the outset were for Mod
ern Architecture. 

One of Nelson Rockefeller's earliest 
jobs, right after college, involved the man
agement of the family 's Rockefeller Center 
project. Here he first worked with Wallace 
K. Harrison (an in-law of a Rockefel ler in
law), who assumed primary design re
sponsibility for the complex after Raymond 
Hood's death in 1934 and went on to de
sign many other Rockefe ller-sponsored 
landmarks. 

Another major activity of Nelson Rock
efeller, before he turned to pol itics , in
volved the Museum of Modern Art. As its 
treasurer (1935- 1939), president (1939-
1941 ; 1946--1953) and chairman ( 195 7-
1958), Nelson Rockefeller was directly in
volved in construction of the original 
structure by Stone and-Goodwin, as we ll 
as the Philip Johnson extensions-not to 
mention its collection. And it was Nelson 
who spearheaded the fami ly's effort in 
1946 to buy and donate the United Nations 
si te , an effort aided by Harrison, who went 
on to become coord inating architect. 

It was during his 14-year reign as Gov
ernor of New York (1959- 1973) that 
Rockefeller commanded the greatest re
sources, and seemed to direct them ac
cording to sophisticated design criteria
yet the results were woefu lly uneven 
in architectural quality. The greatest 
monument to his governorship is the $1-
billion Empire State Plaza at Albany, an 
enormous array of marble-clad structures 

(designed by Harrison's firm) that has, to 
my knowledge, never earned a positive 
comment from any recognized crit ic . One 
of its few rivals in the whole world for sheer 
megalomania, the World Trade Center in 
New York, was made possible only by 
Rockefeller's decision to move 8000 state 
workers out of other Manhattan buildings 
into one of the twin 1_10-story towers, 
neither of which ever had any real eco
nomic reason to exist. 

His programs for other state efforts pro
duced no monstrosities of this scale. In 
fact they gave New York State archi
tects - and a handful of outsiders
unprecedented encouragement to dem
onstrate Modern Architecture and urban 
design. There was the New York State Uni
versity Construction Fund, created to build 
for a system that expanded from 38,000 
students to 246,000 during Rockefeller's 
governorship: on its 71 campuses can be 
found some of the most creative work of 
architects such as Pe i, Barnes, Davis/ 
Brody, Franzen , Venturi , Birkerts, 
Gwathmey/Siegel, and CRS. Under a simi
lar organization involving c lose monitoring 
by staff architects, the state Facilities De
velopment Corporation also became pa
trons of the high-quality design for health 
facilities. In neither case, of course, were 
the results uniformly good. 

Then there was the Urban Development 
Corporation, wh ich Rockefeller put under 
the almost absolute rule of renewal 
dynamo Edward Logue. Designed to cut 
through local regu lations in delivery of 
housing and community development, this 
enterprise was pushed through the state 
legislature only through Rockefeller's im
passioned pressure by telephone from At
lanta, where he had gone for Martin Luther 
King's funeral. There are fine UDC de
velopments all over the state-none, how
ever, that override the interests of local 
governments. 

All of these construction authorities were 

Governor Rockefell er and Mayor Lindsay 
show off World Trade Center model. -

financed by bonds that had only the 
"moral" backing of the state , not of the " full 
fai th and credit ," which would have re
quired the approval of parsimonious vot
ers. Once doubts were raised about the 
solvency of the furi ous ly active UDC, a 
crisis in the bond market brought the entire 
state to the brink of bankru ptcy- just in 
time for succeeding governors to cope 
with the debacle. The const ruction agen
cies do survive , at reduced scale, and sti ll 
undertake useful projects 

Along the way, Rockefel ler had done a 
few other things of design significance his 
state administration commissioned Phi lip 
Johnson to design the brilliant New York 
State Pavilion at the World 's Fair of 1964, 
and simultaneously sponsored the 
Johnson-designed State Theater at Lin
coln Center, a development directed by 
his brother, Lau rence Rockefeller . And he 
collected art an audi t of his personal hold
ings at the time he was appointed Vice 
President in 197 4 showed $30-mi ll ion 
worth of art, over half of his assets. He had 
founded the Museum of Primitive Art, since 
absorbed into the Metropolitan , where a 
wing for it, in memory of his son Michael , is 
now under construction. 

Rockefeller 's last enterprise, after his 
political retirement, was the marketing of 
reproductions of his own art. a scheme 
that drew justifiable scorn from art critics. It 
was a pathetic last effort for a man who put 
so much of his incredible wealth into the 
pursuit of aesthetic excellence. 

As a patron of architecture, Rockefel ler 
could-as in the Albany case-promote a 
program that was inherently grandiose 
and insensiti ve . Otherwise, however, the 
disappointments among the works of ar
ch itecture he left behind must be blamed 
on the profession. 
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LEVOLOR INTRODUCES CEILINC: 



NITH FEELING. Ecol-0-Vane Aluminum Ceiling 
Systems by Levolor put the 
accent on designing with color. 

The people who know more 
about colorful windows than 
anyone else are making color
ful ceilings now; too. In fact, 
there are so many dazzling 
colors and metallics available 
with Ecol-0-Vane, over 100 
in all, you just may run out of 
creative ideas before you run 
out of color choices. 

Each color comes in three panel 
styles, flat, vee or zee shaped. 
They arrange, and inter
change, with a minimum of 
effort, to create color sweeps, 
patterns, even images. 

But while you ooooh and ahhhh 
over the beauty and versatility 
of Ecol-0-Vane, bear in mind 
the practicality, too. No other 
ceiling system provides a noise 
reduction coefficient as high, up 
to .95: Plus, Ecol-0-Vane is easy 
to install, maintain and store, 
and completely compatible with 
conventional HVAC and light
ing systems. 

So, right now, if you look up and 
see a dull, "just-there" ceiling 
without feeling, maybe you 
should investigate Ecol-0-Vane. 
Clip the coupon and we'll be 
glad to send you the particulars. 

LEVOLOR® 
Ecol-0-Vane Ceiling Systems 

Ci rcle No. 347, on Reader Service Card 

•Applies lo "Vee" style pane! wi th 2-mch, I lb density hberg lass blanket 

r------------------
Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., Department LLL-3-79 

720 Monroe Street, Hoboken NJ 07030. 

I'm interested in a ceiling with feeling . 
Please send me more information on Levolor' s 
Ecol-0 -Vane Aluminum Ceiling Systems 

Name, __________ Title 

Firm _______________ _ 

Address. ____________ ___ _ 

City _______ State. ____ Zip, __ _ 
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Views 

Awards awareness 
Since publication of the 25th Annual P/A Awards 
last January, I am sure that the profession has 
been waiting for "the 0th.er shoe to drop." Would 
you personally thank the 26th jury for ending the 
suspense. 

If we complacently sit back we can expect 
finely designed antenna towers and radar 
dishes to accrue future first awards. My col
leagues, we have been put on notice, and it was 
long overdue. The future of architecture will be 
as we perceive it to be . 
Peter Newell McBurney, RA 
Port Townsend, Wa 
[If design professionals are commissioned to do 
such objects, and professional jurors select 
them, you may see them in our awards issues. 
The CN tower in Toronto by The Andrews 
Partnership - an antenna- is surely 
arch itecture.-Editors] 

I have just read your January 1979 issue and 
was particularly pleased to read the jury 's 
comments on Louis Wasserman 's study of 
American Theme Parks. I have not had the op
portunity to read the study but hope that I do in 
the near future. 

If the Jury felt the study indicated that ar
chitects could " learn something to make the or
dinary, everyday environment as pleasurable 
and joyful as theme parks," I wonder what we 
could learn from the man responsible for the 
design of the majority of the theme parks in 
America. R. Duell and Associates of Santa 
Monica, Ca, under the leadership of Randall 
Duell, have designed more theme parks than 
any other firm or individual in the world. 

Randall Duell is the most creative, imagina
ti ve, and dynamic individual I have ever known. 
Hopefully, the day will come when R'andall and 
his firm receive the recognition they deserve. 
Billy H. Glaze 
Lloyd Jones Brewer & Associates 
Houston, Tx 

I find this post-occupancy study (Private Space 
Habitability of Apartments for the Elderly , P/A, 
Jan. 1979, p. 99) most amusing in its concept 
and in the make-up of the researchers, none of 
whom bears the appellation ASID-American 
Society of Interior Designers. 
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With this in mind, future studies would be un
necessary. 
Ted L. Pearson ASID 
Baltimore, Md 
[With all due respect to professional organiza
tions, we do not consider credentials such as 
AIA or ASID prerequisites for excellence. The 
program is open to all, and submissions are 
anonymous during judging.-Editors] 

Please. Enough of Peter Eisenman. There is no 
brilliance in an inaccessible void . 
Bernhard Kiessling 
Cincinnati, Oh 

Bravo to Peter Eisenman I Another stunning 
example of the architect's limitless abilities. So 
impressed, we immediately did working draw
ings for an eager client sensitive and under
standing of the architect's needs. We put the 
project out for bid, but, alas, it came in a bit 
above our proposed budget. The pub lic is 
again denied the genius of a man who can so 
easily escape the baseness of functional ar
chitecture. 
Tom Wright 
Terry Muirheid 
Dan Metzler 
Metzler & Muirheid 
Atlanta, Ga 

The following is my view of the comments of the 
jury for your 26th P/A Awards Program regard
ing energy. (P/A, Jan . 1979, p. 65). 

Although something seems to have been left 
out of Elbasani 's quoted comment, " . . . but it's 
after the fact if it in making it a good design, " 
[see correction below] this is, perhaps, no more 
nonsense than Lumsden 's comment that a proj
ect's design formed only by energy has little 
significance. 

If one looks into the natu ral world from the 
cosmos to the sunflower and then to the small
est particle, all is energy. The so-called physi
cal form we see is the result of an original and/or 
continuing energy exchange. Just as the 
economist who bases his concept of availability 
on price is wrong, so is the artist architect who 
denies the singular significance of energy. (Al 
though it's really entropy we are concerned 
about.) 

Fred Dubin seems to know when he said 
. . energy has given it a form, you may not like 

the form, but it has given it a form nonetheless." 
The architectural media may not be happy with 
th is, as apple pie is easier to write about and il
lustrate. However, architecture (as a fresh slice 
of apple pie) will have little to do with entropic 
prosperity . 
Lee Stephen Windheim , AIA 
Leo A. Daly Planning /Architecture /Engineering 
San Francisco, Ca 

Awards corrections 
The introduction to awards for Arch itectural de
sign (Jan . 1979, p. 65) scrambled Barry Elba
sani's comment. It should have read: "energy is 
just another ingredient in evolving a total design 
concept, but it's after the fact if it hasn't pro
duced a totally integrated design in which 
energy has played a fine ro le in making it a 
good design. " 

The word "First " was omitted on the award 
fo r Temporary Paradise: A Look at the Special 

Landscape of the San Diego Region (p. 104) . 
The research award for " Livable Urban 

Streets" had an erroneous addition of"& As
sociates" to credit for Donald Appleyard (p. 98). 

Federal interior department 
I gazed in horror and embarrassment at the re
sults that the so-called "high style" designers 
produced in the Federal Design Improvement 
Program's lounge design invitation (P/A, Dec. 
1978, p. 76). I cannot help pointing out that the 
responses by Tigerman, Moore and Torre only 
show more clearly the state of our profession 
and our organization. 

At a time when the economic turmoil in this 
country has put many of us out on the street, we, 
as a group of professionals, need to constantly 
reestablish and reaffirm our position of impor
tance and prove the necessity of the art and tal 
ents we have to offer a client. And clients range 
from John Doe across the street to our own gov
ernment. We constantly complain about the 
lack of design and complacent attitude of 
government-employed designers, especially 
when they are producing projects that we can 
do with much greater sensit ivi ty and speed. But 
we sit back and wait for something to happen. 

I recently spent a summer working on the is
land of Cyprus ; a land that has been split by a 
senseless war resulting in 200,000 refugees in 
their own land. The architects of the country 
formed a collaborative and presented their posi
tion to the government. Basically they stated 
that housing was needed and that they could do 
it better, cheaper, and with more sensitivity than 
the government, and it was the government's 
responsibility to give them the work. Commis
sions began to flow like water through the col
laborative and they proved their case. 

Hence, my cause for embarrassment. We 
fina lly have someone in the bureaucratic mess 
who realizes what is happening and hands an 
invitation on a silver platter to some of our ''not 
so predictable" designers. The result? Not only 
is the response facetious and satirical, but one 
designer doesn 't even accept the challenge to 
be more creative among the restrictions . The 
arch itect in Cyprus would jump at the chance 
(and so would many of us) to be creative and 
prove our necessity to such an important client. 

The attitudes of the participants seem to echo 
the selfishness of our profession. If our organi
zation had any unity and if the participants 
would realize that not all of us can turn away 90 
percent of our work and be on the cover of Time 
magazine, they would have produced the "high 
style" design that was expected and would 
have given another shot in the arm to our pro
fession. But then again, if our organization 
pulled its we ight, we 'd be there already. I' d say 
that that is where there is room for improvement. 
Ray Giolitto 
Architectural Designer 
Hartford, Ct 

Stanley Tigerman must think he 's the current en
fant terrible of architecture for having "put one 
over" on GSA by designing that nasty room at 
the Federal Design Assembly. He is really just 
another elitist picking on an easy targe t: people 
with good intentions and limited resources. 

He has never, and never will, pull one like that 
on his corporate clients . people with venal in-
[ continued on page 14] 



Building products 

CORIAN®makes Y.OUr most 
imaginative ideas sudaenly practical. 
With opalescent beauty. Easy care. Wood-like workability. 

CORIAN® building products are your ideal 
choice for interior horizontal and vertical surfacing 
applications where you need a combination of beauty, 
durability and easy care. 

Add to this a workability that approaches that of 
a fine hardwood, and you can quickly see that many 
of the imaginative customizing ideas you may have 
considered and abandoned are now beautifully practi
cal with CORIAN. 

All this is possible because CORIAN, unlike 
laminated or coated synthetic products, is solid, with 
color and pattern all the way through. 

The result is a deep, opalescent quality . .. a 
smooth, pleasing touch .. . exceptional stain and impact 
resistance . .. plus simplified care and repair. 

Quite simply, CORIAN brings you "practical 
elegance" ... practicality with a flair. And isn't that really 
at the heart of every design problem? 

CORIAN* is available in sheet 
stock for kitchen and bath 
countertops, wall wainscoting, 
bathtub and shower sur
rounds and custom surfaces. 
One-piece molded tops and 
bowls of CORIAN for kitchen, 
bath or bar also available. 
For more information, write: 
Du Pont, Room 36977, 
Wilmington, DE 19898. 

•c ORIAN is DuPont's registered tradem ark 
for its methacrylate building materials. 
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Views continued from page 10 

tentions and vast resources. They'd throw him 
out. 

Whatever Tigerman thinks, he is not being 
radical, audacious or even making intelligent 
social commentary . . he's played a dirty joke 
on folks who needed his help and wanted hi s 
best. 

GSA is making a series of strong moves to 
upgrade the design and function of the office 
environment for 1,933,485 federal white-collar 
workers (or five percent of all U.S. office 
workers)-all real people, many even trying to 
do a good and humane job of governance and 
service. And they're trying to do it at an ex
tremely difficult time, with less money than ever. 

Our government has always been a puritan 
government ... no frills in the buildings is one 
result. Good design has been seen as a frill, as 
has the hiring of good architects. Tigerman's ac
tions have reinforced the unfortunate notion that 
fancy architects are a frill , and proven that they 
can be irresponsible as well. 

And with flags and stars and stripes painted 
on the ceilings yet. God save us from old hip
pies and their flag-sewn-on-the-ass parody of 
patriotism. It's al l a stale bad joke from the 
1960s, isn't it? 
Michael Brill, President 
BOST/ 
Buffalo, NY 

I'm certa inly pleased to see that Michael Bril l 
can emotionally be moved by something . Unfor
tunately, hi s sense of humor is clearly limited. 
While he is about the business of suggesting 
"elitism" in archi tecture (and in his case, pur
portedly representing populist positions by 
cladding himself in railroad switchman outfits 
with sheriff' s badge) one understands his con
cerns. Since so much of his work is funded by 
federal grants, he must feel that he has to sup
port them in whatever way he can. His allusion 
to the 1960s is well placed since no one better 
represents the do-gooding "sandal schleppers" 
of that time than Michael Brill. Perh aps grey
beige, Helvetica medium, and good taste are 
what it's supposed to be all about; I don't be
lieve it for a minute! 
Stanley Tigerman 
Stanley Tigerman & Associates 
Chicago, II 

Piazza defended 
Shocked, I was, at the venom and vitriol dis
played in the January issue by your readers 
over Charles Moore's Piazza d'ltalia in New Or
leans. It's hard to recall when a single project or 
building elicited such fierce reaction from ar
chitects themselves , who, much more under
standably, are accustomed to its coming from 
the non-architect public. The ti mes, clearly, they 
are a-changin'! 

And, it would seem, not a moment too soon. 
For such reactions help to underline the state of 
confusion and crisis in which architects are cu r
rently situated , after being so long engrained 
with heroic visions of changing a messy world 
through architectural form and making it a bet
ter, cleaner, more organized place to live; so 
long engrained with the Modernist notions of ex
treme functionali sm and less is more, and so 
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Plan, St. Joseph's Fountain , Piazza d'ltalia. 

long engrained with a deadly serious, almost 
clinical, attitude about buildings and the people 
who use them. More than all else, the reactions 
testify to the way in which Modern architects, 
armed with many c leve r slogans and arguments 
to bolster their cause, cannot tolerate anything 
so spectacularl y exuberant, refresh ing , per
sonal , allusionary and important as Moore's col 
orful Piazza. To those architects it is like putting 
a square peg in a rou nd hole; it doesn't fit with 
their banks of knowledge or their expectations. 
It doesn't conform to their image of recent 
"plazas"- so long without the qualities that con
tribute to the richness of urban li fe. Their world 
view is different, and it is probably boring . 

Moore's Piazza is audacious, if it is nothing 
else. But this is no reason to criticize it. For an 
architect with genuine courage and insight, with 
a touch of wild-eyed humor, to produce a super
latively meaningful celebration of an architec
tu ral and thus human heritage, indeed , is no 
easy task. At once, Moore has made the past 
meaningful for today. He has resurrected the 
architecture of the past and made it part of the 
living present. That he may also have changed, 
distorted, perverted, or fetishized the architec
tural style is beside the point. As in the past, but 
certainly before the ascendance of routine 
Modernism, great architectural moments were 
created through a selective synthesis of old and 
new elements, of combinations, additions, or 
subtractions. Moore follows in this tradition . 

While apolog izing for recent precedent, 
Moore 's Piazza reaffirms the binding connection 
with a long-forgotten architectu ral heritage. 
Necessari ly, I thin k, it shouts out with an almost 
childlike ebullience and a liberating exhilaration 
that the shackles of Modernism no longer hold 
and that the "universal style of our age ," like the 
Wicked Witch of the West, is dead. Ding dong! 
Randle Pollock 
John Carroll University 
Cleveland, Oh 

I support Charles Moore and every one of his 
associates fo r daring to show humor. That they 
are deliberate in their endeavors is obvious. 

Through our attempts to ease the human 
condition, we designers sometimes take our 
work too seriously. Architecture must have pur
pose and strength . As art it must have delight. 
(To what point in time is anyone's guess.) 

As architecture reflects human values it also 
reflects an ever widening range of human ex
perience. Given the sobriety of the past 60 

years, a li ttle li ght-heartedness won 't hurt. I 
doubt if the wizards of Disneyland, Las Vegas, 
or Atlantic City cou ld have devised anything so 
soph isticated or as "apparently" tasteless as 
the Piazza d' ltalia. I propose erecting ten more 
magic fountains in strategic locations about the 
country to remind professionals and laymen 
ali ke just who and what we are. 

I perceived Mr. Moore's work as thE! manifes
tation of happiness and not a utopian concept. 
We have come too far to believe our invincibility 
as· social reformers. Such work as the magic 
fountain becomes a springboard for the expan
sion of c reativity and awareness in a world that 
often grows faster than we can assimi late. 

I wish to thank Mr. Moore and colleagues for 
be ing a factor in that expansion and P/A as well 
for having the dedication and the courage to 
recognize that there is more to architecture in 
the 20th Century than "social responsibili ty." 
Walter L. Goodwin 
Interior Designer 
San Francisco, Ca 

Error corrected 
The publication explaining the Ruck-A-Chucky 
Bridge (P/A, Jan. 1979, p. 69) was incorrectly 
identified. It is ASCE Reprint 3305, avai lable 
from the American Society of Civil Engineers, 
345 E. 47 St., New York 10017 for $1.00 a copy. 

Credit extended 
Lighting equ ipment for Citicorp was also 
supplied by mcPhilben/Omega Lighting (P/A, 
Dec. 1978, p. 106). 
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Interstitial steel frame helps hospital 
achieve optimum space flexibility ... 
costs 20% less than 
competitive framing systems 
considered. 
How do you design a full-range, 
404-bed health care center, inte
grate it with a m edical teaching 
curriculum, and blend it architec
turally into the surrounding retail 
community? That was the problem 
facing the designers of Thomas Jef
ferson University's new Clinical 
Teaching Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa. 
The solution: A ten-story, steel-

frame building arranged around 
horizontal and vertical circulation 
spines. The spines run from the 
basement to the penthouse and 
east-west through tne center of the 
building. The conventionally 
framed portion of the structure is 
located north of two large 56-ft x 
120-ft skylighted courtyards. This 
portion, fed vertically from the 
mechanical penthouse, contains all 
bedrooms and physicians' offices. 

--

The interstitial section extends t 
length of the site on the south si 
of the spine. Odd-numbered floe 
contain diagnostic and therapeu 
facilities; even-numbered floe 
include interstitial space fram 
with steel trusses 84 ft 5 in. lor 
The interstitial spaces hou 
mechanical services for the inti 
vening floors and are flanked 
additional spaces for physiciar 
offices. 

I 
/ ,,, ,,,, 



:conomy points to steel 
Steel was the outright winner in 
ost savings against other structural 
ystems," reports Charles C. Ang, 
hief structural engineer, D' Ambly, 
nc., consulting engineers . "Con
idering material costs, fabrication, 
rection, and engineering time, we 
stimated that steel could save be
ween 15 to 20 percent over other 
raming systems on this project." 
leyond this several other reasons 
or selecting steel were cited: 

(2) "The program requirement for 
flexible space arrangement on the 
ancillary floors involved long, clear 
spans suitable only for steel trusses . 
(3) "Longer than average spans and 
minimal ceiling cavity space 
required that deflection control be 
achieved with minimum-depth 
members. This was dictated by 
the mechanical services required in 
the patient care and physicians' 
offices." 

Story-high trusses 
1) "Rapid erection of the structural 
rame was critical to the building's 
ast-track construction schedule. 

Much of the steel frame is conven
tionally designed using steel 
columns, beams, and girders with 

--""""'·~ --~i 

--~~ ---..i' 
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Chestnut SL 

Cross-sectional view shows 
how patient rooms are separated 
from diagnostic areas 
by a building-high atrium. 

(ABOVE CENTER) The 750,000-sq- ft Clinical 
Teaching Facility is essentially a series of 
smaller, administratively autonomous hospitals 
stacked vertically w ithin one building. 
(ABOVE LEFT) All ductwork, plumbing, electri
cal distribution, and large pieces of equipment 
are arranged within the interstitial spaces to 
permit future revisions to rooms without dis
rupting adjacent spaces. 
(LEFT) A building-high atrium separates the pa
tient care areas from the diagnostic and treat
ment areas . A dining area, located on the deck of 
the atrium, serves visitors, students, and staff. 
Glass-enclosed elevator lobbies overlook the 
center court. 
(ABOVE RIGHT) A steel-framed bridge, utiliz
ing curved beams to accommodate differences in 
floor levels, connects the new building with the 
existing hospital. 

Owners: Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Architect: H2/ L2 Architects/Planners, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Consulting Engineers: D'Ambly Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Prime Contractor for Structural Steel: Lehigh Structural Steel Co., Allentown, Pa. 

Sub-Contractor for Erection: Cornell & Company, Philadelphia, Pa . 

General Contractor.: Hospital Constructors, A Joint Venture of R . M . Shoemaker 
Co. and Irwin & Leighton, Inc ., Philadelphia, Pa. 

spandrel trusses supporting the ar
chitectural curtain wa11. 
The interstitial service area utilizes 
story-high trusses which support a 
3-in . composite steel floor deck 
topped with 21/z in. of concrete. An 
inverted cellular steel floor deck is 
installed in the interstitial areas . 
Our Sales Engineers offer a broad 
variety of technical and advisory 
services . They'll be happy to give 
you the details . For more informa
tion, get in touch with a Bethlehem 
Sales Engineer through one of the 
Bethlehem sales offices listed below. 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 
Bethlehem, PA 18016. 

Give us a call: 
Atlanta (404) 522-4918 
Baltimore (301) 685-5700 
Boston (617) 267-2111 
Buffalo (716) 856-2400 
Chicago (312) 664-5422 
Cincinnati (513) 381-6440 
Cleveland (216) 696-1881 
Detroit (313) 336-5500 
Houston (713) 659-8060 
Los Angeles (213) 726-0611 
Milwaukee (414) 272-0835 
New York (212) 688-5522 

W. Orange (201) 736-9770 
Philadelphia (215) 561-1100 
Pittsbu rgh (412) 281-5900 
St. Louis (314) 726-4500 
San Francisco (415) 393-4800 
Seattle (206) 285-2200 
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When the design statement 
has to be particularly right ... 
you are concerned with co lor, 
design and dimensionality. 
Consider W i lsonart Bran d 
laminated plastic. 

Wilsonart Brand Design 
Group I offers you a su perb 
collection of woodgrains, sol id 
colors, designs, marble s , 
leathers and slates from the 
finest craftsmen in the world. 

Wilsonart Brand Metal l ic 
Laminates- in coppe r an d 
aluminum bas-relief an d 
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d es ign s-a re pa rt i cularly 
unique for an exceptional image 
projecti on. 

When the furnishings have to 
set the mood and the walls have 
to confi rm it, combine the two 
for a p rec i se image and 
complete control of the setting. 

For some most unusual ideas, 
write for you r Wilsonart Design 
Group I and Metallic Laminates 
broch ures. 

IWIUDDAAT® 
WILSONART BRAND LAMINATED PLASTIC 

~ 
~ 
Copyright" 1978 Ralph Wilson Plastics Co. 
600 General Bruce Drive. Temple, Texas 76501 
Manufacturers of Wilsonart high-pressure laminated plastics, 
Chem-Surf. Tuf -Surf, Dor-Surf, Metallics and Contact Adhesives. 



Progressive Architecture 

News report 

The architecture 
of diplomacy 
As the relations between the U.S. and 
China increasingly come to include trade 
and tourism , developers are scrambling to 
build the symbol of business and pleasure, 
American style: the luxury hotel. China's 
present hotels , most of which are of Rus
sian design, are outdated, along with the 
Sino-Soviet alliance. 

In early November, Intercontinental 
Hotels Corp. , a PanAm subsidiary, was the 
first to announce a $500-million plan to 
build a half-dozen hotels in major cities. 
The agreement signed between Intercon
tinental and China International Travel 
Service (CITS), a tourist agency of the 
People's Republic, called for 5000 hotel 
rooms, of which 1000 are to be included in 
a first-class hotel in Peking. Locations and 
sites are not yet finalized, but current plans 
envision hotels in Shanghai, Canton, and 
two or three other major cities. All should 
be completed in three to four years. 

The Intercontinental hotels are being 
designed by Henry C.K. Liu, a Chinese
American architect who teaches at Virginia 
Polytechnic In stitute. Mr. Liu, who was 
se lected by the Chinese as architect and 
asked to help find an American company 
to develop the hotels, has previously reno
vated China's liaison office in Washington, 
DC, and the UN mission office in NY. De
sign programming and guidance are 
being provided by lntercontinental 's own 
architectural department. According to 
Walter Rules, an Intercontinental architect 
extensively involved in the project, the 
final design of the hotels will be heavily 
influenced by the decisions and policy of 
urban planning boards and other gov
ernmental bodies in the People's Republic. 

Project and construction managers for 
the hotel chain, it was recently decided, 
wil l be Bechtel International Corporation, 

\ 

U.S. architects and developers in China: above, WWAT&G presentation to Shanghai authorities; 
below, Paul Sheeline of Intercontinental with Ch inese tou rism offic ial Liao Cheng Chi. 

an American firm. CITS has authorized In
tercontinental to act as its agent in seeking 
long-term loan financ ing . U.S. banks are 
eager to partic ipate in funding China's 
foreign purchases , but they may be pre
vented by legal obstacles arising from the 
1949 seizure of U.S. assets in China and 
the reciprocal freezing of Chinese assets 
in the U.S. A possible settlement of the fro
zen assets issue is presently under 
negotiation , however. All loans will be 
guaranteed by the state-owned Bank of 
China. 

It might be expected that large-scale 
projects in China would eventually involve 

the Ch inese-American architect . l.M. Pei. 
And indeed, a simi lar hotel pro1ect with Pei 
as archi tect is in the works. Pei and his son 
DO. Pei recently traveled to Ch ina "to dis
cuss the sit ing , design, and construct ion of 
a number of hotels," according to the 
younger Pei. The Pei office is worki ng with 
developers Hyatt International on the 
as-yet unfinali zed project. 

The first U.S architectural firm to have 
si tes and designs for hote ls approved was 
Wimberly Whisenand All ison Tonag & Goo, 
of Honolulu. WWAT & G has agreed to de
sign two hote ls, one in Shanghai, one in 
[News report conti nued on page 22) 
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News report continued from page 23 

Exhibitions of 
architectural import 

Vienna Moderne: 1898-1918 
March 2-April 29 
University of Houston 

The subtit le of this exhibition, "An Early 
Encounter Between Taste and Utility," 
suggests an innate opposition between 
these two orientations of design. The point 
of the best works in "Vienna Moderne, " 
however, is that the relationship is a dialec
tic, not a conflict; that the oft-perceived 
battle between Style and Function is 
primarily a dispute between elitist and utili
tarian philosophies, which can be tran
scended by form . 

Example: the Pu rkersdorf chair, 1904-5, 
designed by Josef Hoffmann. Leader of 
the Weiner Werkstaette, an association of 
master craftsmen, Hoffmann set up artistic 
canons of integral ornament and forms 
pared to geometric basics. The Pur
kersdorf chair's resultant elegance proves 
that such geometricity is, of course, sty le, 
and such ornament derives directly from 
function. As Hoffmann and Ko loman Moser 
wrote in the Werkstaette's Program: "We 
want to do what the Japanese have always 
done"-i.e., produce a fusion of art and 
craft. 

These designers were caught in an era 
when art was beginning to feel that it 
should have social relevance, but re
mained bound soul and body to the elite. 
Their concepts cou ld be translated into 
luxury or simplicity. Thus artists like 
Dagobert Peche use a purist vocabulary of 
form or trade it for a rococo one; contrast 

Purkersdorf Chair, 1904- 5. Josef Hoffmann. 
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For the preview of the new Sunar International 
textile collection , architect Michael Graves de
signed a metaphorical garden showcase which 
al lows the color, texture, and natural charac
teristics of the fabric to define and describe 
themselves within the space. Graves' U-shaped 
pergola promenade and backdrop mural pro
vided the stage setting for the February 15 
opening of Sunar's New York showroom: a 
"Fabric Introduction." Subsequently, the main 
space was transformed for furniture settings, 
but one section of the showroom, which was 
remodeled by Graves, will remain devoted to 
Sunar textiles. (Above, mural cartoon by Graves; 
right, showroom plan .) 

his lacy 1915 interiors with his 1912 
ceramic vase, whose si mple shape re
sembles a pilaster base. The adaptations 
to specific clients are sometimes humor
ous, like Hoffmann's chair for the studio of 
Klimt , a tongue-in-cheek tribute to the 
painter who led the artistic breakaway of 
the turn of the century. 

Directed by Jan Ernst Adlmann, the 
show was organized under the auspices of 
the Cooper-Hewitt Museum, NY. Their 
we ll-di rected policy of presenting col lec
tors ' treasures not usually shown in U.S. 
museums produced a winner. 

The show is to travel to the Portland 
(Oregon) Art Museum, and the Art Institute 
of Chicago. 

Stanley Tigerman 
Feb. 11- April 1 
P.S.1, New York 

This exhibit of Tigerman's recent work por
trays the Chicago architect in his custom

§ ary tongue-in-cheek attitude. The show is 
!!! rather scrappy; too many projects are pre
~ sented and too often only in the rudimen-
8 tary form of cardboard models . But it offers 

GRAVES-DESIGNED SHOWROOM 

a we lcome glimpse of Tigerman's recent 
architectura1 witt icisms: his controversial 
bureaucratic maze for the Federal Design 
Assembly (PIA, Dec. 1978, p. 76) and his 
residential and commercial commissions. 

Included, for example, is a suave addi
tion to a George Keck residence , entitled 
"Tigerman takes a bite out of Keck. " The 
design clamps onto the low Keck rectan
gle a glass curve of the hotdog shape 
Tigerman made famous. Another 
addition/remodeling, cal led "House with 
Pompadour, " plays curves off corners and 
pediments off a piled-up form evocative of 
clouds. The curves, cut-outs, and cloud 
motifs that characterize "the Tigerman" 
dominate. In "Kitchen for a Jewish Prin
cess," a current project, the rippling 
roof line of the added dining area is echoed 
in the path and picked up in the relation
ship of the pool to the tombstone-shaped 
bushes. (The Kitchen is one of the few 
projects to be portrayed with finesse, in 
elegant plans .) The project that makes the 
most waves in terms of Tigerman 's oeuvre 
is "Sam's Cut-Rate Liquors. " The recent 
design fo r a liquor store immediately adja
[News report continued on page 28] 
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Redwood comes in a 
much wider variety of grades, 
shades, textures and types 
than most people think. 

Redwood, as the work shown 
here clearly demonstrates, is not only 
beautiful, it's versatile. Redwood 
can be warm and rich. It can be 
bright and colorful. Redwood can be 
smooth and handsome. It can be 
rough and striking. Redwood has 
almost infinite possibilities. 

And redwood adds enduring 
value to whatever you design or 
build. No other wood weathers like 
redwood. No other wood is as 
resistant to warping, checking, and 
age. No other wood takes and holds 
a finish better, or needs a finish 
less. Redwood insulates against heat, 
cold and noise. Redwood resists 
flame spread. 

Redwood. There is, literally, no 
other wood like it. 

Credits: 

Clear grade residential ceiling 
Architect: Norman Jaffe, AIA 
Interior: Maurice Weir, FASID 

Clear All Heart siding, multi-unit 
Architects: Fisher-Friedman 

Associates, AIA 

Knot and sap textured siding, multi-unit 
Architect: Kermit Dorius, FAIA 

Architects and Associates 

Finger joint interior accent wall 
Architect: Richard E. Huston 

Architect, Incorporated 

Garden grades deck 
Designer: Elsebet ]egstrup 

t CALIFORNIA 
REDWOOD 
ASSOCIATION 

One Lombard Street 
San Francisco, California 94111 

Redwood-A renewable resource 
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News report continued from page 25 

Model for "Sam's Cut-Rate Liquors ." 

cent to the curve of the Chicago El incor
porates the fac;ade of a four-story ware
house. The now freestanding masonry 
wall, behind whose fenestrated surface is 
only a one-story store, is supported by 
sinuous buttresses . 

Tigerman's work, as even this exhibit's 
cursory treatment shows, explores the 
suggestive possibilities of the curve
elegant, humorous, pornographic , and 
(even) purely formal. 

Eat your heart out, 
San Francisco 
On January 11 the San Francisco Planning 
Commission approved Neiman Marcus ' 
plan to demolish the beloved turn-of-the
century City of Paris department store on 
Union Square and replace it with a new 
$18.5-million store designed by Philip 
Johnson. The new design incorporates the 
exquisite g lass dome and the central 
rotunda of the original build ing. 

For preservationists, this decision is the 
second major defeat in a five-year cam
paign to preserve the post-1906 image of 
Union Square. The other battle casualty, 
the Fitzhugh building, will be replaced by a 
new Saks Fifth Ave. store by Hellmuth, 
Obata & Kassabaum (P/A, Nov. 1978, 
p. 65) . 

Both new constructions seem superflu
ous as well as destructive. The two grand 
old bui ldings seem architecturally ideal for 
use as department stores. Indeed, Neiman 
Marcus' stated intention when they bought 
the City of Paris in 1970 was to rehabilitate 
the Beaux-Arts structure, wh ich housed 
the farriily-run Verdier dry-goods firm from 
1909 till Verdier went out of business in 
1967. 

When, in 1974, N-M declared their intent 
to demoli sh the building, it was on the 
grounds of structural inadequacy in meet
ing the seismic code. A peculiar rationale, 
seeing that the original build ing designed 
in 1896 by Clinton Day had withstood the 
1906 earthquake disaster-except for one 
corner wh ich may have been dynamited to 
stop fire. (Restored and remodeled after 
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City of Paris dome, above, and rotunda, right. 
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the quake by architects Bakewell & Brown 
for Verdier, the "City of Paris " department 
store opened in 1909. The gal leried space 
with a skylit rotunda echoed the current 
fashion in department-store design set by 
world-famous emporiums such as the Gal
leries Lafayette in Paris.) 

The announcement of the bu ilding 's im
minent demolition brought a great outcry 
from preservationists, 60,000 of whom 
signed petitions of protest. To allay public 
hysteria, Neiman Marcus switched ar
chitects from Carl Warnecke to Johnson/ 
Burgee. Johnson's priestly eminence in 
the world of art and architectural history si
lenced dissent until his recent plan be
came public. After several attempts to use 
the old store, Johnson said, they found that 
it simply wou ld not work with modern mer
chandising methods. The new design 
would save the rotunda but scotch the 
rest of the bui ldings. 

Alarmed preservationists, who had been 
chipping away at the structural inade
quacy claim, drew up their own rehab 
plans, suggested other sites for Neiman 
Marcus and found other buyers for·the 
bu ild ing . But it was "no sale." Neiman 
Marcus loved the city but if they could not 
be right in the heart of it, they would leave. 

Enter, stage right , downtown politics 
which some wou ld say directed the play all 
along. Although the City of Paris easily ac
quired State Landmark status and a place 
on the National Register in 1975, City 
Landmark status was denied it in 1974 by 
the Planning Commission, Allan Jacobs , 
director. The reasons given related more 
to Neiman Marcus ' situation than that of 
the building itself. In fact, the structure's 
qualifications for meeting the Landmark 
code were never really discussed at all. 
This fall, as judgment day drew near, it be
came more apparent that the new pro
downtown development Mayor, Dianne 
Feinstein, wou ld lean hard on the Planning 
Commissioners to get a favorable vote for 
Neiman Marcus. 

The Johnson/Burgee 1977 scheme 
voted in reinstal ls the sky-lit rotunda as the 
crowning touch on a g lazed corner en
trance lobby . With the exception of this 

Johnson design, below, ungraciously boxes the 
elegant old rotunda in brick and glass. 

high moment, the design is bland and 
uninspired-'' intentionally understated," 
Johnson calls it. 

The Planning Commission's approval is 
strongly laced with conditions. The overly 
abstract quality of the design must be 
mitigated by more surface texture and vis
ual exprE;ssion of the interior structure; the 
reddish colored granite diamonds in the 
checkerboard must be grayed. A more 
substantial indicated revision entai ls open
ing up the walls at street leve l with display 
windows. 

Johnson, who attended the hearing and 
whiled away the long hours by reading 
Sherlock Holmes, has commented that the 
changes wi ll be hard to make. However, 
he is not too worried. As he said " I know 
the planning people here and Director Rai 
Okamoto very well, and we can work it 
out" [Sally B. Woodbridge] 

Weese master plan 
for Federal Triangle 
Harry Weese & Associates has won a de
sign competition to develop a new master 
p lan that will en liven the Federal Triangle in 
Washington , DC. The $17-mill ion plan , 
which was chosen over 34 other designs 
by a committee at the U.S. General Serv
ices Administration , concentrates on the 
area around the Old Post Office at 12th St. 
and Pennsylvania Ave. That structure is 
[News report continued on page 30] 



One performance after another, you'll find the 
Castelli name catching on. The Axis 4000 seating 
system is an integral part of any theatre experience. 
It provides the kind of dramatic impact demanded 
by varying programs. With interchangeable parts 
and accessories to accommodate critical audiences 
everywhere. 
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News report continued from page 38 

presently undergoing renovat ion for use as 
federal offices and commerc ial space. 

The Weese plan will create a granite
paved plaza in the Hemicyc le between the 
Old Post Office and the New Post Office/ 
Interstate Commerce Commission bu ild
ing . One of the most unusual elements in 
the Weese plan is to add copies of the 
porches and fa9ades on existing Federal 
Triangle bu ildings to the brick-walled 
stumps of the Internal Revenue Service 
building, suggesting a Great Circ le that 
was never finished . (The IRS building was 
not completed because the Old Post Of
fice was in the way and never demolished 
as originally planned. ) 

The IRS cou rtyard facing the Old Post 
Office, which is now a parking lot, wi ll be 
reduced slightly by the add ition of an ar
cade linking the porches. As one effort to 
bring life into the Federal Triang le, much of 
the first floor space behind the arcade wi ll 
be devoted to restaurants; above wi ll be 
five floors of offices. 

Other parts of the plan for the Federal 
Triangle- it stretches from 6th to 15th Sts . 
and Pennsylvania to Constitution Aves.
include a Federal Walk to link the bui ld
ings, improved transit with links to the 
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Weese model: addition in white at center right. 

Metro (also designed by Weese), under
ground parking, and a general upgrading 
of streets and walkways. 

Selection of the winn ing design was 
made by the National Architect Engineer 
Evaluation Board , composed of GSA em
ployees . The other two finalists were 

Sasaki Associates with Shepley Bulfinch 
Richardson & Abbott and Gindele & 
Johnson, and Sert , Jackson & Associates 
with Jerome W. Lindsey & Associates. 

Karel Yasko, a member of the selection 
board, said that the Weese plan won be
cause it was the best urban design . He 
also indicated that the board preferred 
keepi ng the IRS bui lding an integral part of 
the Federal Triang le by adding to it rather 
than cutting it off as the other plans pro
posed. 

GSA hopes to submit the plan to Con
gress in Ju ly 1980 for funding . 
[Carleton Knight , Il l] 

Saving Sullivan's 
Prudential Building 
Louis Sullivan's Prudential Building (1895), 
considered his best and most appropriate 
expression of a " tall bui lding, " is alive and 
well in Buffalo. Sullivan 's 83-year-old mas
terwork has been sold to a group of 
businessmen determined to convert the 
languishing structure into prime office 
space. 

One of the new owners , Stanley Thea, a 
NY real estate marketing speciali st whose 
previous projects inc lude the marketing of 
[News report continued on page 35) 
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The only true Perlite/Urethane/ 
Perlite sandwich insulation. 

GREFCO, Inc./ Building Products Division, 3450 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, 
CA90010 
Please send me a free sample of Permalite Pk Plus Roof Insulation. 
Name ____________ Title __________ _ 

Company-----------------------
Address _______________________ _ 

City-------------------------
State--------- Zip __ _ 

New, more efficient, long-lasting Permalite Pk Plus is FM 
approved for class 1 insulated steel deck construction and for 
windstorm resistance classifications 1-60and1-90. 
What makes Permalite Pk Plus so great? 

D Permalite Pk Plus is a true, chemically bonded 3-part composite sandwich of perlite, 
urethane and perlite in which the rigid, urethane core is protected from extreme temperature 
fluctuations. 

D In hot weather and long exposure to sun, the top perlite layer with its Sealskin® surface helps 
protect the BUR from excessive loss of oils and natural elasticity. 

D Permalite Pk Plus helps keep the urethane warpfree and stressfree. Asphalt can be applied at 
normal application temperatures. 

D Permalite Pk Plus is fire rated ... dimensionally stable .. . and 
proven in hundreds of installations. 

D Integral Sealskin® treatment of top perlite layer provides 
resistance to bitumen soakup and superior bond of 
roofing felts to insulation. 

Permaliti? 
GREFCO, lnc./Building Products Division 
.General Office: 
3450 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90010 
National Sales Office: 2905 Butterfield Road 
Oak Brook, IL 60521-(312) 654-4500 

~A subsidiary of General Refractories Company. 
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E'RE 
CALLING 

OUR 
FUTURE 

BYA 
BRIGHT 

NE 
NA E Badische Corporatio 

Dow Badische, 
manufacturer of 

carpet fibers and 
yarns, has changed 

its name to 
Badische Corporation, 

but you'll find that 
we're the same 

innovative company 
you have always 

looked to for leadership 
in the carpet industry. 
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1 is our future shaping up? 
e at our headquarters in 
1amsburg, Virginia, 
ische Corporation, now a 
nber of the BASF Group, is 
ly committed to a policy of 
1t expansions and new 
rs development in the 
tract commercial area. 

re just as firmly comm itted to 
ng you in the same personal way 
Ne always have-through an 
1sive program wh ich offers free 
1ical and specifying assistance. 
)niy thing that 's ·changed is 
1ame. 

et specifying , as you well know, 
iighly technical job; especially 
the plethora of fibers and con
tions to choose from in carpet 
today. 

=our carpet fibers and yarns are 
ially engineered for specific con
commercial end uses to assure 
3r performance. You'll find them 
ich variety of carpet styles. 

.mt'lori"nylon 
>n™ nylons from Badische 
oration are widely represented 
1ghout the carpet market. Most 
1inent is our new advanced
>rmance fiber-Zeflon 500™ 
tion Dyed Nylon that creates lux-
1s wool-like carpets with long-
1g durability. 

~ran® Blend CR-4 

:icrylic li ne ranges from the ver
i 100% Zefran® Aery I ic and 100% 
in Acrylic Berber to three out
jing acrylic blends: Zefran Blend 

CR-4, an acrylic/nylon ; Zefran Blend 
ZK-3, an acrylic/modacrylic ; and 
Zefran Blend H-52, an acrylic/ 
modacrylic/nylon with a rich home
spun look. 

We also offer the widest color choice. 
Our Yarn Bank inventories have more 
than 23 million yarn colors and color 
combinations for a virtually unlimited 
selection of carpet colors. 

Another unique feature is our 
CREATE® program, a free service that 
helps eliminate many of the risks in 
carpet specifying. 

Contract Carpet Consultants 

Our Contract Carpet Consultants, a 
group of trained carpet specialists, will 
continue to aid you in finding the 
proper carpet for a certain end use 
and traffic class based on fiber and 
yarn, carpet construction, color 
guidance, installation and mainte
nance information . 

CREATE also provides you with many 
invaluable aids: our illustrated 
Contract Carpet Selection and Speci
fications Guide, job bid assistance 
such as yarn porn chains, and special 
carpet samples, as well as seminars 
dealing with all aspects of contract 
carpet specifying. 

PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION 
Years ago, we set up our Performance 
Certification labelling program to 
ensure that carpets made of our 
branded products perform properly 
throughout their installation life. 

Performance Certified Garpets have 
all had to pass a series of exacting 
performance tests before they can 
carry our prestigious Performance 
Certification label. 

Our warrant ies are important to look 
for when you specify carpet. Zefstat® 
is our Lifetime Anti-Shock Carpet 
Warranty, and Zefwear® is our 5-Year 
Carpet Wear Warranty. These war
ranties, granted only to carpets that 
have been tested and meet our speci
fications, are further performance 
assurance to you and your clients . 

Product innovation, expert technical 
assistance, a multi-faceted CREATE 
program, strong warranties and 
Performance Certified contract 
commercial carpets are some of the 
ways we are shaping our future to 
serve you better. We not only have a 
bright new name, we have a bright 
new future in the years ahead . Follow 
it with us. 

Badische Corporation 
(Formerly Dow Badische Company) 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 

Zeflon 500™ and Zefl on ™ are trademarks owned by Badische Corporation. 
formerly Dow Badische Company. 

Zefran~Zefstat<:i'Zefwear®are registered trademarks owned by Badische 
Corporation . formerly Dow Badische Company. 

CREATE® is a registered Service Mark owned by Badische Corporation. 
formerl y Dow Badische Company. 

r.r.r.!!I . 
liiiiiiJlil Member of the BASF Group 
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News report continued from page 30 

New York City's Galleria and Olympic 
Tower, foresees a $4.7-million price tag for 
restoration and rehabilitation. Thea and his 
partners Rudolph Bersani of Bu ffa lo and 
Jack Sch ifrin of Cleveland intend "to make 
this monument economical ly viable, pre
serve it for architecture lovers throughout 
the world, while creat ing a good invest
ment and major taxpayer to the City of Buf
falo. " Something for everyone. 

Announcement of the sale of the Na
tional Histori c Landmark by United Found
ers Life Insurance Company of Oklahoma 
City to the group for an undisclosed sum 
culminated a sometimes anxious five-year 
campaign to find sympathetic new owners 
and potentia l tenants for the building. 

The campaign , complete with " Louis 
Li ves" buttons given out by SUNY/ 
Buffalo's School of Architecture and ex
tensive media coverage , undoubtedly 
raised the preservation consciousness in a 
city just beginning to take notice of its fine 
old buildings, where the cognoscenti still 
smart at mention of Frank Lloyd Wright's 
Larkin Building , torn down in the early 
1950s to make way for a truck terminal that 
never was built. 

With occupancy hovering at 30 percent, 
and suffering from an insensitive, tacky 
1950s remodeling compounded by dam
age from a $300,000 fire in 1973, the Pru
dential 's prospects were dim indeed . But 
its superb location in the heart of the city's 
legal and financial district (where it an
chors a fine swath of 19th-Century city
scape including an Upjohn church and a 
major work by Burnham), its manageable 
13-story size, and the fairly good condition 
of its terra-cotta exterior weighed deci
sive ly in its favor. 

While financ ing is being arranged and 
$1.5 million in fede ral monies is being 
applied for , comp rehensive restoration 
plans are being drawn up. These cover ex
terior fac;:ades, interior finishes and 
spaces , and reacquisition of ornament. 

Although final plans have not been 
made, it seems certain that the Pruden
tial 's U-shaped floors wil l be extended and 
fi lled in , thereby increasing usable floor 
space by approx imately 1000 sq ft per 
floor to a total net figure of 110,000 sq ft. 
The inclusion of fire stairs in the new addi
tion will make possible the reopening of 
Su lli van 's dramatic open stai rwe ll , previ 
ous ly enclosed so that the building would 
conform to safety codes. 

Repair and clean ing of the luxuriously 
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At important junctures of columns and beams, 
where the pushing and pu lling forces of tension 
and compression are transmitted, Sullivan used 
his system of ornament to announce the ener
gies within. Along the vert ical columns, inter
locking diamond shapes, like great stretched 
cables or ribbons, pu ll the eye upward s. 

[News report continued on page 37] 

East coast homf7: Architect Jomes Walker, Boston, Moss . Cabot's Stains on exterior and interior wood surfaces. 

Naturally beautiful for wood •.. the stain that shows the grain. 
Cabot's new Transparent Stains bring out the best in wood, produce 
rich, lively colors in a variegated effect depending on the porosity of 
the wood surface and the exposure. These new stains accent the 
beauty of wood grain and texture, beautify in a choice of 28 colors . 
Like other stains in th~ Cabot line, Cabot's Transparent Stains will not 
crack, peel, or blister ... are applicable to all types of wood. 

Cabot's Stains, the Original Stains and Standard for the Nation since 1877 

No. 311, on Reader Service Card 

-------------------------·----
Samuel Cabot Inc. 
One Union St., Dept. 328, .Boston , Mass. 02108 
O Send color card on Cabot's Transparent Stains . 
O Send Cabot's full-color handbook on wood stains. 
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"Compatibility of the housing unit with the 
character of the smal l, separate, woodsy 
cabins was paramount. 

"Cedar shakes on the roofs and 
shingles on the wal ls help keep the build ing 
scale small and personal -and are natural 
and rustic materials traditional to the 
camp's history"-James E Hussey, A l.A 

For our new Architects' cedar library, 
write Suite 275 515-116th Avenue N.E. , 
Bellevue, WA 98004. (In Canada Suite 
1500, 1055 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2H1 .J 

Circ le No. 361, on Reader Service Card 

---------------------

Cedar Shakes (Heavy) 1.69 
Cedar Shakes (Medium) 1.15 
Cedar Shingles .87 
Built-Up Roofing , Slag .78 
Asphalt Shingles .44 
Built-Up Roofing , Smooth .33 
Asbestos Cement Shingles .21 
~~ .~ 

lnsulative {"R'') values of roofing products 
shown above. Source: ASHRAE Handbook, 
and California Energy Design Manual. 

.......................... 

These labels under 
the bandstick of 
red cedar shingle and 
shake bundles are 
your quarantee of 
Bureau-graded quality 
Insist on them 

YMCA Camp, Orcas Island, Wash 
Architects. The Richardson Ass< 

Tlingit canoe paddle of ce. 
with a blackberry juice and i 

Cedar. To touch the earth. 

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake BUI 



News report continued from page 35 

ornamented terra-cotta fac;ade is a clear 
priority. Other likely restoration work in
c ludes the uncovering of the mosaic 
fri ezes and pink Ten nessee marble in the 
lobby areas, much of which is now hidden 
under black ceramic tile , the re pair and 
clean ing of a 400-sq-ft Sulli van-designed 
sky light oval seed pods in a glass and 
cast-iron framework , and uncovering of 
marble chip flooring in all elevator cor
ridors . Restoration proposals also include 
reacquis ition of the origi nal ornamental 
bronze electroplated iron elevator grilles, 
door and light escutcheons , and exterior 
light standards and lanterns, all designed 
by Sull ivan. 

A special c lause in the terms of the sale 
contract calls for 1 000 sq ft of space to be 
assigned " rent-free in perpetuity" for the 
use of the newly formed Louis Sullivan 
Museum of Architecture. According to 
Jack Randall , architect serving as both 
restoration consul tant to the new owners 
and museum cu rator , the co llection con
tains arti facts from demolished Sullivan 
buildings, a set of ove r 500 unpublished 
Sullivan drawings, furniture and artifacts 
by Frank Lloyd Wrig ht, and an extensive 

LWALL ® SYSTEMS ... are BOTH 

collection of slides and photographs of 
Sullivan buildings by the late Richard 
Nickel. [Jill Weber Radler] 

Jill Radler is a graduate student in 
architecture at SUNY, Buffalo, who writes on 
architecture for the Buffalo Evening News. 

Raymond McGrath 
Modernist leader 
The death of Raymond McGrath in Dec . 
1977 seems, in hindsight, to have coin
c ided with the wan ing of the architectural 
movement he did so much to initiate in 
Britain Modernism. McGrath , born in Aus
tralia in 1903, was the first graduate in ar
chitecture of Sydney University, in 1926. 
From there he went on to graduate work in 
England, where he spent the rest of his 
career, becoming one of the few avant
garde of the early (1930s) Modernist 
movement in that country. The best-known 
of his many innovative houses from this 
period is perhaps St. Anne's Hill , Chertsey, 
Surrey (1937)-a "big cheese with a slice 
cut out for the sun light to enter." His 
studios for the BBC and aircraft interiors 
for BOAC (then called Imperial Airways) 

St. Anne 's Hill , Chertsey, 1937. 

were among the design highl ights of his 
oeuvre. McGrath 's two books: Twentieth 
Century Houses (1934) and Glass in Ar
chitecture and Decoration (1 937), co
authored with his brother-in-law, AC. 
Frost, are major reference works from the 
early Modernist perspective . With his pass
ing , we have lost one of the great figures of 
the "International Style." 

City in a hurry 
to forget its past 
After five years of false starts, the City of 
Minneapolis has started to vacate and 
clear one-and-a-half blocks of the 
[News report continued on page 41) 

GHT TRANSMITTING - light 
ransmission range 3 % to 83% - AND 

SULATED - U-Factors .40, .24, .15, and 
en .06 - WITH SHADING 

OEFFICIENTS from .85 to less than .06! 
ey weigh only 11/2 pounds per square 

Kai wall 
Systems 
SAVE BOTH 

HEAT ENERGY 
AND 

ELECTRICAL 
ENERGY! 

And Kalwall Systems can be a wall - a roof 
- or a window replacement. 
Design potentials are enormous. And many 
buildings using the Systems have won 
awards. 
Phone or write for full color literature that 
explains the Systems in detail. Kalwall 
Corporation, P.O. Box 237, Manchester, 
New Hampshire 03105. Phone 

ot, and are only 23/4 inches thick. 
ey transmit natural, diffused sunlight; 
d keep heated (and cooled) air in. 603-627 -3861. 

Patented 





At a mental health center ... 
Andersen institutes warmth and hannony. 
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Mecklenburg County Mental Health Center 
I n-patient Addition 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
Architect: 
Henningson, Durham & Richardson 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
Printing lim itationa prohibit exa ct col or duplication. 
Uae actual umple for bui lding apecifi cationa. 

7 IOR C:opyri11: hl © And en en Corp,, Bayport , Mtnn . 1977. 
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Windows can be a critical element in the 
livability of an institutional project. 

That's why, when designing these ex
tended care units for the Mecklenburg 
Mental Health Center, the architect spec
ified Andersen® Perma-Shield® casement 
windows in Terratone color. 

They knew the beautiful look, feel and 
charm of their inside wood trim would 
establish a warm, comfortable atmosphere. 

They knew these windows in Terratone 
color would create harmony, too. Thanks 
to their deep, dramatic earth-tone hue-it 
blended beautifully with both the brick exte
riors of the buildings and the landscape. 

And they knew Andersen windows would 
match the County's desire to save on operat
ing costs. The tough, long-lasting Perma
Shield vinyl sheath virtually eliminates 
maintenance-it's designed not to rust, pit 
or corrode. Won't chip, flake, peel or blister. 

Finally, unlike the leaky, drafty kind, 
Perma-Shield windows help save fuel. 
Because they have a wood core-one of 
nature's best insulators-and are built two 
times more weathertight than industry 
air-infiltration standards. 

So bring warmth, harmony-livability
to your next design. Specify Andersen 
Perma-Shield casement and awning win
dows in beautiful, blendableTerratone color. 

For more details, see Sweet's File 8.16 
or your Andersen Dealer or Distributor. 
He's in the Yellow Pages under "Win
dows." Or write us direct - Andersen 
Corporation, Bayport, Minnesota 55003. 

The beautiful way to save fuel™ 

Andersen \Vindowalls 
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Ill JG/Westminster Auditorium Seating/ AT&T Long Lines 

Westminster seating in 
this continental layout 
features individual arrr 
rests for user comfort 
and center pedestal 
riser mounts for easy 
maintenance. 

Complimentary layout 
service available on 
request. 

Installation: AT&T 
Long Lines 
Architect: John Carl 
Warnecke, FAIA 
Architects 
Product Design: 
Dickinson/Smith 

JG Furniture 
A Division of 
Burlington Industries 
Quakertown 
Pennsylvania 18951 
215 536 7343 
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News report continued from page 37 panding the initial site to two-and-a-ha lf 
city blocks with a retail /entertainment 
complex at street level , a new YMCA, an 
additional two office towers, and a 600- to 
800-car parking ramp . 

Though most citizens support the con
cept of high density development in 
downtown Minneapolis , critical opposition 
to City Center tends to focus on the future 
of the marvelous interior of Scottie's (origi
nal ly named The Forum Cafeteria). Ox
ford 's marketing officials say the site is 
needed for an as yet unnamed department 
store. 

gi Many local critics feel that any new de-
~ velopment downtown, especially of this 
~ size and in this location , should be more 
::;; 
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---~--~ Scottie's sumptuous Art Deco interior. 

downtown area in preparation for the $100 
million urban development project it calls 
"City Center." By late spring 1979, the city 
plans to turn over the cleared property to 
Oxford Development Properties of Edmon
ton, Canada, and their architects, Skid
more, Owings & Merrill, Denver. Slated to 
go, along wi th about half of the one-story 
shops and restaurants that make Seventh 
St. downtown Minneapolis ' most active 
section, was the hi storically signif icant Art 
Deco interior of "Scottie 's on Seventh " 
(PIA, Nov. 1976, pp. 64-65), a 1930s res
taurant and disco . 

SOM describes the City Center project 
as having a 3-level glass-and-steel shop
ping arcade as a base, topped by an 18-
story, 600-room luxury hotel (managed by 
Western International Hotels), a 28-story 
office tower, and a 38-story office tower. 
Included in the lower framework is a 
1 4 mil lion-plus-sq-ft retail facility for 
Donaldsons department store and a 300-
car underground parking ramp. Oxford 
also announced in late September a $25-
$30 mi llion development plan for the block 
adjacent to the City Center project, ex-

-

sensitive to urbanistic quali ty. To some, a 
City Center without the old Forum di
minishes by one more precious bui lding 
Minneapolis' fading sense of history . Many 
architectural ly significant buildings from 
downtown have already been lost-some 
to fire, but most to a thirst for newer, "bet
ter" answers. 

Spurred by such concerns, the present 
owners filed suit in January against both 
the city and Oxford, challenging the con
stitut iona li ty of the use of "quick c learing" 
under the city's right of eminent domain, 
and Oxford's failure to file a complete En
vironmental Impact Statement. Issues 
decided in the District Court were: the his
[ News report continued on page 42] 

Problem Wall? 
f"leJCi-Wall! 
Flexi-Wall® is a unique one-step 
process in covering walls for reno
vation or new construction projects. 
It goes up like wallcovering ... over 
almost any surface ... hiding 
blemishes and bumps, bridging 

gaps and voids. It dries hard as 
plaster .. . strong, long lasting, 

protective. It's easy to put up, 
easy to clean, easy on the budget. 
And nice to look at, too ... in 23 
colors. Ever face the question: 
Problem wall? Only one answer: 
Flexi-Wall! Write for free samples. 
Flexi-Wall Systems, P. 0. Box 88, 
Liberty, SC 29657. 

9i!!:!~~:..~. - -.i 

• Approved for hospitals 
• Class A flame spread rating 
• GSA Contract #GS-OOS-64549 
• HUD Co!:tract #OAH(CO)M-2268 

Circle No. 327, on Reader Service Card 
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News report continued from page 41 

torical significance of the fat;ade, the pos
sibility of Oxford build ing around Scottie's, 
the feasibility of taking the g lass-tiled inte
rio r down, and a possi ble relocation site . 
The tri al ended with an out-of-court settle
ment between Scotti e's, Oxford , and the 
city. Scottie's is to receive $1 mil lion from 
the city and the developers; Oxford will 
d ismantle the interior, restoring it to its orig
inal 1929 appearance, and rel ocate it at 
ground level within City Center on Sixth St. 
Scott ie's will be given a long-term lease to 
operate the interior in its new locati on. 
[ Bruce N. Wright] 

Bruce N. Wright is an architect and colum
nist for Arch itect Minnesota 

P/A co-sponsors 
housing competition 
Progressive Architecture, in conjunction 
with Better Homes and Gardens and 
the American Plywood Assoc iat ion, is 
sponsoring the second " Innovations in 
Hous ing" competi tion, intended to en
courage attractive and economical ly via
ble sing le-family detached house design. 
The 1979 awards seek energy-conserving 
designs for houses with maximum spatia l 
flex ibility and broad appeal. Entries shou ld 

Granite. 
Tough enough to take the 
thunder of 10 billion feet. 

Archi tect: T insley Higgins Li ghter & Lyon, Des Mo ines, IA 

TYPICAL STEP ARRANGEMENT 

'"..i.L . 
f 

SLOPING-BOTTOM STEPS OVER SLOPING 
SLAB OR STRINGERS 

What else but granite can take 38 years of wear and weather without fading, 
staining, or showing measurable wear? That's what made Col d Spring granite 
the ideal choi ce for the Banker's Life Insurance Bu ilding when it was bui lt in 
Des Moines, Iowa, in 1939. And that sam e unique combination of beauty and 
unsurpassed durabi lity make it ideal for today 's fl oors, facades, core walls, 
steps, malls and walkways - wherever you need maxi
mum durability that's virtually maintenance-free. 

For more information, plus a free copy of our 16-page, 
full color catalog showing all 18 Cold Spri ng colors avail 
able, call toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call (61 2) 
685-3621 . Or write to the add ress below. 

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept. PA-3 202 Sou th 3rd Ave nue, Co ld Spring, MN 56320 
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be designs for houses of 1700 sq ft or less 
that incorporate APA grade-trademarked 
plywood. Postmark deadline is March 16. 
For information and entry forms, write: " In
novations in Housing, " P.O. Box 11700, 
Tacoma, Wa 98411. 

Red Cedar Shingle 
awards program 
The fourth biannual Architectural Awards 
Program of the Red Cedar Shingle & 
Handsplit Shake Bureau/AIA, intended to 
recogn ize des igners of outstanding resi
dential and light commercial structures 
and to feature projects using red cedar 
shing les or hands pl it shakes, is now ac
cepting entries. Entry categories are resi
dential single-family, resident ial multi
family, vacation homes, commercial/ 
institutional, remodeling/restoration, and 
interiors. The jury for the 1979 program wil l 
be architects William Turnbull of San Fran
cisco, Richard Bergman of New Canaan, 
Ct, and Euine Fay Jones of Fayettevil le, Ar. 
Entries are due Ju ly 13; winners wi ll be an
nounced in September. For further infor
mation and entry forms, write: Red Cedar 
Sh ingle & Handsp lit Shake Bureau, Suite 
275, 515 116th Ave. N E , Bellevue, Wa 
98004. 

Calendar 
Exhibits 
Jan. 11-June 4. "Orlando Giannini. " The 
major works of this Art Deco pioneer, who 
co llaborated with Frank Lloyd Wright, wi ll 
be on exhibit at the Frank Lloyd Wright 
Home and Studio, Oak Park, 11. 

Jan. 15-March 18. "Two on Two at the Oc
tagon." Urban design of Washington , DC 
and Philadelph ia 
Jan. 21-March 25. "World Architecture in 
Minnesota." Historical Revival architecture 
bu il t in Minnesota between 1890 and 1930. 
Landmark Center, St. Paul, Mn . 
March 6-April 7. "Siah Armajan i First Read
ing Room." Max Protech Gallery, NY. 
March 15. "New Architectural Vis ions in 
Northern New England," Lamont Gallery, 
Exeter, NH. 

Conferences 
March 14. American Society of Interior De
signers Info Fair. Chicago, II. 
March 13-16. Western Wood Products As
sociat ion Spring Meeting. San Francisco, 
Ca. 
March 15-16. COFPAES Federal Procure
ment Conference, Denver, Co. 
March 19-20. DOE Solar Energy Storage 
Options Workshop. San Anton io, Tx. 
March 22. American National Standards 
Institute Meeting. Washington, DC. 
[News report continued on page 46] 



II Maker'.f Wbrkshop 
e-Nicolas Ledoux, ca. 1785-1795 
.2 cm. W· 17 .9 cm. 

No. 367, on Reader Service Card 

A house in the form of two intersecting barrells, for the 
workshop and dwelling of the barrell-makers of 
the Ideal City of Chaux. On the facade is inscribed a 
representation of the hoops made by the residents. 

A moment in design history. 

sunar 

The Acorn Chair 
Designed by Lella and Massimo Vignelli . 

Sunar 
18 Marshall Street , Norwalk CT 06854 
203 866-3100 

Visit our new showroom at ~st Week. 
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)u're wrong if you specify Owens-Corning 
'iberglas Roof Insulation just to save energy. 
You're right to specify Owens-Corning 
Jerglas* Roof Insulation because it is the best 
3e for your built-up roof. Of course efficient 
~of insulation is very important. But our roof 
ulation gives you that and so much more. For 
::rmple, because it's Fiberglas,* it resists rot
J, warping and shrinking. That provides a 
:i.ensionally stable base for your BUR System. 
::i:t's just one important reason why Owens
rning Fiberglas Insulation is the best base for 
lr built-up roof. 
The comparison chart below lists the critical 
tures you should look for in any built-up roof
. base. A cursory glance shows you Owens-

Corning Fiberglas Insulation wins going away. 
One more thought. Quality Fiberglas roof 

insulation has been our business for over 35 
years. And we're continually making it a better 
product through research and development. It is 
something that you can't put on a chart. But it's 
something that you can depend upon from 
Owens-Corning. Learn more about Owens
Corning Fiberglas Roof Insulation. Contact your 
nearest Owens-Corning office today, or write to 
R. F. Meeks, Owens-Corn
ing Fiberglas Corporation, 
Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, 

I 

OWENS/ CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 
I TAAOCMAAK @ 

Ohio 43659. ' T.M: Reg. 0.-C.F. Corp. @0.-C. F. Corp. 1979 

THY OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS ROOF INSULATION IS TiiE BEST BASE FOR BUILT-UP ROOFING 

Base 
for BUR 

:)wens
:::oming 
iberglas 

Roof 
.sulation 

:)wens
:::oming 
iberglas 

Furi® 

Per lite 

re thane 

1mposites 

::>odFiber 

Conforms to 
minor deck 

irregularities 
Resilience Ventable large sizes 

upto4 ' x8' 

Easy to 
fabricate 
(infield) 

Not damaged Excellent for 
if wet covering old 

(short term) roofs 

Stable"K" 
factor 

Dimensional 
stability 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i~ 
~~~ ~~ v" 
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News report continued from page 42 

Report from 
San Francisco 

Sic transit 
In the John M. Wood Motor Coach Center, 
San Francisco architects Rockrise, Oder
matt, Montjoy Associates (ROMA) have 
centralized and rationalized the mainte
nance of the city 's fleet of 550 buses, in a 
humane work setting and a smart piece of 
industrial design. 

The five-building complex, completed in 
1977 tor an estimated $14 million, is 
shoe-horned into an irregular two-block 
site. It includes a 120,000-sq-ft main shop 
building tor major repairs, inspection, and 
washing pavilions tor daily servicing of 
buses, a 16,000-sq-tt cab le-car shop , and 
a 17,000-sq-tt operations building which 
functions as a dispatcher's office and a 
recreation club for standby drivers. 

Although the area, called "Dogpatch," is 
primarily industrial, residential blocks line 
the site on one side. A drop in grade ena
bled the architects to reduce the station's 
impact on the neighborhood by siting the 
unsightly parts of the operation, bus park
ing lots, and general maintenance traffic 
areas below street level. The below-grade 
level of the buildings has sand-blasted 
concrete columns, fascias, and vertically 
ribbed walls. The street level is sheathed 
in bronzed anodized aluminum and 
bronzed glass panels. The design unself
consc iously acknowledges the "Stream
lined Moderne Revival" in louvered port
hole vents , red enameled tubular stack 
covers, and rounded wall ends on the bus 
washing stations, covered in concrete 
block glazed pale yel low. Both exterior 
materials and color treatment are likely to 
wear wel l if given the maintenance post
Proposition 13, public ly owned bui ldings 
are too often denied. 

The complex holds a rigorous order in a 
lively and affirmative design. The order is a 
resu lt of ROMA's meticulous research into 
and programming of the fragmented Muni 
system. The design's vitality was given 
high priority by Muni authorities who hope 
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ROMA's bus center for San Francisco MUNI: above , operations building, with tire shop in foreground; 
below left, cable car shop floor contrasts with service building inspection pits, below right. 

the new quarters will boost chronic low 
morale in the public transit system. 

The main shop building is a triumph of 
good programming on the ground floor. 
The heavy and light maintenance bays are 
divided by a three-story central spine with 
the support spaces-machine shop, body 
shop, paint shop , upholstery shop, and 
engine disassembly rooms-immediately 
adjacent. The mezzanine floor contains 
storage space tor spare parts and a lunch 
room , whi le the third floor houses mechan
ical equipment and offices. Ground floor 
work spaces are rooted with precast , pre
stressed concrete double-tees supported 
by concrete walls at the sp ine and the 
perimeter. The enameled cement asbes
tos board walls with enameled acoustical 
panels that cover the interior walls above 7 
ft have the color scheme of the Muni logo: 
orange, red , yellow, and white . The struc
tures of the operations and car buildings 
are similar. 

Much of the operation deals with nox
ious emissions and pollutants. These are 
conf ined and removed by an elaborate 
mechanical system of underfloor ducts 
which teminate at the floor with quick
coupling, se lf-enclosing receptacles. 
Most of the work spaces have an open and 

airy atmosphere; on either side of the 
mechanics ' pits, skylit root sections pro
vide daylight tor work areas. 

The piece de resistance, from an artistic 
standpoint, is the cable-car shop building 
at the north end of the site. Set well back 
from the street , it is prefaced by a mini park 
embellished with heavy timber play sculp
tures by Stefan Novak (funded by Art En
richment moneys tor city projects). Within 
this discrete block one of the system's elite 
cable cars undergoes complete restora
tion in the course of a year. An atmosphere 
of old-fashioned craftsmanship pervades 
the building, and the design is corre
spondingly privileged. Here, an uninter
rupted bank of windows across the front 
was possible beca1Jse this face is not ex
posed to grime-producing diesel fumes . 

The cable-car shop is intended as an 
attractive frontispiece. Down below, large 
noisy buses of uninspired design, the 
workhorses of the system, are lined up 
awaiting repairs which are carried out at a 
snail 's pace because the Muni cannot pay 
high enough wages to hi re a full comple
ment of mechanics to service them. The 
design embodies Mun i's operational 
ironies as well as its aspi rations and de
sired image. LSally B. Woodbridge] 
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join to be stronger laminate lines for you. 
The Nevamar Corporation is pleased 
to announce that through a recent 
purchase agreement with General 
Electric Company, we are now mar
keting both the Nevamar and Textolite 
lines of decorative plastic laminates. 

The Textolite line (previously inte
grated with Parkwood) and the long
respected Nevamar line now combine 
to become an important continuing 
source for laminates - and laminate 
ideas - for your designs. Both lines 
are now available to you, stocked at 
the independent distributors serving 
your area. 

Looking to the future, plans call 
for a program of line consolidation 
which will result in a single offering 
of the best items from each collection. 
This combined collection, effective 
August 1, 1979, is detailed on the back 
of this page. Nevamar Corporation 
will maintain its e~tablished prac
tice of effective communications and 
response to your design needs. )'ou 
can continue to look to N evamar 
for leadership in high-pressure plastic 
laminates. 

If you have any questions, call the 
Nevamar or Textolite distributor in 
your area. For product information, 
use the toll-free Nevamar Hot Line, 
(800) 638-4 380. Nevamar Corporation, 
8339 Telegraph Road, Odenton, 
Maryland 21113. 
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Until August 1, 1979, the current 
Nevamar and Tex to lite high-pressure 
plastic laminate lines will be available 
to you through the independent 
distributors serving your area. 
On August 1, the two lines will be 
consolidated, and a collection of the 
best of both will become our 1980stock 
line.* The new projected line, 
available in popular sheet sizes, is 
shown below. The numbers shown in 
parenthesis() indicate the f~rmer 
Textolite number for the pattern or 
color. 

SOLID COLORS 
S-1-6 Chinese Red 
S-1-7 Orange 
S-1-10 Brick 
S-1-11 Cranberry 
S-1-14 Kumquat 
S-1-15 Burgundy 
S-1-16 Orange Peel 
S-1-17 Russett 
S-1-18 Terra Cotta 
S-2-3 Champagne 
S-2-18 Brown 
S-2-19 Beige 
S-2-29 Tuscan Brown 
S-2-30 Biscuit 
S-2-31 Indian Gold 
S-2-33 Camel 
S-2-34 Taupe 
S-2-35 Burnt Sienna 
S-2-36 Architectural Brown 
S-2-3 7 Almond 
S-2-38 Cafe Au Lait 
S-2-39 Chameleon 
S-2-40 Chamois 
S-2-41 Deep Bronze 
S-2-42 Choco Brown 
S-3-1 Sky Blue 
S-3-7 Vivid Blue 
S-3-14 Space Blue 
S-3-16 Regimental Blue 
S-3-17 Plum 
S-4-1 Lemon 
S-4-8 Pale Gold 
S-4-13 Harvest Gold 
S-4-14 Mayan Gold 
S-4-15 Daffodi 1 

(1469) 
(1519) 
(1549) 
(1609) 
(1608) 
(1619) 

S-4-17 
S-4-18 
S-5-25 
S-5-26 
S-5-33 
S-5-34 
S-6-1 
S-6-3 
S-6-5 
S-6-7 
S-6-14 
S-6-16 
S-7-4 
S-7-5 
S-7-22 
S-7-24 
S-7-25 

Vanilla 
Butter 
Parrot Green 
Apple Green 
Forest Green 
Deep Green 
Black 
Dove Grey 
Putty 
Oatmeal 
Black Pearl 
Adobe 
Solid White 
Antique White 
White White 
Chalk White 
Neutra 

SOLID INCLUSIONS 
IC-2-1 India Spice lntertex 
IC-6-1 Dove Grey lntertex 

DIMENSIONAL PRODUCTS 
CE-6-2 Natural Cane 
CR-2-1 Natural Cork 
S-6-1 Black Slate 
S-7-4 White Slate 
MA-2-1 Stonehenge Slate 
RC-2-2 Classic Cane 
GZ-2-1 Almond Glaze 
GZ-4-1 Solar Glaze 
RL-2-1 Cordoba Leather 
RL-2-4 Seville Leather 
LH-2-6 Russett Leather 
LH-2- 7 Mocha Leather 

WOODGRAINS 
W-2-461 Executive Walnut 
W-2-552 LightTeakwood 
W-2-686 English Oak 

(1610) 

(1481) 

(1618) 

(1480) 
(1559) 

(1719) 
(1721) 

(2229) 
(2239) 

W-2-786 Distressed Pecan Walnut 
W-2-981 Denver Walnut 
W-8-72 Figured Rosewood 
W-8- 73 Barrel Oak 
W-8-85 Designers Teak 
W-8-86 Carpathian Burl 
W-8-94 Natural Butcher Block SG 
W-8-107 Silvan Teak 
W-8-110 GoldenAsh 
W-8-112 Jacobian 
W-8-136 Beechwood 
W-8-164 Rustic Quartered Oak 

*Nevamar and Textolite patterns and colors not shown will be available for identified 
specifications on a special order basis for six months following line consolidation. 
This provision is made to cover any projects where the deleted items have been 
specified. Please consult your distributor, or your Nevamar representative. 
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W-8-165 Hallmark Walnut 
W-8-166 Heritage Walnut 
W-8-16 7 Nara Planked Oak 
W-8-184 Vessel Oak (NEW) 
W-8-186 GunstockWalnut (9542) 
W-8-187 Indian Teak (9212) 
W-8-188 HoneyTeak (9214) 
W-8-189 High Point Burl (8612) 
W-8-190 Caisson Walnut (9552) 
W-8-191 Contemporary Oak (9701) 
WV-8-30 Natural Butcher Block CG 

LEATHERS 
LH-2-2 Palomino Leather 
LH-2-3 HIA Brown Leather 
LH-2-4 Executive Leather 
LH-2-5 Antique Leather 
LH-2-6 Russett Leather 
LH-2-7 Mocha Leather 
LH-4-1 Harvest Leather 
LH-6-1 Black Leather 
LH- 7-1 White Leather 
LH-7-2 Persian Leather 

ABSTRACTS 
AG-2-1 Agate 

(2299) 
(2234) 
(2229) 
(2239) 

(2200) 

AN-1-1 Burnt Orange Antigua 
AN -2-1 Brown Antigua 
AN-2-2 Rustic Antigua 
AN-4-5 Golden Antigua 
AN-5-7 LimeAntigua 
BT-1-1 Burnt Orange Batik 
BT-2-1 Almond Batik 
BT-4-1 Sunshine Batik 
GS- 7-1 Gold Sparkle 
ST-2-1 GoldenStarlight 
ST-4-1 Pineapple Starlight 
ST-5-1 AvocadoStarlight 
TP-4-1 Golden Topaz 

PREMIUM ABSTRACTS 
GZ-2-1 Almond Glaze 
GZ-4-1 Solar Glaze 
OT-2-1 Old Town 

MARBLES 
CA-3-1 BlueCathedral 
CA- 7 -1 Cathedral 
DI-7-1 DaVinci 
MA-2-1 Stonehenge 
ZE-7-1 Zenith Marble 

DECORATIVE LAMINATES 
NEVAMAR CORPORATION. 
8339 Telegraph Road, Odenton, Maryland 21113 
Te le phone 301 1569-5000 

(6000) 
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en you m w1 omaso e asy-p y oo 
Decking plus Thermasote® Nail Base Roof 
Insulation, you create a tough structural base 
for finished roofing at the same time you con
struct a beautiful finished ceiling. And the 
installed combination of these two high R value 
Homasote products helps meet today's increased 
energy saving needs. 

Both Easy-ply Roof Decking and Thermasote 
panels are easy to handle and install and are 
simple to cut and shape . Easy-ply Roof Decking 
is available in structural thicknesses for rafter 
spacing up to 48 " on center. 

Let your Homasote Representative show you how 
roofs of Homasote's Easy-ply Roof Decking and 
Thermasote can save you construction time and 
money and help you build a better, more energy
efficient building every time. 

t Photo Courtesy of Cluster Shed , Inc./ Timber Peg 
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~mpanr 
West Trenton , N.J . 08628 j Founded 1909 

YES. I would like to know more about 
Homasote's new energy-efficient roofing 
system using Easy-ply Roof Decking and 
Thermasote . 
D Please send me literature. 
D Please send me information on the 

complete line of Homasote products. 
0 Please call me for an appointment . 

I am a 0 Builder 0 Architect 0 Other 

. .. 
_______ State ___ _ . -

• homasote ~ .• ~- ~~· 
• Made from 100% recycled material. 
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How many people can you please 
when you design a building? 

You want to please yourself. 
You have to satisfy your 
client. And if you can make 

the investors and tenants happy, you 
will have accomplished quite a feat! 
You'll find t hat designing with 
Fluropon-coated m etal curtainwalls 
can help you please the people who 
will determine the success of your 
projects. 

You're looking for 
great design 
opportunities. 
You can create m agnificent state
ments with Fluropon-coated panels 
because Fluropon offers virtually un
limited possibilities with the shape, 
form and even the texture of the metal 
panels . You may even discover new 
opportunities in metal curtainwall de
sign! 

But your client 
wants a financially 
successful building. 
Fluropon, the full-strength Kynar 
500® coating, has the longevity to 
compete with anodized coatings. 
However, Fluropon-coated panels 
cost less and provide better co lor 
integrity and availability. Plus, Fluro
pon has the long-term ability to 
maintain its original color and deliver 
years of maintenance-free protection. 
And that makes Fluropon an even 
better choice! 

Investors want a 
good return on 
their money. 
Fluropon's exceptional durability and 
color integrity can help maintain the 
marketing impact of your initial de
sign, so the building's investors can 

expect the same flow of tenants and 
income, along with the resale poten
tial, that they were looking for when 
the building was first conceived. 

Make your public 
happy, too! 
Your statement will become part of 
the public 's architectural heritage. 
And the sweeping d e signs and ex
ceptional durability that are possible 
with Fluropon will help your building 
work with its environment and be
come a lasting community asset. 

Call or write today for more infor
mation about Fluropon. 

1 700 South Mount Prospect Rd. 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018 

(312) 391-9364 

Fluropon®: A People-Pleasing Product 
for Architects Designing Metal Panel Buildings 

Kynar 500 is a registered trademark of Pennwalt Corporation 
See our insertion "9.10 Des." in Sweet's Industrial Construction and Renovation File. 
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Blanket your roof with 
silicone7urethane foam and get 
up to 30% energy savings. 

It's like a nice, thick 
blanket for your roof. The 
Dow Coming® silicone/ ure
thane roofing system snuggles 
your roof in protective layers of 
long-lasting silicone rubber and 
highly insulating urethane foam 
to keep water out, seal heat or 
cool air in. All year around 
you're saving energy, as much 
as 30 percent or more compared 
to an equivalent thickness of 
conventional roof insulation. 

This lightweight roofing 
system is leak-free and weather
proof. Underlying urethane 
foam provides a seamless blan-
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ket of efficient insulation, and 
on top is a flexible membrane 
of Dow Coming silicone rubber 
that's unaffected by all kinds of 
weather-rain, snow, sleet, sun
light and temperature extremes 
from -80 F to +300 F. 

The spray-applied, seam
less roofing system reduces or 
eliminates ponding, excessive 
weight, and overlaps where 
water can enter. And the effi
cient insulation blanket drasti
cally reduces thermal shock 
and deck movement that can 
damage conventional built-up 
roofing systems. 

This roofing system can 
be installed on new roof decks 
as well as over most old built-up 
roofs. You save on costly roof 
removal and disposal and 
eliminate operational shutdown. 

Install the Dow Coming 
silicone/urethane roof system 
and rest easy. 

For more information, con
tact Dow Coming Corporation, 
Dept. H7-510, Midland, 
Michigan 48640. 

DOW CORNING 
e+ws.ww+ Cost-cutting 

silicone 
elastomers. 
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"We·figured we could save the 
MGM Grand Hotel sa,000,000 
in future energy costs. 
Only E CUBE had the capability 
to confirm our analysis~ 
That's the conclusion of Consulting 
Engineer Frank T. Andrews of Fuller
ton, California, who 's had long ex
perience in dealing with Las Vegas 
hotel complexes . When he was 
given the MGM Grand Hotel energy
saving assignment, Andrews knew 
that because of the many variables 
and intricacies involved , the job re
quired a computer solution with a 
flexible input format and almost un
limited scope. After investigating 
several energy analysis programs, 
he selected E CUBE because it was 
the best way to : 
·Quantify energy saving techniques . 
· Measure life cycle dollars saved by 
conserving energy. 
· Analyze existing buildings and 
systems, allowing 
them to be modeled 
exactly. 
· Critically examine large 
complex buildings. 
· Model exactly an in
finite number of zones 
with complex exterior surfaces. 
· Accomplish the energy analysis at 
low computer running cost. 
· Secure impartial results. 

Future savings: $8,000,000. 
In recommending the best program 
for MGM Grand, and simulating the 
most appropriate series of conser
vation options, Frank Andrews was 
able to veri fy that: 
· Chilled water pumping horse
power could be increased to ade
quate size and contro lled to reduce 
electric consumption . 
·Oversized variable air volume sys
tem in low rise bui lding areas was 
wasteful and should be renovated. 
· Existing fan coil units for tower 
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guest rooms were inadequate for 
optimum guest comfort. 
· Economy cycle cooling for public 
spaces in conjunction with airside 
balancing should be implemented. 
· Modifications to air conditioning 
procedures in some of the Hotel's 
53 individual zones were indicated. 

With these and other improve
ments, the savings in energy costs 
to the MGM Grand, taking inflation 
factors into account, is projected to 
be in the area of $8 mil lion over a 
25-year life cycle. 

Other advantages of E CUBE. 
Saving money 
is an 

important reason for using E CUBE, 
but not the only one. 

E CUBE is private-your project 
data and resu lts are never seen by a 
third party. 

E CUBE is a comprehensive sys
tem-it computes the hour-by-hour 
energy requirements of your build
ing, or planned building for an entire 
year, taking into account all weather, 
design , operation and occupancy 
factors. 

E CUBE allows the design engi
neer to control the results by his 
input of performance efficiencies. 

E CUBE is extremely accurate 
and inexpensive to use. 

E CUBE is proven-with thou-

sands of customer ru ns. 
To find out how you can capitalize 

on this timely and effective program, 
or for information on Seminars for 
new and advanced E CUBE users, 

contact your gas company, mail in 
the coupon, or cal l David S. Wood 
at (703) 841 -8565. A(tA~~'::~f.':?o~·· 

roa:;-S~~=;;---~PA.-;i 
I Energy Systems Analysis ~ I 

American Gas Association ~ 

1 I 1515 Wi lson Boulevard 
Arlington , Va. 22209 

I o Send more information on E CUBE. 1

1 
I D Send information on Seminars. 

I NAM I 
I ADDRESS I 
lcm I 
I STAT ZIP I 
I ENERGY CONSERVATION I 
~~~~~~E~~~~_J 
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lolMI E IGIAI® 
LIGHTING 
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beauly on lrack 
now you can 

have li ght 
where you want it 

as you want it ... 
beautifully 

~8 design collections, 
over 60 different models

The ultimate in 
tracklighting systems by 

Omega, and ERCO of Germany 

Iii® EMERSON ELECTRIC CO. 
270 LONG ISLAND EXPRESSWAY/MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11746/516-293-8500 

liMliFISCN In Canada: EMERSON ELECTRIC CANADA LTD., P.O. Box 150, Markham, Ontario, Canada, 416-294-9340 
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It's a new look and a new concept 
in the United States, though used 
extensively in Europe for years ; pre
cast concrete panels (in any size) 
faced with Gail Brickplate frost
proof vitrified tile with a keyback 
design to insure permanence . The 
tile are mounted on sheets up to 
3 ' x 3 ' and shipped to the precast 
plant where they are integrated 
into concrete panels . After curing, 
they are shipped to the jobsite 
where they are hoisted by crane 
into place. Advantages of such pre
fabrication for high-rise construc
tion are many: 
ECONOMY: Elimination of costly 
scaffolding since panels are hoisted 
into place by crane . 

I 

! 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

QUALITYCONTROL:Factory super
vision assures greater accuracy, 
consistent quality. 
SPEED OF ERECTION: Extreme 
weather does not hamper installa
tion since tile is precasted1i·n the 
precaster' s factory. 
MAINTENANCEFREE:All 0 the ad
vantages of a vitrified tile (less than 
3 % absorption); no need for re
painting, sandblasting or acid clear
ing. Frostproof tile is permanently 
locked into the concrete panels 
with keyback ridges. · 

Gail will provide technical assis
tance through factory engineers . 
For more information or brochures, 
mail the coupon . . No. 337 

Ci~.·L ARCHITECTURAL 
..._. CERAMICS 

1481 North Main Street, Orange, 
CA 92667 Phone: (714) 997-9383 

1201 Douglas Avenue, Redwood 
City, CA 94063 Phone: (415) 365-6212 

6265McDonough Drive, Norcross , 
GA 30093 Phone: (404) 448-8304 

Yes, I'm interested in factory assembled 
ceramic tile I precast concrete panels. 
D Send available literature. 
D Have a representative call me. 

'OUR NAME 

co~'IY 

ADORE~ 

CIW_,_~TATE\ 



ariations on the theme. Symmetrical styling o \ 

Falcon's heavy-duty and standard-duty locks reflL 

your changing needs and our continuing quality. 

(L) {les, S series 



Parochial Church of Riola, Italy 

Aalto in Italy 

The last work Alvar Aalto was to see 
in construction is in a small village 
in the mountains near Bologna, Italy. 

It is a fitting tr ibute to Al var Aalto that the 
last of his buildings he was to see in con
struction was in Italy. " Because of its rich 
cultural tradition as well as its scenery, " 
Mrs. Aalto recently said , "Italy meant very 
much for Aalto . Du ring the years ," she con
tinued , "we received many planning works 
in Italy (and) . .. even if the realization of 
these projects sometimes seemed un
realist ic from the very beginn ing , Aalto was 
each time trul y inspired and optimistic 
when starting the work. He must have had 
a dream to be able to build at least once 
on Italian soil. " 

Although the Parochial Church of Riola , 
official ly known as the Chiesa di Santa 
Maria Assunta, was inaugurated last June, 
the main square in front of it , the parish 
house, the freestanding bell tower, and the 
landscaping are yet to be completed . 
Other than those final elements, however, 
the church and its detached community 
assembly building are fully functioning. 

The church is crisply detailed and or
ganized overall into a succession of fan 
shapes, both in plan and in elevation. To 
achieve its form , si x massive prefabricated 
concrete arches that diminish in width and 
height as they progress toward the altar 
are used as the major supporting elements 
within the main assembly hall. The roof 
over the arches is composed on the north 
side as a series of long, scalloped light 
monitors that also decrease in size as they 
extend from the front to the rear of the 
building. On the south side, a copper-clad 
roof follows the form of the arches down 
almost to ground level. The curving roof 
plane is interrupted about two-thirds of the 
way toward the presbytery from the rear by 
a copper-clad wall rising perpendicular to 
both roof and plan. This is the storage 

The church 's scalloped light monitors illuminate the interior with soft, north light. 
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element for the large sliding canvas panels 
used to divide the interior so that commu
nity activities can take place in the nonsa
cral part of the church. The walls of the 
whole complex, including the baptistry at 
the northwest corner of the church and the 
long assembly-room structure extending 
just beyond its south side, are clad in local 
sandstone. As is typical of all of Aalto's 
work, all of the fixtures and furni ture, ex
cept for the assembly seating which came 
out of an old church, were designed in his 
office. The floor and furniture of the pres
byterial area are made of Carrara marble. 

Although the church was designed in 
the mid-1960s, it did not enter construction 
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until 1975. By that time , the ecumenical 
council had established certain liturgical 
reforms, which meant that some alterations 
had to be made inside the church to reflect 
the new changes. Instead of placing the 
font for holy water in its usual position at 
the side beyond the main entrance, it has 
been designed as a small, freestand ing 
shaft on axis with the entry. The altar is lo
cated so that the celebrant faces the con
gregation, and the baptismal font has 
been removed from the baptistry and 
placed in a more "public" position near the 
altar in the presbytery. The baptistry will 
now be used as a chapel for small cele
brations. A tabernac le has been placed in 
it , and a small altar wi ll eventually be built 
under the faceted skylight over its central 
space. 

RIVER 

One might wonder what the cir
cumstances were that led to Aalto's fi
nally being able to reali ze a building in 
Italy. The story goes back to 1965 when a 
major exhibition of his work was mounted 
in the Pallazo Strozzi in Florence. At that 
time, the Aaltos met Cardinal Lercaro, the 
Archbishop of Bologna, the commune in 
which Riola is located. Through his interest 
in their work, the Aaltos soon returned to 
vis it the building site high in the mountains 
35 miles from the city of Bologna. The fol
lowing year they came back with the first 
sketches. After Cardinal Lercaro retired in 
1968, the project was almost forgotten for 
seven years. But in 1975, Mario Tamburini, 
a native of Riola and general manager of 
the large Grandi Lavori Spa building con
cern in Bologna, offered to carry out the 
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The church is designed as a fan shape that radiates from the rear of the site to embrace the forecourt. The parish house (shown in northwest corner 
of plan, above) is not completed , nor is the bel l tower (indicated at east end of plan). West elevation (below) illustrates how entire church 
diminishes in size toward the altar. The wall perpendicular to the nave's south enclosure (facing page) is used to store canvas partitioning panels. 

WEST ELEVATION 
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project even if the state and diocese funds 
could not completely cover its costs. 

Although "an important starting point in 
planning was how to situate the building in 
the landscape," Mrs . Aalto said, "the 
church does not open into the scenery but 
with its closed walls and plain form has an 
intention to help the churchgoer into con
centration and devotion. The church hal l is 
nevertheless full of light which softly enters 
the room through windows placed high up 
in the ceiling construction." It might 
nevertheless seem strange that Aalto did 
not take more advantage of the tru ly spec
tacular site by provid ing at least some 
views to the wooded stream that ru ns 
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nearby and to the mountains in the dis
tance. But to do so would have been con
trary to a long trad ition that, perhaps 
especially in Italy, views the chu rch as a 
peacefu l, but enclosed, sanctuary. 

If Aalto d id not take advantage of the site 
in one way, however, he did in another, 
and that was through organ izing the bui ld
ings on it in such a way that the comp lex 
and its main square give the small vil lage a 
new urban form that will become an impor
tant focal point in a place otherwise lack
ing one. 

The complex has been set to the rear of 
the site, but its form has been articu lated 
as a cluster of radiating fan shapes typi 
cal of Aalto's urban centers. As the form of 
the complex reaches toward the forecourt, 
it embraces it in a way that seems both to 
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enc lose it conceptually and to encourage 
the faithfu l into its arms. Th is ref lects an at
titude at least as old as St. Peter's, bu t 
when Aalto fi rst used such a device with 
his early church schemes of the 1920s in 
Fin land, it was a revolut ionary break. Be
fore those projects, the Finnish tradition 
ca lled for the paroch ial center to be iso
lated. But with those earl y antecedents of 
Riola, and especial ly with Jamsa of 1925 
and Toolon of 1927, a firs t attempt was 
made to establish a religious center that 
maintained a continuity of bui lding fabric 
withi n a city and thus made the chu rch a 
community center as we ll. At Riola, how
ever, the idea is car ried even further 
through the inclusion of the side wi ng for 
community activities, arid through the in
stallation of sliding panels in the chu rch 
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SEC TION THROUGH STRUCTURAL SUPPORT 

Six massive reinforced conc rete arches support the scalloped north light 
monitors that, along with the arches, dimini sh in size as they proceed 
toward the altar. The front entry (left) can be opened wide, and the 
inte rior can be part itioned, fo r commun ity gatherings in the nonsacral 
part of the church. The organ and choir loft (facing page, top righ t) 
rises along the north side of the nave in a linear series of steps that 
beg in at the baptismal font and end at the front near the entry. 
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assembly hall to allow that space to be 
partitioned for nonreligious uses. 

If Riola can be seen as a progression 
from Aalto's earl iest churches in terms of 
planning, it can also be seen as the de
scendant of another, earlier one with re
gard to its interior spatial organization, as 
Giuliano Gresleri has pointed out in 
Parametro (No. 62). In the years arou nd 
1930, Aalto was working in his most 
rationalist phase, as evidenced by the 
major projects of that time, the Municipal 
Li brary of Viipu ri and the Tuberculosis 
Sanatorium at Paimio. But at the same 
time, he was working on the Church of 
Michael Agricola for Helsinki, which seems 
to point in the direction of a new, organic 
attitude toward the organization of space . 
Michael Agricola is composed longitudi
nally of a central space terminated at the 
extremes by the integration of a tall form at 
the front and by a low, downward-curving 
apse at the back. A vaulted cei ling ends at 
the apse, where the altar is placed in the 
center of the visual line before the sloping 
enclosure. The rig id distinctions between 
ceiling and wall are blurred as the modula
tion of free planes fuses the dimensions of 
height and depth into a perspective that 
culminates at the altar. 

Th is idea of a flowing organ ization of 
space diminishing toward a focal point can 
be seen in the later churches, particularly 
those of Vuoksenn iska (completed 1959) 
and Wolfsburg (completed 1962). But like 
Michael Agricola, they make use of side 
lighting, which does not permit the distinc
tions between the elements of the enc lo
sure to become as obscured as they are at 
Riola. There, no side lighting is used. In
stead, a series of north-oriented, scalloped 
light monitors run over the supporting 
arches for the leng th of the bu ilding, taper
ing in dimension along wi th the arches, to 
conclude in perspective, short of their van
ishing point, above the altar . Because the 
monitors allow only reflected light to pene
trate the interior, the white assembly hall is 
flooded with an illumination that makes lit
tle d istinction between structural and 

tinctions between elements of the building 
and functional parts of the church. 

What is disarming about the Church in 
Riola is that it is, after all, a simple and 
rather sm~I structure. But the masterful 
orchestra:lton of the elements that contrib
ute to its form can be seen as the culmina
tion of certain themes and ideas that Aalto 
dealt with throughout much of his career. 
That such comp lex issues could be con
cluded in so seemingly modest a structure 
bears witness to his irreplaceable loss. 
[David Morton] 

Church of Michael Agricola, section (below); 
rendering of in terior (below, middle left). 
Church at Waitsburg, interior view (below, 
middle right); plan (lower middle right) . 

Data 
Project: Chiesa di. Santa Maria Assunta, Paro
chial Church of Riola, Italy. 
Architects: Alvar Aalto; Vezio Nava, project ar
chitect. 
Site: in the Appennini Mountains near a wooded 
stream, 35 miles from Bologna. 
Program: a parochial church and communi ty 
center for a small mountain vi llage. 
Structural system: concrete foundation and 
prefabricated concrete structural arches. 
Major materials: concrete , local sandstone 
walls, copper-clad roofing. 
Clients: Curia Archivescovile di Bologna; Prof. 
arch. Giorgio Trebbi . 
General contractor: Grandi Lavori Spa, 
Bologna. 
Photography: exteriors, David Morton; inte
rio rs, Christopher H. Richi e. 

nonstructural elements, or between spatial Stairs lead to organ and choir loft (fac ing page), where view (below) looks to presbytery area. 

and functional divisions withi n the space. 
At Riola , the organic modulation of 

space is further encouraged , however, 
through the disposal of certain other ele
ments within the church . As the enclosure 
radiates outward in its fan shape from the 
presbytery, the walls and floor of that area 
seem to be designed to give the impres
sion that the space actually sp ill s out into 
the assembly hall. At the same time, the 
organ and choir loft gradual ly ascends 
from the presbytery along the north side of 
the assembly hall under the sky lights in an 
arrangement that further helps to blur dis-
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Monastery of St. Clare, Langhorne, Pa 

Welcomeness and light 

A monastery for a cloistered order of 
contemplative nuns reflects new 
attitudes and also recalls the past. 

Although there has been some renewed 
interest in the trad itional forms of religion in 
the past few years , many people still live in 
a world where, as theologians say, "God is 
dead." Nothing, yet, has filled the role that 
was once played by religion as a powerful 
and dominant fo rce of social organization. 
For th is reason, a building type such as a 
monastery could, for some people, be an 
easy target for criticism with regard to its 
relevancy for today. A monastery for an 
order of Catholic nuns who live in complete 
seclusion from society, and whose only 
duty is to pray, could be an even easier 
target. But if one were to question the valid
ity of such a place, one would then only 
express private attitudes that may or may 
not be shared by others, and that certainly 
would not have anything to do with the so
lution to an architectural problem, wh ich is 
the concern here. 

As an architectura l problem, the Monas
tery of St. Clare, in Langhorne, Pa, de
signed by Dagit/Saylor, is of interest on 
several counts. It is, first of all, a complete 
world, and the only world those who enter 
its doors will ever know for the rest of the ir 
lives. It is an ancient building type reinter- . 
preted in a modern idiom, but organized 
and constructed so that, at the conceptual 
level, the origins of the type are constantly 
recalled . In plan, the building represents a 
radical departure from the traditional 
Catholic monastery. Instead of tak ing the 
form of an enclosure around a courtyard, 
the linear building , with its five interior gar
dens, is articulated as a single "wal l" that 
demarks the boundaries between public 
and private realm s. And in a further depar
ture from the norm, the building 's largest 
open space, which is cut transversely 
almost through the entire structu re, is a 
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Monastery of St. Clare, Langhorne, Pa 

AXONOMETRIC 

public courtyard. Yet with all of this, the 
monastery is designed both to accom
modate traditional functions of monastic 
life and to reflect attitudes of the new 
ecumenism. "Even the low profile of the 
building, as it sits far from the road and 
above it," the architects say, "breaks with 
the traditional scale of such buildings and 
departs radically from the traditional rela
tionship of monastic life to the public, 
[which] ... reaffirms the sp iri t of Vatican II 
and its desire to create a more humanistic 
approach to religion." 

For the 38 sisters living inside, the build
ing was conceived as an expression of the 
dual nature of their lives, and as such it is 
designed to reinforce both the communal 
and the private aspects of monastic life. 
The sleeping quarters, which are the on ly 
"possession" of the sisters, are, according 
to tradition, designed as discrete, private 
cells. In contrast to this inner worl d of pri
vacy, the community room, library, work 
spaces, chapel, and refectory are or
ganized for an easy communication be
tween the functional divisions, represent
ing the communal nature of life within the 
enclosure. The ce lls, however, ali gned 
along a skylit corridor across the front of 
the bu ilding , are arranged to look upon the 
communal spaces and gardens. The verti
cal circulation element that interrelates the 
two realms is organized as a long proces
sional that ultimately leads to the chapel. 
Its frequent changes of level, direction, 
and view are traditional to monasteries. 

The chapel, the most sacred part of the 
monastery, is located next to the large 
public garden. Visitors enter it from that 
garden, but the sisters enter it by an en
closed, private passageway that actually 
forms the back wall of the courtyard. Be
cause the sisters are never to be seen by 
the public, a screen separates them from 
visitors inside the chape l. But the screen is 
an open metal grille that in today's more re
laxed attitude gives only symbolic refer-
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Legend, 1st fl 7 Chapel Legend, 2nd fl 7 Upper chapter rm 
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Interior spaces have been organized to provide long ambulatory , as is traditional in monasteries, where sisters can walk from their cells to chapel. 



PERSPECTIVE SKETCH FROM NORTHWEST 

ence to its trad itional funct ion. A private 
garden for religious contemplation is be
tween the chapel and the refectory, and 
like it, the other gardens also each have 
specific funct ions traditional to a monas
tery , such as reading, sewing , growing 
vegetables and flowers. 

In thi s reinterpretati on of the tradit ion al 
monastery, however, the architects have 
also brought in elements that recall the old 
European monasteries as well .as the sis
ters' original home in Philadelphia. The 
particu lar polished concrete block used 
for all of the wal ls was chosen specifical ly 
for its simi larity to the cut stone found so 
often in old monasteries . For the same rea
son , much of the floor covering is of slate 
and quarry tile. But there are also certain 
objects used in the new building that came 
from the old Victorian house in Philadel
phia, such as the main public entrance 
doors, a bell, and a number of stained
glass windows. One of the most important 
of these is a rose window depicting St. 
Clare, which is now in the chapel above 
the g lass wal l of the garden. It is not 
placed on center, but off axis to form a 
second focus wi th the tabernacle. 

In a way, the move of the Poor Clare 
Nuns to the suburbs was not unlike that of 
others who have left the inner city. Like 
anyone else, they too enjoy peace and 
quiet and clean air. But unlike other 
people , these women devote their entire 
ex istence to prayer and contemplation, 
and these acti vities were becoming in
creasingly difficult in a neighborhood that 
was beset with urban ills, and that had 
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long since seen its better days. Because 
the sisters have no involvement at all in the 
local community , it was even easier for 
them to make the move. But there were 
othe r factors, too. Their life is one of com
plete poverty, which requires that they re
nounce all possessions before entering 
the order. They live on ly by what they earn 
through making altar breads and by the 
alms of benefactors, which results in an in
come that no longer goes very far in the 
inner city. Another advantage to the coun
try life is that the sisters soon hope to start 
growing some of their own grain for the 
altar breads. 

The Poor Clares have been in America 
for 100 years now, but the origins of their 
order go back to 1212, when the young 
noble lady Clare Scefi renounced her pos
sessions and donned a coarse habit at the 
hands of Francis of Ass isi to become the 
first Poor Clare. Francis soon took Clare 
and her fo llowers to the church of San 
Damiano, and th is disheveled structure 
that he and his followers had repaired be
came the first Clare monastery. There the 
sisters were charged by Fran cis to lead a 
life of prayer, poverty, and penance , to be 
the silent partners of Franc is and his 
brothers who would go into the world to 
preach by their word and example. 

In the new monastery in Bucks County 
there is no "high style" architecture , no 
aggressive forms, no rich materia ls or 
elegant detailing. There is, however, an 
evidence of great sophistication and sen
sitivity toward a purity of simple form that is 
masterfully organized to support the com-

. . · · ~ 
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plex needs of an unusual and particular 
community of people. "The sisters ," ar
chitect Charles Dagit, Jr., says "were ideal 
clients. They weren 't interested in details, 
but because they are contemplative, they 
could very easi ly understand conceptual 
ideas, which made things easy and cer
tainly more interesting for us. Sister Mary 
Alfred, the Abbess of the monastery who 
organized the move from the city , says of 
the architects, "They brought us welcome
ness and light. " [David Morton] 

Data 
Project:. Monastery of St. Clare, Langhorne , Pa. 

Architects: Dag it/Saylor, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Site: 18 acres of gently sloping land in rural 
area of Bucks County. 

Program: a monastery for 38 nuns who never 
leave the enc losure once entering it. 

Structural system: masonry bearing walls with 
precast floor and roof plank. Wal ls separating in

terior spaces are bearing, exterior walls are not; 

this allowed flexibility for openings and permitted 

open planning along ci rculation ramp·. 

Major materials: polished concrete block, con

crete plank, slate, quarry tile (see Building mate
rials, p. 128) . 

Mechanical system: hot wate r, oil-fired 

baseboard radiation; through-the-wall unit air 

condit ioners and rooftop units . 
Consultants: Paul H. Yeomans, Inc ., mechani

cal; McCormick, Taylor & Assoc , structural. 
Client: Sister Mary Alfred, OSC, Abbess. 
General contractor: Berkeley Const. Co., Inc. 
Cost: $1,287,000 bid; $45 per sq ft. 

Photography: Robert Harris. 



Stained-glass window in the chapel came from nuns' older monastery; the screen no longer provides visual separat ion but is reminder of old traditions. 
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Pavilion Soixante-dix, St. Sauveur, Quebec 

Nostalgia du chateau 

A ski lodge in Canada designed by young 
architect Peter Rose with Peter Lanken 
and James Righter has so far met with 
public success and professional acclaim. 

When this ski lodge was given a PIA de
sign award a year ago (PIA, Jan. 1978, p. 
70), the jurors commended it for its gaiety 
and romance, or, in juror Charles Moore's 
words, its "crazy ebu ll ience." Moore also 
saw in the almost symmetrical design a 
discipline and good humor "in wh ich 
pieces are marshaled to give a lot of the 
grandeur of the 19th-Century great house" 
found in eastern North America. 

These aspects of the ski lodge's ar
ch itecture , not su rprisingly, ref lect Moore's 
own approach, particularly since two of the 
architects involved, Peter Rose and James 
Righter, studied at Yale du ring Moore's 
chairmanship of the architectu re depart
ment there (1965--1973). An architecture 
that pays attention to history, context, and 
the creation of a sense of place, and that 
appeals to its users psychologically and 
even physiologically, now increasingly 
crops up among the progeny of Post
Modernists. But nothing is perfect, even 
when the polemics are on your side. While 
much of th is architectural expression 
seeks rightly to correct Modern arch itec
ture's mistakes, it makes mistakes, too. 
Just d ifferent ones. Since public bui ldings 
of the Post-Modern genre are still re la
tively rare, the weaknesses of Pavil ion 
Soixante-d ix-as wel l as its successes
are worth examining. 

Architects Rose, Lanken, and Righter 
gave the ski lodge two fac;ades in the 
grand tradit ion of the 19th-Century rai l
road stations, where one front would be 
oriented toward people arriving at the sta
tion by car and by foot , another toward the 
people arriving and departing by trai n. 
Here, skiers and cable cars have replaced 
passengers and trains, and the important 
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A ski pavilion in the winter functions as swimming/tennis center in the summer. 

elevation faces toward the slope. While 
both fac;ades are given fa lse fronts, the 
one fac ing the road maintains a more 
modest residential scale; the one facing 
the ski slope is more exaggerated. 

The configuration of this fac;ade recalls a 
schema that cou ld be borrowed from Lord 
Burli ngton or Fischer von Erlach, although 
the prominence of the chimneys will re
mind many of one favorite Moore refer
ence-Stratford Hal l, Va. Other ele
ments-a colonnade, "poched" wal ls, a 
domel ike si lhouette at the center-i ndicate 
the yearning to reinstate those qualities 
that made Pre-Modern arch itecture so 
special. Of particu lar interest is the attempt 
on the part of the architects to order the 
spaces symmetrical ly, while introducing 
some of the planar qualities and mass/void 
expression of early Modern work. 

From the outside 
Yet the reassemb ling of these elements on 
the exterior lacks a certain resonance. The 
fac;:ade relies heavi ly on cartoonlike 
imagery-the simple li ne, the flat plane, 

the lack of detail- and so dilutes the con
tent one would expect with the richness of 
this vocabulary. Budget and modern mate
rials can explain a lot of this oversimpl ifica
tion. But faults in the basic attitude about 
how the past may be brought into play 
have also led to the overly schematic re
sults. These problems occur in other 
Post-Modernist works as wel l, and meri t 
some discussion. 

Taken out of their orig inal context of 
materials, textures , and detail , the formal 
elements used here lose their intrinsi c 
scale relationships. We al ready know that 
door and window proportions, for exam
ple, change if the wall is flat and not tex
tu red . That appears to happen with colon
nades, arches, and ch imneys, too. 

Thus the outside wal l- a flat, taut , 
paper-thin wrap of cedar siding-lacks the 
mass and volumetric quality we see in his
tori cal architecture. Volumetric expression 
seems to be desired , for the flat fa9ade is 
gouged by the deep void of the entrance. 
In the same way, the colonnade, itself a 
th ree-dimensional element- formed, how-

Graham French [Photc 



ever, out of assertively two-dimensional 
pierced screen wal ls-is pulled away from 
the building. But vo lume is only skin deep. 

From the other side of the pavilion, one 
can perceive the fa lse face of the main 
elevation looming above the hipped roof. 
There are meant to be no secrets. 

The rhythms of this roadside elevation 
correspond to the rhythms of the fa9ade 
behind , only on a smaller scale. Dormers 
align with the chimneys on the other side; 
the central mass carries an arched profile 
at a smaller repeat of the larger arched en
trance behind; the flat fenestration stretch
ing across the length of the building (even 
though some windows are blind) has re
placed the colonnade on the other side. 
Yet this elevation, more modest than the 

other, lacks strong definition. It is sti ll per
ceived not as a mass, but a skin; its 
tacked-on elements may be legible, but 
they stil l read as applique. 

Aside from any of these outside 
influences, however, there seem to be 
some difficulties with proportions, in and of 
themselves. For example, the width be
tween the inner and outer curves of the 
arch appears too narrow in comparison 
with the depth of the portions flanking the 
arch. Flattening the arch at the top doesn't 
help. This general sort of manipulation has 
been done for years , but it gets very tricky 
when the parts are so simply deline-
ated. 

The Modernist dependence on the pla
nar wall (or the non-loadbearing curtain 

The major fai;ade's colonnade and deck face south to the slopes; fireplace chimneys also carry turbine ventilators for air exhaust. 
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The oldest ski area in North America, Mont St. Sauveur still retains its rural character (above) ; axonometric illustrates hybrid structure . 

wa ll ), the smooth su rface of the cedar sid
ing, and the minimal articulation of ele
ments that might create shadow and 
suggest su bstance generate a context that 
the elements of the past can hardly ease 
into. It gets better, however, inside. 

The plan's bi lateral symmetry, legible on 
the elevation, works well for the appor
tionment of spaces on the main floor. A 
large dining hall seating 300, a bar/ 
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d iscotheque for 160 people, and a cafe
teria serving room all share the main floor's 
6620 sq ft. 

Certain inconsistencies appear though: 
the strong axis lacks termination , since the 
entrance and the hall lead one out through 
the other side-where there is a fi xed 
floor-to-cei ling wi ndow. The expected exit 
drops to the floor below because of the 
change in grade. The centering of the 

grand space on axis with the entry that one 
often sees in classical plans gives rise to 
another expectation. Here the great hall 
has been shifted to one side to become 
the dining cafeteria. 

The interior spaces do succeed in be
coming identifiable "rooms" that promote 
a sense of place and of ind ividuality in an 
extremely proficient and inventive way. Al
thoug h the interiors rely on devices such 



as the screen wall punctured by doors, 
windows, tympanumlike silhouettes, or 
colonnaded walls juxtaposed against out
side wal ls, they come off exceptionally 
well. By straightforwardly apportioning the 
quadripartite main floor areas on either 
side of the central hall , by using a different 
palette of colors in each, the architects 
have been able to expand the possibilities 
inherent in the plan and overal l structure. 
Beaded tongue-and-groove pine panel
ing , seen in old casinos and Richardso
nian railroad stations, is stained dark in the 
bar to close in the space. With its fireplace, 
its dark green ceiling, ducts, and light 
fixtures that promote a publike ambience, 
the bar is differentiated spatially by its 
double height, its grand stair, and the 

Inside, rubber flooring and industrial lighting alternate with wood paneling, Victorian colors; (above) food pick-up; (below) bar stair. 
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mezzanine overlooking it. 
The dining hall , on the other hand, ex

pands lateral ly. Wi th its exposed laminated 
trusses and the hipped roof, the band of 
fenestration and low sills wrapping two 
sides of the room, with the paneling light
ened and kept as wainscoting, the hal l 
easily evokes associations to lakeside 
casinos of the 19th Century. The tracery of 
the trusses, the mauve and rose colors , the 
rubber flooring , the industrial dome light
ing fi xtures, or the double rows of exposed 
bulb lights add decorative and/or up-to
the-minute touches , admittedly, but the 
mix holds together. 

The sky-blue cafeteria serving room, on 
the other side of the hall, is made to turn in 
on itself , and is il luminated by a skylight Double layered wall deliberately reads differently in the bar (left) and cafeteria (right) . 
and theatrical bare bulb lights. Playful
ness, hi storical associations , and two
dimensional layering all work at thi s level , 
without getting too cute . But then different 
rules apply to interiors , and the architects 
have sensed keenly what they are and how 
far they can be bent. 

PM's problems 
Rose, Lanken, and Righter intended to 
keep the exterior simple, direct, and fun. 
But the trap that threatens them is one 
shared by other Post-Modern architects 
- that of creating the kitsch object. 
Wh ile many of the proponents of Post
Modernism tend to d ismiss the need to 
worry about the difference, the "kitschifica
tion" of Post-Modernism cou ld envelop it 
before it has a chance to develop. 

The process begins with the use of his
tori cal allus ions se lf-consciously, without 
somehow transforming them, without 
bringing about a "discovery in that object 
of properties not perceived in the initial 
context," to use Jorge Silvetti 's words 
(Oppositions 9, 1977) . 

The reductioni sm inherent in this kind of 
allusion involves its scenographic qual
ities. Basically the exterior of this bu ilding 
is designed to grab the eye quickly, 
whether looked at in drawing form or mov
ing towards it in real li fe, down a ski slope 
or along a road . Its funky festive quality 
makes it extremely popular with its cl ien
tele . But in the end, the ski lodge becomes 
fast-food architecture , admired and con
sumed at a single glance. The image is 
more important than the building, the as
soc iation more than the experience . When 
bogus qualities take over, then communi
cation becomes thin and Post-Modernism 
turns to kitsch . 

These comments are not to be seen as 
directed at these particu lar architects or 
thi s one harmless ski lodge near Mont
real. The occasion for critici sm arises 
here mainly because this building pro-
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SITE PLAN N1' 

vides such a clearcut example of Post
Modernism's own di lemma-that of being 
seduced by its easy appeal. 
[Suzanne Stephens] 

Data 
Project: Pavi lion Soixante-dix, St. Sauveur, 

Quebec. 
Architects: Peter Rose, with Peter Lanken 

(Montreal) and James Righter (New Haven), as

sociated architects; Alan Maples, Erich Marosi , 

architectural assistants. 
Site: base of two ski slopes in old farm commu

nity about an hour from Montreal. 

Program: provide a lodge, 15,000 sq ft (g ross), 

that can be used not only in the winter, but, with 
the addition of swimming pool and tennis 

courts, in the summer as well. A ski equipment 

and locker room occupies the basement level; 
cafeteria for 300, bar for 150, and kitchen/ 

serving area occupy the main level, with a 

dance area for the bar; and the administrative 

offices are on the top level. 
Structural system: conventional wood frame, 

steel fram ing, with laminated trusses for long 

spans. 

Major materials: prepainted steel and built-up 

roofing, cedar siding and decking on the ex
terior, pine pane ling inside, gypsum board, 

carpet (bar), studded rubber flooring (see Build
ing materials, p. 128). 

Mechanical system: forced-air electric heat
ing, some baseboard; a/c in bar. 

Consultants: S. Singh, structural engineer. 
Client: Mont St. Sauveur, Inc. 

Costs: $670,000; $45 per sq ft. 

Photography: Peter Rose, except as noted. 

From the road , one sees the "m.inor" elevation, 
and the back of the "false" front. 

Tony Hargreaves 



Originally designed to be a home 
for autistic children, this facility by 
Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers is now 
a diagnostic center for children with 
emotional disorders. It has made the 
transition with great adaptability. 

In Boston the old saying goes that you're 
really nobody until you've got a pew at Trin
ity , a seat at Symphony, and a relative at 
McLean's. McLean's is the we ll -known pri
vate mental hospital just outs ide Boston 
that has been one of the more enl ightened 
institutions treating psychological disor
ders in the United States since 1811. Set 
amidst a beautifully wooded , 244-acre 
campus, it looks more li ke a comfortably 
endowed li beral arts col lege than the 
popular conception of a mental hospital. 

Its physical organization reflects the 
prevalent attitude toward housing the men
tally ill that existed in the second halt of the 
19th Centu ry. Post-Enlightenment theories 
of treating mental illness rejected the usual 
18th-Century practice of single-building 
asylums-such as the notorious Beth
lehem ("Bedlam") Hospital near London, 
which became a fashionable amusement 
place during the age of Hogarth . Rather it 
was thought to be more benef icial to lodge 
patients in smaller, domestic-scale build
ings that provided at least the image of a 
more humane approach to the treatment of 
psychological disorders. 

But McLean's (a division of Massachu
setts General Hospital) adopted the pavi l
ion mode tor other reasons as well. During 
the 19th Century, it was not uncommon tor 
Bostonians of means to maintain their 
needful re latives at McLean's in a sty le to 
which they had been accustomed at 
home. Not for them a ward like setting in 
which Uncle Jared or Aunt Abigail might 
come in contact with some common luna
tic . No! Those who could afford it set up 
their kin in one of the separate- and by no 
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Hal l Mercer (above center) is linked to West Cottage (upper left), one of the original sing le residences. Classrooms for center are in Upham building (lower left) . 
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Hall Mercer Children's Center 

means small-houses that stil l dot the site. 
There, in sol itude (save for complete 
household staff). it was possible for the 
wealth ily deranged to live out their lives 
with an outward semblance of normali ty . 

Breaking through to the other side 
Since those days, the preference for one 
building type or another for mental health 
care faci lities has fl uctuated back and 
forth with chang ing theories of mental ill
ness. Today perhaps the most encou rag
ing outlook comes with our realization that 
certain settings are more appropriate than 
others not because of our projected feel
ings about mental illness, but because of 
our increasing awareness of what causes 
certain psychological disorders. That 
greater insight into the rea l nature of men
tal illness tells us that not all problems call 
for the same kind of treatment and physi
cal accommodation. That important need 
for making distinctions was uppermost in 
the minds of the Boston architectural firm 
of Perry, Dean & Stewart (now Perry, Dean, 
Stahl & Rogers- PIA, Mar. 1978, p. 70) 
when they were commiss ioned in the early 
1970s to design a speciali zed faci lity for 
the care, study, and treatment of autistic 
children . 

Autism, which is best brief ly described 
as a severe schizophrenic condition 
among children, accompanied by a with
drawal from the outside worl d, has long 
been one of the most baffli ng of mental 
illnesses, precisely because it is charac
terized by the inability of those who have it 
to communicate with other people. So in 
this case, the architect's usual procedure 
of gathering informati on from a bu il ding's 
prospective users was ironically circum
vented by the nature of the disorder. 

The only logical alternati ve for the de
signers was to embark on an inquiry into 
autism itself in order to find out how the 
known characteristics of the disorder can 
be influenced-or even reached-by in
tel ligent design decisions. The archi tects 
were fortunate , at thi s early phase of the 
project, to have as their primary client col
laborator Dr. Larry Stone, one of the lead
ing authorities on autism, under whose 
coordinati on the Hall Mercer Center was 
being planned. Together with Dr. Stone, 
the architects vis ited and studied virtually 
every major faci lity involved in the treat
ment of autism in the United States and 
compiled their find ings into a series of 
guidelines that were the basic determi
nants of how the build ing was to function , 
look, and fee l. 

Continuous vault skylights (right) were used 
over main circulation areas to give strong 
definition to corridors fo r autistic chi ldren. 
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Knowing there are limits 
One of the main things they decided 
needed emphasis in a bui lding fo r the au
tis tic was a strong sense of outer bound
ary. Largely unresponsive to their sur
round ings, autistic children can, however, 
be made aware of the limits of their world, 
but on ly by means which are , to put it 
mild ly, not overly subtle. So in order to 
dramatically differentiate the physical feel
ing of interior from perimeter that was 
deemed essential for a facility such as this 
one, it was decided to make the outer wal ls 
of the Hall Mercer bui lding as boldly and 
unmistakably discernable as possib le. 
Thus, wh ile interior walls in most hospitals 
for the mentally il l are covered in finishes or 
materi als that convey warmth , quietude, 
and gentle neutrality, those at Hall Mercer 
were left in cold, rough, exposed concrete. 

The outside walls of the bui lding are of 
that same material, too, and the effect of 
unfinished concrete among the warm jum
ble of brick and wood buildings that sur
round it is no less jarring than its interior 
app lication there . Although the Queen 
Anne structures that predominate at 
McLean's are not individually the most 
memorable examples of that style, to
gether they do form a pleasing fab ri c. Mc
Lean's was further fortunate in having 
been spared the arch itectural med iocrities 
of the 1950s and 1960s that mar so many 
similar settings. Therefore, to introduce a 
building that departs so rad ically from its 
context in form and material was to take a 
very big risk indeed. But in this case it 
worked. 

Stylistically, Hall Mercer shows very 
c learl y the inf luence of the work of the late 
Lou is Kahn: the reductionist geometry of 
its forms , the axial formality of its plan, the 
Brutalist nandling of its major material. Yet, 
for all that, this is not an agg ressive intru
sion on the quiet scene into wh ich it is set. 
This was insured largely by very sensitive 
sit ing, which red uces the visual mass of 
the building by placing it in a low crease in 
the rolling landscape. Generally, Hal l 
Mercer is viewed from elsewhere on the 
Mclean property from a rather high van
tage point. Thus the cubes, cylinders, rec
tangles, and cones that project above the 
base seem not formidably monumental (as 
those shapes generally do in the work of 
Kahn) , but rather almost toylike, the scale 
becomingly decreased and the image 
playfu lly d iminished. A number of tall exist
ing trees around the site were thoughtfully 
preserved , and the ad jacent landscaping 
further enhances the sense of careful ly 
considered positioning . (The center's base 
was to have been covered in ivy, but the 
young vines have been ripped out re
peated ly by Hall Mercer's sometimes re
fractory residents .) 

The architects' effort to establish that re
duced sense of exterior scale stemmed 
from the desire to make the building seem 

Household therapy room (above) is used to teach domestic ski lls as part of center's program . 

Activity areas (above and below) are shared by residents. One (above) is used as ad hoc gym. 



Hall Mercer Children's Center 

from its first sighting by an autistic chi ld to 
be easily comprehensible, comfortably 
welcoming, and above al l reassuringly 
friendly. That intent is made literally man
ifest in the greeti ng spel led out in large, 
ch ild ish letters inscribed directly into the 
concrete wall that flanks the main entrance 
to Hall Mercer: " I like you, " it says. This 
quite direct example of the notion (as 
Charles Moore has put it) "that buildings 
can and do speak" might seem to some to 
be embarrassingly literal. But once again , 
it was prompted not by ou r perceptions of 
its appropriateness, but by the need for 
absolutely unambiguous expression when 
trying to reach into the traumatically re
mote world of the auti stic chi ld. 

A warm welcome 
A great deal of attention was likewise paid 
to the way in wh ich those chi ldren would 
enter the building, and the arrival se
quence was among the most cautious ly 
considered aspects of the design scheme. 
Ease and simpl icity of movement, clarity 
and definability of spatial development, 
opportunity for pause and reorientation 
were all carefully plotted. The importance 
of this entry sequence was correctly seen 
as the crucial determinant of how an auti s
tic chi ld would begin to relate not on ly to 
the building itself , but to the therapeutic 
program that wou ld take place there as 
well . How often in recent architectural de
sign have we seen that kind of concern 
given to the needs of the users of build
ings? How often have we seen the recogni
tion that design can very strong ly affect 
people's likel ihood of deriving benefit from 
the human activities that take place inside 
architecture? 

This bui lding wou ld have been a miser
able fa ilure had it not considered those 
th ings . But ironically, it was never to have 
its on ly true test. By the time the Hall 
Mercer Children 's Center was completed, 
another director, without Dr. Stone's inter
est in autism, was appointed to head the 
new faci lity. It was then decided to use it 
instead as a diagnostic center for children 
(up to age 12) with a wide range of 
behavior-re lated disturbances: develop
mental difficulties, delinquency, and se
vere emotional illnesses. 

This extreme programmatic shift was 
roughly as if a Greek Orthodox church , just 
before its consecration, were to be taken 
over by a Baptist congregation. Although 
the overall objective of the respective pro
ceedings with in the bui lding might in both 

Butting glass corne rs of eight-bed dormitories 
(right) give open feeling to the cubic spaces 
and admit large quantit ies of natural light. 
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cases be similar, the practical methods of 
going about it could scarcely have been 
more different. So it was with Hall Mercer. 
The design decisions there were rooted in 
the logic of the building 's intended use, 
and without that eventual application, they 
threatened to become as meaningless as 
if they had been made for purely aesthetic 
effect alone. Luckily that did not occur. 

Getting better all the time 
For the most part , Hall Mercer was able to 
be adapted with surprising ease to its new 
requirements : housing (for relatively short 
periods of time) some 40 preadolescents 
with varying degrees of psychological dis
orders. The facility is divided into four resi
dential units, each section with a mix of 
dormitory, semiprivate, and private rooms . 
Each of the four units has its own staff ad
ministrative area, but dining and recre
ational facilities are shared commonly by 
all residents of Hal l Mercer. 

The orig inal interior design of the chil
dren's center was intentionally geared to 
the special problems of autism. But as 
much as that design took into account the 
very pressing necessity of providing a vir
tual ly indestructable surround for some 
characteristically destructive patients, it 
stil l presented an undeniably sobering 
image to the unafflicted. Very much in the 
"heroic/tragic" mode of design defined by 
Vincent Scully, the interior spaces with 
their circu lar skylights , severely geometric 
spaces , and dun-colored , unpainted con
crete walls seemed unnecessarily stark 
(though some might well argue that the 
grim grandeur of it al l was more in keeping 
with the very real tragedy of autism than 
the cl iche Bozo-the-Clown treatments that 
wards for mentally ill children most often 
receive) . 

Some roorns were much less disturbing 
than others: the eight-bed dormitories with 
butting corner windows that admit warm 
washes of sunlight, or the glass-walled 
recreation area that looks out to an inner 
courtyard and tall trees. But other areas 
were whol ly inappropriate to the building 's 
new purpose. The cy lindrical concrete " liv
ing room," for example, is now happily 
slated for refurbishing. In its original phase 
it resembled nothing so much as a crem
atorium chapel by Kahn, or maybe a vaca
tion villa by Aldo Rossi. Other things are 
being altered now, too. Bare concrete 
walls are being painted or covered with 
fabric, as much to facilitate the removal of 
the ubiquitous graffiti (which ranges from 
the heartbreaking ly poignant to the.bluntly 
obscene) as to achieve a desirable soften
ing of the excessively bleak material. 

Their problem or ours? 
For the most part , it is rather hard to tell 
that this is a place wherein live chi ldren 
who for some very unfortunate reasons 

Double bedrooms (above) and dormitory (below) have concrete walls that are now being painted. 



Hall Mercer Children's Center 

VJere unable to live outside it . Here and 
there around the building are smal l 
reminders-the locking and unlocking of 
doors as one proceeds through the 
spaces, the multiply staffed control areas 
(behind wired glass at the request of some 
employees), the small, windowless, cylin
drical cells euphemistically termed "quiet 
rooms," bare save for a pallet on the floor. 
But the occupants seem generally to like 
their environment, though the design prin
cipal , Charles Rogers, has reported that 
his own attempts to elicit user reactions 
usually veer off into critiques of the staff, 
since it is hard for many of the young pa
tients to separate their feelings about the 
physical setting from their experience of 
the Hall Mercer program as a whole. 

All in all, this is a vastly superior place in 
comparison with most mental health care 
faci lities in the United States . The mental 
institutions that are part of every metropoli
tan region in America vary greatly in the 
quality of their care , but share a numbing 
sameness when it comes to the distress
ingly low quality of their design. But the 
questions remain (especially when design
ing for the severe ly mentally handicapped, 
such as the autistic children for whom Hall 
Mercer was originally designed) : does it 
reall y matter what such a building looks 
like? Can they even tell the difference? 
Why bother? 

Such questions, in the end, become 
completely subjective, revealing more 
about those who pose them than about 
those whom they ostensibly concern. The 
protest launched against Richard Meier's 
Bronx Developmental Center (P/A, July 
1977, p. 43) by the parents of its prospec
tive occupants before the building was 
even occupied exposed the emotional and 
irrational aspects of the way many people 
judge the design of such facilities, prefer
ring mental institutions to accord with their 
own perceived expectations rather than 
wi th the needs of those who must live in 
them. Hall Mercer Ch ildren's Center func
tions we ll and humanely, reflecti ng pos
itively on the community which supports it 
and which it serves. It is a thoughtful, in
telligent , flawed , and very interesting piece 
of architectural design, most notable for 
what it sought to do- and largely suc
ceeds in doing helping people while 
realizing that the places that su rround 
them can make a very real difference. 
[Martin Filler] 

Fenestration at Hall Mercer (right) was planned 
to give autistic children frequent orientation 
views during the arrival sequence. 
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Data 
Project: Hall Mercer Children's Center, Mclean 

Hospital, Belmont, Ma. 
Architects: Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers ; 
Charles F. Rogers II, design arch itect, Peter A. 
Ringenbach , job captain . 
Site: a wooded, hilly 244-acre campus not far 

from metropolitan Boston. 
Program: originally intended for use as a home 
for autistic children, but never actually used as 
such, it now serves as a diagnostic center for a 
full spectrum of childhood emotional disorders 
through age 12. The facility contains 40 inpa
tient beds, preschool and school for approxi
mately 100-125 ch ildren, outpatient faci lities, 
activity/recreation areas, and staff offices. 

Structural system: reinforced two-way con
crete slab construction. 
Major materials: reinforced concrete exterior 
and interior walls; carpet and quarry-tile floors; 
4-ply built-up pitch and gravel roof; reinforced 
concrete, continuous vaulted skyli ght, and cir

cular dome skylight cei lings. (See Building 
material s, p. 128.) 

Consultants: Mason & Frey, landscape ar
chitects; Francis Associates, mechanical; 
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger, structural; 
Thompson Engineering, electrical. 
General contractor: L.H. Mcisaac. 
Cost: $1,974,881 ($2,000,000 budgeted) . 
Photography: Edward Jacoby, color; Phokion 
Karas, black and white. 

Site planning of building was devised to save as many existing trees as possible (below and 
opposite above). Friendly greeting inscribed in concrete tower flanking entrance (opposite below) 
was intended to reassure patients, but Brutalist treatment of material and form belies message. 





Architectural Handbook 
Environmental Analysis, Architectural Program
ming, Design and Technology, and Construction 
Alfred M. Kemper 
Here is the first book of its kind that incorporates the 

Science and complete range of architectural activities involved in 

Buildin 
building design. Covering all the specialized fields in-

g valved in· contemporaiy architecture, the book features 
Structurat'and practical applications of environmental studies, a com-
Environmental Design in puter simulated process for building design, energy 
the Nineteenth and design guidelines, and many more c1itical topics. Follow-
Twentieth Centuries ing the basic NCARB outline in discussing each of the 
Henry]. Cowan profession's activities, this book is also an invaluable 
How did modem architec- resource for those preparing to take architectural regis-
ture develop into its present tration examinations. 
state? How did technology (0 47102697-2) March, 1978 
affec t aesthetics? The an- approx. 640 pp. $34.95 
swers to these questions and 1------------------------1 
more can be found in this Frank Lloyd Wright 
absorbing new book. Cowan His Life and His Architecture 
deals with a wide range of Robert C. Twombly 
subjects-from sewage dis- This comprehensive, detailed study of one of architec-
posal and computer-based tu.re's most compelling figw·es treats W1ight's buildings 
methods of structural analy- as primaiy sources-viewing them as biographical as 
sis to concert hall acoustics well as social and aesthetic statements. Based on a wide 
and air-conditioning. In array of previously untapped sources, this lavishly illus-
showing how science and tTated, meticulously documented book will give you 
technology transformed the many specific practical ideas about architecture as well as 
craft-based practice of archi- a better understanding of Ame1ica's most famous ai-chi-
tecture, this book gives you a tect. 
fascinating, significant look "This is the best biography of Wright available!'-
at the successes and failw·es john Sergeant, author of Frank Lloyd Wright's Usonian 
of modem ai-chitecture. Houses 
(0 47102738-3) 1978 (o 471 03400-2) Januaiy, 1979 
374 pp. $24.95 approx. 444 pp. $19.95 

Central City 
Malls 
Harvey M. Rubenstein 
Here is complete, in
depth coverage of the 
process of mall devel
opment. Rubenstein 
analyzes the cultural, 
natural, economic, po
litical, and legal factors 
that determine mall 
feasibility, size, and lo
cation- as well as de
sign elements, street 
furnishings, physical 
factors, and image and 
form characteristics. 
Includes 22 case stud
ies covering full malls, 
semi-malls, and transit 
malls. 
(0 47103098-8) 
1978 
191 pp. $22.50 

Metropolis ... And Beyond 
SelectecfEssays 
Hans Blumeiifeld 
Edited by Paul D. Spreiregen 

Architectural and Engineering Salesmanship 
David G. Cooper 

Forty-five essays by the noted city planner ai 
writer-many of them unpublished or difficult 
find-cover virtually every important issue in t 

banology. Many of the essays were written with 
the past ten years and offer important contributio 
on recent developments. Special chapters on the re 
of government, economics, housing, and transpc 
tation. For everyone who valued the author's T 
Modern. Metropolis. 

Here is a complete guide to effective salesmanship, one of the most important yet often overlooked 
aspects of practicing architecture. The author develops guidelines in the three key areas of 
expertise-design, technical, and nontechnical-for obtaining and keeping clients. Insights on 
prospecting, interviewing, and closing sales are presented in the context of the architect's special 
experience. For all those who want that something extra in today's competitive market. 
(0 471 03642-0) 1978 158 pp. $14.95 (o 47104281-1) 1978 432 pp. $23.00 

BOOKS FOR BUILDING CAREERS ... FROM WILEl 
International 
Urban Growth 
Policies 
New-Town Contributions 
Edited by Gideon Golany, The 
Pennsylvania State University 
The first truly international 
review ofw·ban planning ex
pe1iences and the role of new 
towns in over a decade. 
Twenty-seven contiibutors 
discuss the experiences of 
eighteen nations, compiling 
basic information on con
temporaiy new-town policies 
throughout the world and 
analyzing this information 
comprehensively. Provides 
policies, guidelines, and 
strategies. (0 471 03748-6) 
1978 460 pp. $29.95 

Architectural Working 
Drawin~ 
Ralph W. Liebing & Mimi Ford Paul 
Covering every phase of the practi
tioner's work-from lettering and sym
bols to plans and elevations-this book 
takes you step-by-step through the 
techniques of prepaiing professional 
working drawings. The authors ana
lyze actual drawings, give valuable 
insights into effects achieved, suggest 
alternatives, and demonstrate the ap
proaches best suited to particular 
problems. This book offers an llllli
valled summary of techniques for re
fining your style or simply gaining a 
better grasp of all aspects of working 
drawings and their production. 
(o 47153432-3) 1977 
310 pp. $17.50 

The Master Builders 
A History of Structural and 
Environmental Design from 
Ancient Egypt to the Nineteenth 
Century 
Henry]. Cowan 
This fascinating history of building 
science analyzes the work of master 
builders from ancient times through 
the Napoleonic era. Cowan offers 
not only enlightening descriptions of 
structural design, but also clear ex
planations of how structural limita
tions influenced design and aesthet
ics. With numerous illustrations and 
a valuable glossary, TH£ MASTER 
BUILDERS gives you a rich, read
able picture of architecture and 
building prior to the Nineteenth 
C~tury. (0 471 02740-5) 
1977 299 pp. $21.50 

Modern Furniture 
john F. Pile, Pratt Institute 
Now you can get immediate 
access to the hard-to-find 
"secrets" of professional fur
niture design. Written by a 
top authority, this book offers 
complete coverage of the his
tory, aesthetics and technical 
issues involved in both design 
and production. lt confronts 
the significant issues of de
sign quality by reviewing, 
analyzing, and criticizing the 
classics of modem furniture. 
With numerous illustrations, 
dimensional charts, models, 
and much more. 
(0 47102667-0) 
January, 1979 
208 pp. $25.00 

Available at your local bookstore 
-or use this handy coupo1L 0 WILEY-INTERSCIENCE a division of John Wtley & sons, Inc. 

605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 
In Canada: 22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario 
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"Side by Side." Gifford's new collection 
of Belgian Linen wallcoverings 

Gilfo rd 's "Friendly Persuasion." Just possibly the largest col lection of fabric wal l coverings ava ilable. 



.. and the matching drapery fabrics. 
They complete the picture. Circle No. 333 
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C ~ Rand ACTION 
with noroment· the unique flooring 

Wherever color contributes to 
environment ... consider the advantages 
of NORAMENT. Twelve standard and 
sixty three decorator colors are available 
in its general purpose formula . 
Wherever slip-resistance is a standard 
for safety ... consider the advantages of 
NORAMENT. Three-dimensional discs, 
called pastilles, in an over-all pattern, 
are supplied in large one-metre sq uare 
tiles. 
Made of 100% pure synthetic rubber, 
NORAMENT's several formulations make 
it special ly suited for use indoors and 
outdoors, under w et and dry 
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conditions. Even its general purpose 
formulations are resistant to oils, greases, 
acids and chemicals. NORAMENT meets 
fire safety requirements. 
NORAMENT is used worldwide for 
airports, restaurants, fast food chains, 
colleges, schools, office buildings, 
laboratories, oil rigs, auto show rooms, 
printing plants, subways, post offices, 
factories, hospitals, banks, sewage and 
power plants, computer rooms, locker 
rooms and as decking for swimming 
pools ... and almost all conditions of 
use, test and wear. 

The trading floor of the Mercantile Exchange in 
Chicago is a raised NORAMENT floor. After eight 
years of dai ly use and abuse, including butted 
cigarettes, NORAMENT shows no discernible 
w ear ... no loss of lustre. Self-waxing and easy to 
maintain, NORAMENT is best where the action is. 

Representatives in Principal Areas 

~ 
I • • , 

NORA flDDRING 
ROBUS PRODUCTS Corporation 
4201 WILSON AVE., MADISON, IN 47250 
812/273-1852 

Circle No. 353, on Reader Service Card 



Technics: Specifications Clinic 

Specifying for long-term economy 
Josephine Drummond 

When owners build for their own long-term use or investment, 
the architect must consider operation and maintenance. 

Owners and managers of institutions , large building complexes, 
and multiple properties are increasingly concerned wi th the 
long-term or li fe-cycle costs of their facilities. Because the initial 
cost of a building 's components accounts for only a fraction of 
the long-term total, the selection of materials and systems shou ld 
also take into account the operation, maintenance, and repair 
costs expected over the life of the facility. To assure themselves 
that sufficient consideration is given to maintenance require
ments, many sophisticated building owners include a review of 
construction documents by their maintenance directors. 

The evaluation of maintenance requirements can and should 
be a part of the selection process for all building products, not 
just the major mechanical and electrical systems. If door locks, 
plumbing trim , and similar items require frequent service by spe
cial ized mechanics, maintenance costs will soon exceed the 
original purchase price and present unnecessary continuing ex
pense . 

Some compromise with design and aesthetics may at times be 
necessary to achieve low long-term costs . Flat paint on walls may 
be considered most pleasing from a design standpoint , but the 
need for frequent washi ng and repainting could substantially in
crease the overall cost of wall finishes. Long-life lamps are com
paratively inexpensive to operate, but the color may not be de
sirable . The textures or colors available in durable wall finishes 
may limit the architect's interior design scheme. Water faucets 
having washers wh ich are easy to change may not be available 
in designer finishes . Situations like these require evaluation to de
termine the most important concerns. 

Manufacturers of most materials publish recommended pro
cedures for maintenance and service. These are not usually in
cluded in sales promotional literature , so the architect must re
quest them in order to get them. A study should be made of 
maintenance requirements wh ile the selection of bui lding com
ponents is being done. 

Specifying that all like products be from one manufacturer can 
provide significant savings over the long term. There are fewer 
parts to stock, and maintenance mechanics have fewer systems 
and procedures to learn. Some owners will limit acceptable 
manufacturers of equipment to those with which their mainte
nance staff is famil iar. 

Material and equipment should be obtained from local sources 

having good local technical and service facilities . If spare parts 
must be flown in from miles away, or the factory service repre
sentative only comes to town every 60 days, the cost of mainte
nance will reflect these awkward conditions. 

During the construction phase of a project , the concern for 
long-term costs should continue. When substitutions are pro
posed, their evaluation should include a review of the life-cyc le 
costs as well as other design and specification comparisons. 

At project closeout, the contractor's operation and mainte
nance manuals should be reviewed for compliance to specifica
tions. Properly prepared reference material can simpl ify the 
training of mechanics and minimize failure due to improper pro
cedures. Refer to this column in Progressive Architecture, April 
1978, for recommendations on specifying operation and mainte
nance manuals. 

Operation of systems is simplified when components are 
clearly labeled and operation diagrams are provided, keyed to 
the labeling . Piping shou ld show the service, pressure, and di
rection of flow. Circuits should be identified in electrical panel
boards, and the circuits themselves shou ld be tagged . Record 
drawings should indicate accurately the installed conditions. 

Extra material should be provided to the owner for easily dam
aged finish materials , such as cei ling tile, floor tile , base and car
pet, vinyl wall covering, and paint. This is especially important 
when frequent minor alterations will be made to a bui lding , or 
when heavy usage may cause unusually heavy wear. Special 
tools may be required for systems such as fi re sprinklers and 
control systems. 

Where systems are complex or maintenance procedures re
quire special techniques , manufacturers' representatives shou ld 
train the owner's maintenance personnel in proper methods. 
Specifications must outline training requirements in detail, as 
manufacturers ' technical employees ' time is valuable . The 
owner's maintenance director should determine the proper time 
for the training to take place and the people to be trained. When 
manufacturers suggest that their representatives be present at 
start-up of equipment, these recommendations should be spec
ified and adhered to . Careless or improper start-u p can damage 
or shorten the life of expensive equipment. 

l uthor: Josephine H. Drummond, CSI, is Manager, Southern 
~remises, Real Property Management Department, Wells Fargo 
Bank and is a specifications consultant in private practice. 
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Interior technics: Resilient flooring 

Resilient bounces back 

Once overlooked in favor of carpeting, 
resilient flooring is now appreciated 
by architects and designers who value 
its combination of economical cost, 
ease of maintenance, and durability. 

Every so often there occur specification 
fads in architecture and interior design, 
wh ich are characte ri zed by a sometimes 
imprudent rush to the use of one material 
or another regardless of its suitability for an 
extended variety of uses. One of the more 
widespread specification fads in the 1960s 
and 1970s was that for carpeting, which 
was used to a greater extent than ever be
fore as a floor covering for every possible 
kind of instal lation, from hospitals to class
rooms, from bathrooms to bars. 

With in a few years, carpeting had 
pushed many other floor-covering options 
out of the minds of interior design product 
specifiers. Why? Perhaps it had something 
to do with the lingering image of luxurious
ness that carpeting still has in the minds of 
the general public. More likely, it had very 
much to do with the relative cheapness of 
covering with carpet the large expanses of 
floor space that were created during the 
construction boom of the 1960s. But within 
a distressingly short span of time, the fa l
lacy of a single all-purpose flooring was 
made clear on al l too wide a scale. 

There are no magic carpets 
Rotting plywood under carpeted bathroom 
floors, hygienically hard-to-maintain car
peted floors in hospital child ren's wards, 
and carpeting in developer housing that 
had to be replaced before a two-year 
lease ran out all pointed to seriously mis
conceived flooring specif ications. Carpet
ing, to be sure, is an excellent floor cover
ing, and in many instances it is without 
doubt the ideal one. But it is not the 
only-or even the best-choice for many 
installations, no more so than any other 
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build ing material should ever be consid
ered without careful evaluation of its 
properties and its appropriateness fo r a 
g iven setting . 

This is equally true for resilient flooring. 
But of further significance is the fact that in 
recent years resilient flooring has been 
transformed into a virtually different prod
uct (and a much more diverse one) than it 
was ten years ago. New technologies , new 
materials, and new aesthetic approaches 
have made resilient flooring a totally differ
ent commodity than the cliche image that 
still is held by some people-that of 
dreary, old-fashioned linoleum rugs in 
drably colored , out-of-register Axminster 
prints. Chief among the improvements of 
resilient .flooring has been that of in
creased durability. Now, instead of being 
associated with mere economy or a "down 
and dirty" approach to interior finishes, re
sil ient flooring has become a true "life of 
project"j'product, one that is not likely to 
sel f-des ruct with the ease of some of its 
more shoddily made precursors. 

Picking and choosing 
For the most important fact to consider 
in interior flooring spec ification today is 
that it has been estimated that over the life 
of a building, flooring costs will equal ap
proximately one-half the initial construction 
costs of the project. Incred ible , but true
especially when one considers the single 
largest component of that total cost: 
maintenance. Flooring obviously receives 
the heaviest wear of any element of an in
terior, needs the most constant mainte
nance, and must in fact be kept in better 
repair than any other interior su rface if the 
spaces are to function at all. Thus, when 
even an economically constructed office 
build ing these days can cost in the 
neighborhood of $5 to $10 million, the con
tinuing investment of $2V2 to $5 million rep
resented by interior flooring had better be 
a very carefully considered aspect of the 

flooring specification process. 
The best way to go about deciding 

whether resilient flooring is the kind of floor
ing for a specific use is to first review the 
ten criteria that must be considered in the 
choice of a resi lient flooring. The benefits 
of resilient can best be judged compara
tively within types of the material itself, and 
then successfully app lied to larger con
siderations among flooring options at 
large. The ten resilient flooring check 
points are color and design; comfort, cost; 
gouge-resistance; maintenance; moisture
resistance; seams; sound-absorption; 
stain-resistance; and wearability. 

Color and design is the area in which ar
. chitects and designers will find perhaps 
the most surprising advances in resilient 
flooring . The product has been sadd led fo r 
too long with the stigma of insensitive styl
ing, resulting in its previous lower-middle
class associations. Recently, though, resil
ient manufacturers have been responding 
to the increased presence of the architect 
in interior design, and now a greater seg
ment of the industry's offerings has a dis
tinct appeal to the architectural specifier. 
No architectural publication is needed to 
record this : one need only look underfoot 
at the thousands of new installations of re
silient flooring in architect-designed build
ings throughout America. The preponder
ance of new resi lient flooring designs 
reflects the increased influence of natural 
materials in the interior design mar
ketp lace , and for those instal lations where 
the use of real brick, stone, tile, wood, or 
cork presents problems of cost or mainte
nance, the use of resilient in those patterns 
offers an alternative solution. 

To those architects who still adhere to 
Frank Lloyd Wright's dictum that a material 
ought to express its true nature (though the 
true nature of an amorphous material li ke 
vinyl might be subject to some debate), 
such designs might prove unacceptable, 
but for them, too, there are many other 



well-designed choices as well. The 
ubiquitous raised-disc tile , in rubber or 
synthetic rubber , has become perhaps the 
most popular new resi lient flooring choice 
among young avant-garde designers and 
architects in the 1970s . And now, with the 
promotion of high-tech design to a new 
residential consumer audience, it is not un
likely that its market will widen even further 
into domestic use if high-tech does indeed 
become "the look of the '80s. " There is, in 
short , something for everyone in resilient 
today, and the old excuse among high
style designers that resilient flooring just 
wasn 't well-designed enough just isn't true 
any more. 

Comfort is largely determined by the use 
to which a resilient-covered floor is to be 
put. For example, comfort is one thing on a 
gymnasium floor that is used for wrestling , 
and quite another on a lobby floor that is 
quickly traversed by a vis itor in a few sec
onds. But suitably comfortable resi lient 
floorings for either purpose do exist- and 
that increased range of cushioning is the 
second big change in resil ient that has oc
curred in the years since many architects 
and designers last seriously considered 
using the material. Needless to say , resil
ient will never be as soft underfoot as some 

Among the most popular resi lient flooring styles 
today is the raised-disc tile (in rubber or syn
thetic rubber) known popularly as "Pirelli " tile fo r 
iis innovator- a nomenclature that , like "Jell-0 ," 
" Kleenex," and "Xerox, " threatens to become 
generic . Three non-Pirelli installations include 
Maremont Corp . headquarters , Chicago (top 
left) by Interiors , Inc., Norament tile by Nora 
Flooring; Torczyner & Wiseman ·law offices , New 
York (top right) by Susana Torre (P/A, May 1977, 
p . 76), tile by Hastings; and Pavilion Soixante
di x, St. Sauveur, Quebec (right), by Peter Rose , 
with Peter Lan ken and James Righter (p . 70), tile 
by Mondo. Other raised-disc tile manufacturers 
inc~ude Flex-Co, Target Ti le and Tread , and R.C . 
Musson Rubber Co. 

Peter Rose 



Resilient flooring 
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carpeting can be, but it far exceeds the 
capabilities of any other hard-finish floor
ing . Essential to such comfort in resilient , 
no less so than it is with carpeting, is the 
substrate material over which the resilient 
flooring is laid , and the natural resil ience of 
the material can be greatly affected by 
what is underneath it. For most installa
tions, however, the much greater softness 
of many resilient floor ings wi ll make it worth 
the designer's effort to consider resilient 
for places where previously on ly carpeting 
had been deemed comfortable enough to 
specify. 

Cost is uppermost in both architects' 
and c lients' minds these days, and here is 
where resilient flooring has come to reflect 
changes in prevalent attitudes even more 
so than in design. For what the specifier 
will find is that resilient flooring is by no 
means a cheap material- in many cases, 
carpeting can be had for a lot less today 
per square yard. But arch itects have long 
been attuned to the concept of life-of
project costs: that is, the overall value of a 
building material during the years a build
ing is used, as opposed to the bottom-line 
costs as considered by a contractor or de
veloper. Fortunately, the world at large is 
catching up with the architect's way of 
looking at it, for in a period of skyrocketing 
material and construction costs, the ex
pense of replacing any major part of a 
building-let alone one as extensive and 
as costly as flooring-looms as a possibil
ity to be avoided at all costs, including that 
of a higher initial investment to insure 
against an even costlier future replace
ment. Across the board, resi lient is a highly 
cost-effective material , especially in its 
relative durabil ity and maintenance costs , 
and that quality above all others has been 
accountable for its dramatic increase in use 
of late. 

Gouge-resistance is more of a consid
eration with the softer, cushioned vinyls 
than it is with the average vi nyl -asbestos 
tile, rubber, or synthetic rubber flooring. 
But again, this point must be seen in light 
of the intended function of an installation, 
and gouge-resistance is of greater 
importance in a football field house than it 
is in a kitchen in a retirement community. 
But what particularly recommends many 
resi lient floorings in settings where 

The great versatility of resilient flooring is illus
trated in the wide variety of settings for which it 
is appropriate: 1. Sales conference room, 
Mannington Mil ls headquarters, Salem, NJ, 
Kingsway Aristocon flooring by Mannington; 
2. Office, Seagate sheet vinyl by Armstrong; 
3. Storage area, Mannington Mil ls headquar
ters , Patio-Brick Vinyl-Ease flooring by Man
nington; 4. Elementary school lunchroom and 
5. Hospital X-ray faci lity, Brigantine sheet vinyl 
by Armstrong; 6. Pediatric ward, Acoustiflor by 
Tarkett. 



gouge-resistance is important is the ability 
for many resilient floorings to "heal" 
themselves-seal ing nicks and cuts from 
with in. Likewise, resilient flooring in most 
cases can be patched with greater ease 
and less expense than most other kinds of 
flooring, making its se lection for high
abuse areas a particu larly intell igent one. 

Maintenance is the twin sister of cost, for 
maintenance is the sing le largest factor 
contributing to the lifetime cost of flooring . 
Manufacturers of resilient flooring are well 
aware of this , and have consistently en
gineered increasingly better maintenance 
qualities into their products over the years. 
But stil l, manufacturers find that mainte
nance complaints far outnumber al l others, 
and their inquiries into those complaints 
reveal a crucial focus for architects' 
attention-making sure that building 
maintenance personnel know how their 
specific resilient flooring must be main
tained . There being no blanket formulas for 
resilient flooring upkeep (the vast diversity 
of what can be called resi lient flooring 
should be indication enough of that), the 
only practical answer is for every architect 
to present the management of a new build
ing with a maintenance manual of the ar
chitect's own compilation outl ining what is 
to be done (and to be avoided) in the 
cleaning, repair, and preservation of this 
sing le largest interior product investment. 
Maintenance information is provided by 
resilient-flooring manufacturers as stand
ard procedure, but far too infrequently is it 
passed on to c lients. Now, with bui lding 
and maintenance costs higher than ever 
before, it is the perfect time to reverse a 
foo li sh and wasteful oversight. 

Moisture resistance matters most in in
stal lations that are on or below grade, or 
that are in proximity to water, such as 
swimming pools, or industrial settings 
where various solutions are used as part of 
manufacturing processes. Rot is the most 
serious problem with in the structure of 
resi lient in such cases, as is slippage on 
the surface. For the most part, the syn
thetic materials from which many resilient 
floorings are made (and even the natural 
rubber that is used in many others) are 
much more moistu re-resistant than wood, 
tile, or carpet as flooring alternatives. Spe
cial attention, though, should be paid to 
the materials beneath the resil ient surface, 
for as with other types of flooring they can 
strong ly affect the moisture-resistant qual-

Among recent innovations in resilient flooring is 
the development of acrylic-impregnated (and 
also vinyl-bonded) natural wood and cork floor
ing, which has the appearance of its natural 
components and the ease of maintenance and 
durability of its synthetic ones. PermaGrain 
acrylic/wood flooring is used in Kent Memorial 
Library, Suffield , Ct, by Warren Platner (right) . 

ities of the top layer . Slip-resistance is 
likewise linked to moisture resistance, and 
such qualities (which come from both the 
chemical composition of the resilient floor
ing and the surface texturing) are of espe
cial importance in applications where 
other floorings are less susceptible to con
trol of slippage. Nonslip floorings are spe
cifically rated as such by manufacturers, 
and many resilient makers offer separate 
lines of slip-resistant floor covering . 

Seams in resilient flooring have both 
advantages and disadvantages. Sheet 
vinyls have the fewest seams of all: hard 
sheet vinyls in 6-ft widths and cushioned 
vinyls in 12-ft widths make seamless instal
lations possible in many smaller spaces. 
Yet resil ient tile, in vinyl, rubber, synthetic 
rubber , acrylic-impregnated or vi nyl-

bonded wood, offers greater flexibility of 
installation and a lesser degree of waste. 
Seams do greatly affect the maintenance 
of resilient flooring, for it is in seams where 
the most dirt collects, and where resilient is 
most likely to peel or crack. What matters 
more than the presence or number of 
seams, though, is the qual ity of the prod
uct itself, for wi th proper installation a resil
ient tile floor is on a par with a resil ient 
sheet vinyl floor. 

Sound absorption is another property 
wh ich is relatively new to resilient flooring, 
and which positions it favorably against 
the sound-absorptive qualities of carpet
ing on the one hand , and the relative lack 
of the same in wood, tile, and stone floors . 
This makes it particularly worthwhile to 
consider resilient flooring in instances 

Two solutions to pattern wearabi li ty problem include choosing an inlaid flooring (such as Armstrong 's 
Carlon, above right) , in which pattern extends into entire thickness of material , or specification 
of a solid-color, raised-pattern flooring (such as Norament by Nora Flooring, above left). 



Resilient flooring 

Among currently available resilient flooring 
choices are these: 1. Octrelle and 2. Custom 
Cortina VAT by Azrock Floor Products; 
3. Hammon Brick sheet vinyl by GAF; 
4. Glazed Brick VAT and 5. Thru-Onyx VAT by 
Azrock; 6. Lenden Wood sheet vinyl and 
7. Mexican Agate sheet vinyl by GAF; 8. Me
ridi an VAT by Azrock; 9. Rustic Stone VAT by 
Kentile : 10. Brigantine sheet vinyl by 
Armstrong; 11. Casa Grande sheet vinyl by 
Congoleum; 12. Capistano sheet floori ng by 
Mannington Mills; 13. Meadowland sheet vinyl 
by GAF; 14. GenuWood II viny l bonded wood 
flooring by PermaGrain Products . 
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where a combination of soundproofing 
qualities and ease of maintenance-such 
as offices, for example-is desirable , al
though resilient might not have been the 
expected specif ication choice in such in
stallations in the past. The increased cush
ioning capabi li ty in present-day res ilient 
manufacturing has helped the acoustic 
absorption qual ities of the material as well, 
and is yet another characteristic that ought 
not to be overlooked in a flooring choice. 

Stain resistance also has increased 
greatly as a result of improved prod-
uct engineering, and there are ful ly 
documented ratings and specification 
guidelines for a wide variety of industrial
and laboratory-grade resilient floorings 
that can withstand the effects of al l but the 
most potent solvents. In cases where pro
longed exposure to stain-producing chem
icals is to be expected, resilient flooring is 
more likely than not the only really feasible 
specification choice, since its synthetically 
derived stain-retardation properties are 
the only ones which can effective ly fight 
the effects of strong chemicals. Most 
manufacturers, especial ly for this area of 
resilient flooring, maintain excellently 
documented records of suitabi lity of vari
ous kinds of flooring for high-abuse stain 
situations-going so far, for example, as to 
test flooring for resistance to new photo
graphic developing solutions before they 
·have come into general laboratory use. 

Wearability is the final, but by no means 
least important of the specification criteria 
to be considered in the selection of resi l
ient flooring-for of what good will all the 
preceding criteria be if the basic product 
itself will not wear well as opposed to other 
kinds of flooring? For the most part, intra
industry standards have assured that most 
resilient floorings wear quite well indeed , 
and in fact many are consciously overen
gineered to prove their practicality in prob
lem installations . Base material, thickness 
of flooring , depth of wear layer, and ex
pected use rate will all affect the long-term 
wearability of resilient flooring. In the case 
of patterned flooring-which was often 
shunned in the past for its tendency to 
wear less well (i.e., lose the pattern in 
areas of heavy use)-that difficulty has 
now been overcome with the introduction 
of new patterned floorings in which the pat
tern extends down into the resilient itself , 
so that it is still continuous ly visible as part 
of the overall flooring even if the resilient is 
worn down to Va in. below the original sur
face. Wearability, it must be noted, is also 
in large part a function of the maintenance 
which a resilient floor is given, and in no 
case can the life of the product be ex
pected to magically transcend the abuse, 
neglect, or incorrect care to which so 
many resilient floors are regularly sub
jected. 

As for the next decade in resilient floor-

Special-installation floorings include Tarkett's Conductiflor (above) and Gymflor (below). 

ing, look for these developments: im
proved design, greater ease of mainte
nance, and more diversified special 
floorings for high-abuse installations. The 
beneficial circular effect that architects are 
having on the development of new interior 
design products is the more they use inte
rior design products, the more interior 
design products will continue to reflect ar
chitects ' design preferences. Mainte
nance, on the other hand, is everybody's 
concern, from the architect to the. real es
tate developer to the superintendent, and 
wi th ever-rising costs, it is certain that sim
plified maintenance of resilient flooring is 
bound to give this versati le material a most 
resilient future. [Martin Filler] 
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Technics: Metrication 

Metrication: controversy and opportunity 
Thomas Clark Tufts 

The U.S. has a national metric policy. 
To organize, plan, and coordinate change 
can be more valuable than change itself. 

Metrication is going to happen. Although 
the United States was a signatory nation to 
the Treaty of the Meter in 1875, the 
stimulus for replacing the cumbersome 
"customary system" has fallen short, and 
the debate continues in the United States 
about its adoption as the predominant 
domestic system of weights and meas
ures . Many technically oriented people 
argue that it shou ld not be a decision of the 
general public . It is undeniably an emo
tionally charged issue- the stuff of which 
political debate is made. 

Politicians focus on public opinion or 
sentiment, and an apparatus for quantify
ing the mood of the people is, of course , 
the public opinion poi I. Regardless of its 
val idity, the poll does affect political con
siderations , and many of the decisive de
bates about metrication will be predictably 
pol itically inspired. The following state
ment is extracted from a report by the 
Comptroller General to the Congress enti
tled "Getting a Better Understanding Of 
The Metric System- Implications If 
Adopted By The United States" dated Oc
tober 20, 1978: "Since a decision will af
fect every American for decades to come, 
GAO (General Accounting Office) believes 
the decision, [whether] to continue with the 
current policy or change it , should be 
made by the representatives of the 
people-the Congress." From that simple 
statement one can draw the conclusion 
that if the decision is to be made by the 
Congress it will indeed be , at least to some 
degree, a political decision . It goes without 
saying that political decisions strive to be 
"popular" and that "popular opinion" is 
currently gauged by opinion polls and sur
veys , as much as any other single indi
cator. It follows , therefore, than an in-
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Strategies for conversion and rationalization 

The sequences and relationships of alternative metrication strategies for technical infor
mation are illustrated above. The objective in conversion or rationalization should be 
to make a change to either "convenient values" or "preferred values ." Convenient 
values are values in which the number is selected primarily for its simplicity and/or 
convenience in description and practical use. Preferred values are values in which 
the number is selected on the basis of its membership in a family of numbers that are 
preferred for functional or mathematical reasons. In general, convenient values are 
best suited to applications involving "individual values ," while preferred values 
are mainly associated with applications involving "sets or series of values." 



formed public is necessary to the informed 
decision-making process. The process of 
informing the public is by no means sim
ple, however. Biased opinion and political 
rhetoric are certainly not to be confused 
with information in this context, and yet we 
must admit that it is frequently all that is 
avai lable for the formulation of public opin
ion . Obviously, a way to validate informa
tion is imperative. What is the most impor
tant current information PIOblem critical to 
understanding the environment of the en
tire metrication process? 

Is there a national policy? 
The problem, simply stated is- ls there a 
national policy toward adoption of the met
ric system, and if so, what is it? Quoting 
from the GAO report again , it states "The 
1975 Act (PL94-168) and its legislative his
tory show the national policy is not to pre
fer one system over the other but to pro
vide for either to be predominant on the 
basis of the voluntary actions of those af
fected. " This is under the paragraph head
ing "A decision has not been made." 

This long-awaited report, more than two 
years in preparation, was given broad pub
licity in the press, and such out of context 
statements became headlines for articles 
indicating that the government did not 
have a policy of going forth with its previ
ously publicized metric initiatives . Let us 
look at statements by the people vitally 
concerned with the Metric Act. 

When he signed the bill, President Ford 
made the following statement, " I am today 
signing H.R. 8674 , the Metric Conversion 
Act of 1975. This legislation establishes a 
national policy of coordinating and plan
ning for the increased use of the metric 
measurement system in the United 
States ." In the statement he briefly sum
marized the legislative history prior to the 
current era. Indicating that public accept
ance was the key , he then emphasized 
that the important impetus for the bill came 
"from people in the business of buying and 
sell ing American products here and over
seas." 

The legislation calls for a voluntary con
version and establishes a U.S. Metric 
Board to assist in the coordination, to re
port to Congress on the status of conver
sion, and to make recommendations for 
further legislation if necessary. 

The GAO report, compiled after the sign
ing , obviously gives a different interpreta
tion from the President's statement. It 
states right on the cover, for instance, 
"Whether the Nations Measurement Sys
tem should be changed is a question still 
unresolved ." New evidence to support the 
original premise that there is a national 
metric policy-perhaps of greater 
significance than President Ford 's 
statement- is found in a recent letter from 
Congressman Olin E. Teague of Texas, 
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private sector. " 
The foregoing information has not 

heretofore been placed in an orderly 
perspective for the public to decide 
whether there is a national policy for metric 
conversion. Congressman Teague pointed 
out that the Metric Act of 1975 was a com
promise "in the best sense of that word. " 
Many of the people who participated in the 
formu lation of the bill as passed, however, 
see the bill only from their "pre-compro
mise" point of view and consider it a 
victory or defeat. Th is attitude of course 
fails to recognize that it is neither. A new 
point of view has been fashioned-and it is 
the law. The policy stated in the bill and 
verified by those responsible for its prom-

The Metric Planning Megastructure 

~ ulgation and administration is adequate to 
:;: understand the official status of metrica

tion activities. 

Construction Industries Critical Path Network The CICC network is the critical path of the com
bined sector networks. The design sector is an example. Each event will require an estimate of time 
required to accomplish the activity. When SI day (Start Implementation) is set as a calendar date 
the network diagram will become a conversion schedule . 

Chairman of the Committee on Sc ience 
and Technology of the House of Repre
sentatives to Dr. Louis F. Polk, Chairman , 
United States Metric Board dated 
November 28, 1978. Addressed to those 
given the task of implement ing the letter of 
the law, Teague critic ized the GAO report: 
"The most notable aspect to keep in mind, 
and the aspect which the GAO entirely 
fa ils to reflect, is that the legislation which 
was sent to the President in Dec. 1975 was 
the result of a lengthy legislative consider
ation stretching over several Congresses. 
Because there were sharply differing 
views on this subject, ranging from those 
who favored a conversion mandated by 
the Government within a fixed time period 
to those who favored no legislation at all 
which would mean a continuation of the 
uncoordinated changeover in effect since 
1866, the Metric Act is a compromise in 
the best sense of that word. " 

He further states that, contrary to the 
GAO analysis, the compromise law does in 
fact set forth a clear policy for metric con
version in the United States and" ... that 
policy is to facilitate the conversion to Met
ric use in our country in order to reduce the 
total cost and inconvenience to our 
people. The intent of the Act is that the 
Metric Board should seek to reduce the 
time needed to make the conversion and 
to coordinate the conversion activities so 
as to achieve the benefits of Metric use 
sooner and reduce the cost and inconven
ience arising from an unduly prolonged 
period of dual use." 

Congressman Teague cont inues: "I 
would emphasize that the fact that the 
process is voluntary does not mean that 
the role of the Board should be a passive 
one." The congressman makes one furthe r 
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point when he speaks of the matter of con
vers ion costs: " It was never the intent of 
the Congress that the change to Metric 
should be done for its own sake . Rather, it 
should be done, as has been the case in 
all those industries where the change is al
ready underway, where it makes economic 
sense." 

Following this letter, Dr. Lou is Polk, 
Chairman of the U.S. Metric Board, in re
marks before the U.S. Chamber of Com
merce on December 5, said he expects 
the private sector to continue to maintain 
the initiative in metric planning. He en
couraged business and industry to con
tinue to utilize the planning and coordinat
ing mechanisms of such organizations as 
the American National Metric Council. In 
reviewing proposed conversion plans, Dr. 
Polk said the Board will be concerned that 
al l affected parties, including consumers , 
have been consulted and that the plans 
are consistent with other activities in both 
the private and public sectors . "Our pol
icy, " he said, "will be to avoid duplication 
of effort and to encourage initiative by the 
private sector. " 

The focal point for planning 
The American National Metric Council 
(ANMC) is a private, nonprofit organization 
planning for and coordinating metric con
vers ion in the private sector. Representa
tives of business, industry, labor, and edu
cation and consumer groups work through 
ANMC in developing consensus plans for 
conversion. R.M . Hurd , Chairman of the 
Board of ANMC stated that "Metric con-
version in business and industry should be 
planned and managed by the group that 
can accomplish conversion in the most ef
ficient and cost effective manner - the 

The environment, therefore, is ideal for 
the greatest "p lanned coordinated 
change" in the history of our country . A 
change so pervasive that it affects every 
American-a change that every Ameri-
can should want to help plan so that it 
maximizes the opportunities and benefits 
and minimizes the costs., disadvantages, 
and inconveniences. The megastructure of 
the planning organization is in exist
ence-the Congress, the U.S. Metric 
Board and the American National Metric 
Council - and they are actively establish
ing their relationships. The job that must be 
done now is to formalize the organizational 
structure of the various private sectors 
under the auspices of ANMC; recruit rep
resentat ives from the sector to actively par
ticipate in the research, planning, and 
coordi nation activities within the organiza
tional structu re; identify the decision
makers; disseminate the information that is 
developed by the participants to the 
decision-makers; develop a sector-wide 
consensus on a plan and schedule; and 
then implement the plan. 
The organizational structure: The de
velopment of an organizational structure in 
the United States that wou ld be capable of 
successful ly planning, coordinating , and 
implementing a change in something as 
fundamental to the nation as its measure
ment system is an exciting prospect in
deed. That organizational structure could 
easi ly serve as a model by wh ich other so-
cial, economic, and political problems 
could be researched ; solutions promul
gated; and plans for change and improve-
ment implemented. In the construction in
dustry, for example, the problem relates 
very c losely to ou r society in general. 
Everybody uses its product- buildings. It 
is cred ited with being the largest domestic 
industry in terms of annual dollar volume. A 
great many people work in it, and yet the 
decision-makers, if they exist, are largely 
unidentified. 

The building and construction industries 



On the green meadows of Radnor Corporate Center in suburban Philadelphia, Sun Oil Company 
located their world-wide headquarters. Two other buildings of this $25 million, 450,000 sq. ft. 
office campus house the national corporate headquarters of six additional companies. The 72-acre 
setting, distinguished for its natural landscaping that includes a wildlife preserve, blends graciously 
with the gently rolling Pennsylvania countryside. Ten Dover Oildraulic® Elevators serve the three 
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spread and smoke generation. 
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It's the law 

Statute of 
limitations for 
fraud-based suits 
Norman Coplan 

Limitations for instituting suits for malpractice based 
on fraud depend upon whether there was willful 
intent or negligent misrepresentation involved. 

Malpractice actions against architects may be based upon neg
ligence, breach of contract, or fraud. Suits based upon the fai lure 
of an architect to use due care in his professional capacity can 
be traced back to Babylonian times, and the legal princip les 
applicable to suits sounding in negligence or breach of contract 
are relatively well settled. However, the legal rules to be applied 
to actions which are based on allegations of fraud are not as well 
delineated because such suits have been relatively few. 

Where fraud is claimed, one of the primary questions that may 
be raised relates to the time within which such suit must be 
brought. We have previous ly reported (P/A, " It's the Law, " April & 
May, 1978) that, despite a statu te which expressly provides that 
professional malpractice actions based upon negligence must 
be commenced within three years from the date the cause of ac
tion accrues, the highest court of New York has ruled that an 
owner has six years in which to institute suit against an architect 
for breach of contract , even if the essence of the claimed breach 
is the failure of the archi tect to exercise due care in the perform
ance of his services. This decision, however, did not deal wi th the 
situation where the malpractice claimed is based upon allega
tions of fraud, nor did it treat with the question of when such an 
action must be commenced or from what date the running of the 
statute of limitations shall be measured. Following that decision, 
the Supreme Court of New York, in the case of Urbahn vs The 
Town of Greenburgh, considered those very issues. 

In the Urbahn case, it was found that the architect had de
signed a public library in 1967, construction of which was com
pleted in August 1969. One feature of the library building was 
that the exterior walls consis ted of limestone roof facia. In Ap ri l 
1977, part of the limestone facia fe ll to the street. The owner 
thereafter asserted a claim for damages against the architect, 
contending that the architect had deviated from acceptable pro
fessional conduct by having the specifications prepared prior to 
the working drawings, result ing in a lack of coordination in the 
plans and specifications. The owner further contended that the 
architect had committed fraud when he submitted final plans be
cause he implied thereby that all plans and designs had been 
coordinated. The owner sought arbitration of its claim, and the 
architect moved to stay the arbitration on the ground that it had 
not been commenced within the time provided by law. 

The Court , in considering the architect 's motion for a stay of the 
arbitration, pointed out that, in the reported decisions involving 
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the claim of fraud by an arch itect , actual fraud , such as collusion 
or misrepresentation, was involved and that in such type of case, 
the time within wh ich suit must be instituted was two years after 
discovery of the fraud. If the owner's claim fell within this clas
sification, the su it against the architect would have been timely. 
Howeve r, the Court further pointed out that the fraud alleged in 
the case before it was not actual fraud , but what is known in the 
law as "constructive fraud. " Different ru les and different limita
tions of time apply to these two types of so-called fraud. In this 
respect, the Court said : 

" Two kinds of fraud are recognized in our jurisprudence.· ac
tual fraud, involving scienter - the intention to deceive; and con
structive fraud, not involving willful intent or tantamount to negli
gent misrepresentation . ... In cases of actual fraud, the claim 
accrued for statute of /imitation purposes within two years from 
actual or imputed discovery . . . whereas in cases of constructive 
fraud, the claim accrues on the date of the fraud and is governed 
by the six-year equity statute of limitations. 

"Clearly, therefore, insofar as respondent 's claim relates to 
constructive fraud, it accrued at the latest in February 1970, and 
would be time-barred in an action at law or in equity. " 

The Court rejected the owner's contention that the same legal 
considerations do not apply to arbitration proceedings as apply 
to legal proceedings , stating that " the statute of limitations is the 
same in judicial and arbitration proceedings and where all claims 
are ti me-barred in law, they are also time-barred in arbitration. " 

In response to the owner's argument that the statute of limita
tions should be tolled until discovery of the alleged constructive 
fraud occurs, which would be at the time the defect resulting 
therefrom manifested itself, the Court said: 

" In reality, respondent desires recognition of an estoppe/ in 
precluding the assertion of the limitations defense where there is 
no factual predicate warranting a toll . ... The alleged conceal
ment of the lack of coordination of the plans is insufficient to trig
ger the actual fraud limitations period . . .. Alternatively, respond
ent erroneously contends that the outer limits of the period of 
limitations in cases of architectural malpractice should be ex
tended to prevent a manifest injustice . ... As sympathetic as the 
Court might be to respondent 's position, it has no power to ex
tend the statute of limitations . . nor to disregard the fundamen
tal principle of law that, absent actual fraud, knowledge of the in
vasion of a right is not critical for accrual purposes. " 

In conclusion, the Court ruled that a cause of action formal
practice, whether sounding in negligence, breach of contract, or 
constructive fraud , accrues at the latest upon the completion of 
the project , and therefore the owner's claim in the case before it 
was time-barred. 
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Books 

Twentieth 
Century limited 

Bruno Zevi 

The Modem Language 
of Architecture 

The Modern Language of Architecture, by Bruno Zevi. Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 1978, illus., $14.95. 
Reviewed by: William C. Miller, Associate Professor. College of 
Architecture and Design, Kansas State University . 

A work with the tit le The Modern Language of Architecture is as
sured of bringing fo rth a Pavlovian response from many, the cur
rent interest in Modernism being what it is . All the more important 
when the book is authored by the noted Italian historian, ar
chitect, critic , and author, Bruno Zevi. Here, one anticipates , is a 
volume which participates in the discussion of the pros and cons 
of Modern architecture, in addition to analyzing the architectonic 
language of the Modern movement. Originally this volume was 
published as two separate works in Italian in 1973 and 197 4. The 
translation of these works, "A Guide to the Anticlassical Code" 
and "Architecture versus Arch itectural History," also formed the 
[continued on page 108] 
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Books continued from page 106 

basis of two Walker-Ames lectures delivered at the University of 
Washington in early 1977. 

Upon reading The Modern Language of Architecture, one is 
conf ronted with an anachronism, rather than the meaningful dis
cussion that was anticipated. Zevi's volume seems more li ke a 
piece of late-1920s or early-1930s polemics than a work pro
duced in the mid-1970s. This is seen not only in the attitude to
ward modern architecture that Zevi assumes in the book, but 
more importantly in the tenor in which it is written. One almost ex
pects to find a condensed version of Ulrich Conrads' Programs 
and Manifestoes on 20th-Century Architecture. 

Zevi 's presentation follows the typical format of early Modern 
polemics with an evil to purge, and here, a seven point program 
for salvation. The tone is one of moral self-righteous indignation 
so well identified with the writings of the Moderns. The evil, the 
arch itectonic Mephistopheles Zevi is rai ling against, is not new or 
unexpected classicism and its bedfe llow the Beaux-Arts system. 
"For the modern architect , the paralyzing taboos are dogmas, 
conventions, inertia, all the dead weight accumulated during 
centuries of classicism. The Modern code is applicable to many 
situations, on any scale , from a chair to a highway cluster, from a 
spoon to a city. " Have we not listened to this before? 

The seven points , or " invariables, " which comprise the basis of 
Zevi 's modern language are 1. Listing as design method ("The 
list , or inventory, of functions is the generating principle of the 
modern language of architecture ."); 2. asymmetry and disso
nance ("Symmetry is one of the invariables of classicism. There
fore asymmetry is one of the invariables of the modern lan
guage.") ; 3. anti perspective three-dimensionality (here Zevi 
strikes out at Renaissance one-point perspective and states, " .. 
the corner view of a build ing should have been the driving 
force"); 4. the syntax of four-dimensional decomposition (i.e., De 
Stijl theory) ; 5. cantilever, shell , and membrane structures (pri
macy of structure); 6. space and time (the old analogy with 
physics); and last ly, the reintegration of bu ild ing , city, and land
scape (here the term "urbatecture" is coined to signify the fusion 
of building and city) . 

It is not that these " invariables" are inappropriate for an analy
sis of the language of modern architecture; quite the contrary, in 
fact. These seven points do seem quite germane to an insightful 
discussion of much of modern architecture. The ideas of asym
metry, dissonance, and decomposition are of great interest to 
many today, especially when coupled with current attitudes to
ward contextual issues. Several others-the primacy of struc
tures and the functional bias of listing-have been focal points of 
recent criticism. 

The framework that Zevi establishes is not what is being 
criticized here, rather the overwrought emotional polemics that 
are used as the sole support of his theses. Zevi's argument 
against symmetry in the section on "Asymmetry and Disso
nance" will suffice as an example. Instead of developing a co
gent d iscussion on th is topic, Zevi launches into an attack on 
symmetry. "Symmetry= a spasmodic need for security, fear of 
flexibility, indetermination, relativity, and growth-in short , fear of 
life." Or, "Symmetry= passivity or, in Freudian terms, homosexu
ality. " Incredible as it seems, forty years after this type of polemic 
appeared, it is rearing its ugly head again. All the more incredi
ble, this type of presentation is made by one who pretend s to be 
a historian. 

An interesting dichotomy between Part I and Part II of this work 
occurs. Under the heading of "Li sting as Design Method" in Part 
I, Zevi develops the thesis-around Roland Barthes' "zero de
gree of writing"-that Modern architecture had to begin by reject
ing all "traditional norms and canons." Granted we all know that 
[continued on page 11 OJ 



PPG OFFERS A STUNNING 
lTERNATIYE TO THE DRAB SLAB. 
1scover a spectacular exterior wall 
:ment that puts new designs on 
1at it surrounds. Discover PPG's 
rcool® ~pandrelite® wall cladding. 
addition to dramatic beauty, 
rcool ~pandrelite wall cladding 
·s outstanding performance capa
~s. In new or existing applications. 
at a cost that's lower than the 
icted exterior wall treatments: 
onry, aluminum, stone and polished 
1less steel. 

An advanced structural silicone 
glazing system with the mullions inside 
can make Solarcool Spandrelite wall 
cladding appear seamless. 

You're free to choose glass types and 
thicknesses previously unimagined. 

And Solarcool Spandrelite works as 
an energy-efficient opaque curtain wall 
or a window area. Can even hang in 
front of insulation. 

Since 1965, PPG has led the world 
in creative application of structural 

silicone glazing systems. And began 
to build more "oohs" and "aahs" into 
buildings. 

Find out more. See Sweet's 8.26/Pp. 
Or write Environmental Glass Sales, 
PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway 
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 

PPG: a Concern 
for the Future 
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One that stays happy, too. Because Hickman Madu-Line fascia 
panel systems complete ly eliminate oi l-canning. 

Madu-Line is a custom system. So it's avai I able in any spacing 
you need from 4 to 24 inches. And comes in lengths up to 24 
feet. You select from a big variety of battens, and a bunch of 
colors and finishes. The result is a handsome, custom system. 
And one that lasts. 
Hickman. The flexible system that never flexes once you put 
it up. See our catalog (7 .3 Hi) in Sweet's . 

Hickman's FREE "Roof-Line" • .. 1-800-438-3897 
Ava i la ble in Canada 
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perf-t 
gr~ EC!MICAL ALTERNATIVE 

TO CLOSE MESH GRATING 

• Comb ines STRENGTH of bar grating with the small 
opening of perforated or expanded stee l. 

• Pro tects people under mezzanines or catwalks· 
• Prevents tools , par ts and debri s falling through grating 
• Floo ring for Sand Blast rooms 
• Wide varie ty of sizes available 

GET THE "HOLE" STORY ON 
PERFORATED METAL+ EXPANDED METAL 

WIRE CLOTH + BAR GRATING , 
GRIP STRUT SAFETY GRATING 

CALL OR WRI TE FOR OUR NEW CATALOG ANO STOCK UST 
WAREHOUSE STOCKS CLEVELAND e CHICAGO e OALLAS e TAMPA 

•:·;·. McNICHOLS CO. jc8>J 
1 '• ! .. • 5501 G ray Street I Tampa, Florida 33609 -'•& .•::__ 813/876-4100 .:::::. l•.• .. ~,,;.; ;.;;.j CALL TOLL FREE 

800-237-3820 (In Florida) 800-282-6600 
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the Modern movement tried to convince everyone (includ ing it
self) it was starting from sc ratch. But Part 11 of the book, "Ar
chitecture versus Architectural History, " is a listing of the histori
cal precedents Zevi feels Modern arch itecture is based upon. 
This might be rationalized by the statement" .. modern ar
chitecture takes what is good from the past and reveals its anti
classical essence. It rejects and annihilates not the past, but the 
corruption of it that was carried out by the Beaux-Arts norms." 
But how can we have " cu ltural annihi lation" on one hand , and a 
lengthy list of precedent on the other. That this work was origi
nally two volumes does not stand up either; they become a con
nected piece here. This is endemic of the reasoning found 
throughout this work. One would also think that by 1978, photo
graphic analogies between the vault ing of Amiens Cathedral and 
the Galerie des Machines, or between the exterior of a Gothic ca
thedral and an oil refinery have become cliches. 

When one thinks of Bruno Zevi, one remembers his previous 
work, Architecture as Space. Although it could be considered 
somewhat polemical in intention, it is a well developed and 
thoughtful d iscourse. If The Modern Language of Architecture 
had been put forth in a similar manner, it cou ld have furthered our 
understanding of the Modern movement and been a live ly voice 
in the current debates. But as it stands, Zevi's latest work brings 
to mind Walt Kel ly's famous words from his comic strip Pogo, 
"We have met the enemy, and he is us l" 

Current and choice 
Frank Lloyd Wright's Fallingwater: The House and Its History 
by Donald Hoffmann, with introduction by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr. 
Dover Publications, NY, 1978, illus .. 98 pp. $5.00. 

This carefully resea rched work is the first book-length study in 
English on Fallingwater. With a text based on primary sources 
and on interviews with survivors of the bui ld ing period, and with il 
lustrations of 100 photographs, drawings, sketches, and plans, 
Hoffmann shows this landmark structure in all the stages of its 
creation from its conception, th rough its construction , to its 
finished form. 

Decorative Designs of Frank Lloyd Wright by David A Hanks. 
Dutton, NY, 1979, illus ., 232 pp. $16.95 cloth, $9 .95 paper. 

For the first time, a major study has been written that concen
trates on the decorative arts in many of the important buildings 
Wright designed. The book detail s, with over 200 il lustrations, his 
constant concern to create a totally cohesive environment for the 
client, where no detail was overlooked, and where each was de
signed to contribute to the total aesthetic impact of the individual 
space or bui lding. 

Greene & Greene: Furniture and Related Designs by Randell 
L. Makinson. Peregrine Smith, Inc ., Santa Barbara, 1978, illus., 
162 pp. $27.95 . 

In this beautifully illustrated and produced book, the exquisi te 
taste and sensitivity of the Greene brothers are revealed through 
their highly integrated designs for architectural furnishings. Mas
ters of the Californ ia crafts tradition, they be lieved that all ele
ments of a house should be in terrelated to complement and 
harmonize with each other, while adding to and def ining the 
architectural statement. 



Natures tile with an Italian accent! 
Florida Tile has applied the skills of Italian 
craftsmanship to an original blend of nature's own 
clays to create Natura. This classic ceramic t i le is 
available in a fascinating variety of decorator colors, 
textures and fired glazes designed to enhance any 
floor or wall of the home. Natura is European in 
heritage, yet made in America, so it's competitively 
priced with complete back-up inventory that makes 
it promptly available for those discerning cl ients of 
yours when they want it. Return th is coupon and 
we'll send you th e name of our distributor near you, 
some additional information and an actual sample 
of Natura, the Florida Tile that says elegance with an 
Italian accent. Naturally. 
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• name of my local distributor. • 
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r 
New LCN 4041 Closer 

meets minimum opening force 
requirements for barrier free access. 

The LCN 4041 is a special series Super Smoothee ® closer engineered with low-rate spring 
power to make door opening easier for people who are elderly, disabled or handicapped. 

A wide range of spring power adjustability permits the opening force of the 4041 to be 
set below 5 lbs. to meet many barrier free requirements for interior doors 36" to 48" 

wide . Adjustment upward satisfies many exterior opening force minimums and the 
4041 can be regulated to compensate for many unforeseen conditions 
such as wind and negative or positive pressures . 
The LCN 4041 has all the best features of the standard Super 
Smoothee: streamline appearance, heavy duty components, non
handed, mounts three ways and adjustable spring power. 

Where minimum opening forces for exterior doors range from 8 lbs. to 15 lbs. 
and greater door control is required, specify regular 4040 series Super Smoothee. 
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Send for FREE LCN brochure which describes problems of 
and solutions for barrier free openings. 

LCN CLOSERS, Princeton, IL 61356 
LCN CLOSERS OF CANADA, LTD., Mississauga, Ontario L5G 4L5 
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Alma Desk is proud to announce the 
latest addition to our wide variety of 
seating for the office environment. 
Available in arm chair, low back 
swivel and high back swivel styles, 
the possibilities are further compli
mented by a choice of walnut or 
oak and over 200 fabrics. 

True to Alma Desk tradition, our 
newest seating offers an excellent 
combination of tasteful design and superb comfort. 

For seating, desks, credenzas or panel systems, contact 
Alma Desk Company, Box 2250, High 
Point, NorthCarolina27261. Showrooms: lllll 
280 Park Avenue, New York; 1140 Mer- I I 
chandise Mart Plaza, Chicago; Southern 
Furniture Mart Center, High Point. Alma Desk Company 



all systentS go! 
Vernitron's Systems Approach gives 

you a broad range of interrelated steril
izers , washers and dryers . The precise 
system to meet your precise needs . Or, 
the individual unit to replace part of your 
.present installation . To solve your 
specific problems. 

Design is simple , so it's easier to train 
personnel . 

Automation 's built in, so operation is 
easier. 

Machinery is readily accessible, so our 
systems are easier to maintain . Modular 
elements snap in, snap out . Many re-

placement parts are standard-available 
through your local industrial supplier. 
Goodbye downtime. 

And we give you the Vernitron rep
resentative . He 's mor,,e than a sales
man-he's a washer, dryer, sterilizer pro! 
He can make on-the-spot repairs . Re
place parts . Make suggestions Untangle 
problems. 

Plus, Vernitron gives you T.E .S.S. Our 
exclusive Terminal Effluent Sterilizing 
System . Extra protection when involved 
with today 's high hazard bacteriological 
materials . 

Make the Vernitron system your sys
tem. Our engineers will match their 
experience and innovation to your crea
tivity. To engineer and install equipment 
designed to meet your specific needs . 

If construction or expansion of a bio 
hazard department is in your future
mail the coupon below today. 

I'd like to get Vernitron in my system. Tell 
me more about your sterilizers, washers, 
dryersandT.E.S.S. systems. PA 379 

____ Title ___ _ 

State Zip 

VERNITRON MEDICAL PRODUCTS 
5 Empire Boulevard Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072 





GRINNELL 
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS 
GIVE YOUR DESIGNS 
MORE ELBOW 
ROOM. 
Space limitations imposed by building codes can also impose limits on archi
tectural creativities. But you can broaden those limits by installing a Grinnell 
Sprinkler System. 

When sprinklers are installed throughout a building, many building codes 
permit up to a 300% increase in floor area-depending upon occupancy, 
tleight, and construction - resulting in a correspondingly better utilization of 
valuable land. 

A sprinkler system is a capita l investment that allows you other cost-saving design 
freedoms as well. Increased building height. Greater distance between exits. A 
wider range of interior finishing materials. Lighter roof framing. Decreased exit 
widths. Fewer draft stops and less firestopping. 

So when you lay out your next building, design in a Grinnell sprinkler system. 

It'll help you make more economical use of every construction dollar. 

For additional information call your nearest Grinnell district 
office located in the Yellow Pages, or write: Grinnell Fire 
Protection Systems Company, Inc., 10 Dorrance Street, 
Providence, Rhode Island 02903. 
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Resilient flooring 
The items below relate specifically to the in
terior design article on resilient flooring 
beginning on page 90 of this issue. They are 
grouped here for the reader's convenience. 

Products 
Sports surfaces for indoor and outdoor use 
inc lude Sportflex® for tennis courts and athletic 
tracks; Mondoflex® and Cork Rubber® nonslip 
surfaces fo r sports hall s and gymnasiums; and 
lndoorflex®! suitable fo r sports hall s, swimming 
pools , gymnasiums, and community centers. 
Spec ial lndoorflex surfaces help prevent slips in 
pool areas. Mondo Rubber Canada, Ltd. 
Circle 100 on reader service card 

Vinyl composition tile with "Shine Ease" fini sh 
is protected from dirt, spills, and stains. The 
built-in shine makes waxing unnecessary. Tile is 
.080 in . thick, 12" x 12" square . The group in
c ludes Meridian, a stone ch ip pattern ; San Luis, 
an embossed tile ; Los Patios, with octagonal 
design ; and glazed brick. Tiles are either dry 
back or self-adhering. Azrock Floor Products . 
Circle 101 on reader service card 

Gafstar 6700 series sheet vinyl flooring has a 
wear layer that provides stain resistance , a 
high-g loss, no-wax su rface , durability , and re
sistance to discoloration caused by sun and 
heat. A foam interlaye r provides comfort, 
warmth, and noise reduction . Patterns include 
woods , bricks, marble, stones, and painted 
tiles . All are avai lable in 6-ft and 12-ft widths. 
GAF Corporation. 
Circle 102 on reader service card 

Sandoval commercial vinyl flooring has a 
smal l, multiveined chip effect resembling ter
razzo. Special adhesives chemically wel d the 
seams to prevent penetration of dirt and mois
ture . The six colors are white, beige , gray/ivory, 
rust , orange, and gray/maroon. Armstrong Cork. 
Circle 103 on reader service card 

Sports surfaces for indoor and outdoor use. 

Vinyl composition ti le, Los Patios design. 

Gafstar 6700 series sheet vinyl flooring . 

Sandoval commerci al vinyl flooring . 
Solid vinyl ty le in Parquet pattern. 

"Parquet" comes in three traditional colors: 
cherry, walnut, and oak. "Woodhaven, " also a 
parquetry design, comes in cherry, black wal
nut, and oak. The thi rd design, "Octad," is a 
quarry-tile look in octagonal design; colors are 
tan, charcoal, brown, and adobe. Al l tiles are 
12" x 12", Va- in. thick. Kenti le Floors. 
Circle 104 on reader service card 

Thermal-molded rubber flooring products in
clude 32 rubber tile colors, 32 cove and carpet 
base colors , 11 stair tread colors, and 6 colors 
of Condulite® conductive floor til e. The com
pany also offers custom color service. The 
products res ist abrasion, fire , soi ling, static in
dentation, shrinkage, and color degradation, 
says manufacture r. Burke Flooring Products. 
Circle 105 on reader service card 

Safety flooring, called the Altro Safety Floor, 
combines vinyl with an abrasive for nonsli p qual
ities . It is said to resist many chemicals, as well 
as abrasion, wear, and thermal conductance. 
There are nine colors and two strengths, the 
stronger being su itab le for extreme ly wet and 
greasy areas. Altro, Ltd . 
Circle 106 on reader service card 

Reinforced vinyl flooring tile with the look of 
fine-g rained pebbles has soil-hiding properties. 
Cal led Rust ic Stone, the tile is avai lable in six 
coordi nated colors for the contrac t market: 
earthen brown , cocoa, tan, off-whi te, olive, and 
rnultitone. Kentile Floors. 
Circle 107 on reader service card 

Literature 
Flooring products catalog contains full-co lor il
lustrations of company's tile colors and patterns 
in vinyl composition and asphalt tiles , stri p, and 
cove base. Information is provided on sizes, 
gauges, uses, installation, light reflectance val
ues, and brief specifications . Azrock Floor 
Products . 
Circle 200 on reader service card 

Aristocon® stain-resistant flooring has a fin
ish that is said to eliminate the need for waxing . 
It comes in 6-ft and 12-ft widths in several pat
terns and colors. An eight-page, full-color 
brochure illustrates the Aristocon series and 
shows typical installations. Mannington Mills. 
Circle 201 on reader service card 

Rubber flooring in several types meets various 
requirements . Installation procedures, physical 
propert ies, and technical data are given for the 
speci fic types in an eight-page brochure. Color 
photos of different areas in which the tile has 
been used show its app lication in heavy wear 
areas. Mondo Rubber Canada, Ltd. 
Circle 202 on reader service card 

Conductive vinyl flooring is engineered to 
dissipate static discharges in areas where elec
tronic equipment is manufactured and used. It 
can be applied to concrete, terrazzo, or ceramic 
subflooring. It is avai lable in 36" x 36", 12" x 12", 
or custom sizes. The larger squares can be 
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and installation specifications . VPI. 
Circle 203 on reader service card 

Resilient Rubber Flooring is a 12-page, four
color brochure that provides information and 
specifications about Target® ti le and treads . Of 
flame-retardant synthetic rubber , both have an 
ASTM-E84 flame-spread rating of 25 or less . A 
chart shows the range of marblized colors 
available, and another the resistance to chem i
cals and spi llage. R.C .A. Rubber Co. 
Circle 204 on reader service card 

Villager® vinyl flooring resists stains and mi l
dew, and has color integrity, durabili ty, and 
easy maintenance, according to the manufac
turer. Two Villager patterns are Barclay 
Square®, a natural tile look in six colors, and 
Fairlawn, in four colors. Both are shown in color 
in a four-page brochure. Congoleum Corp., Re
silient Flooring Div. 
Circle 205 on reader service card 

Molded rubber stair treads, vinyl treads, land
ing ti le, sheet rubber, and rubber cove base are 
featured in one section of company 's 1979 
catalog. Disc-0-Tred safety rubber stair treads 
are %-in . th ick in front, tapering to Ye in. at rear 
edge. They are designed to meet ASTM-E84 
flame-spread rating of 25 or.less, for use in 
commercial , industrial, and institutional build
ings. Other products in the catalog include rub
ber and viny l mats and matting; and dock . 
bumpers, impact bumpers, corner guards, 
wheel chocks, and other spec ial bumpers . The 
R. C. Musson Rubber Co. 
Circle 206 on reader service card 

Barclay Square Vi llager vinyl flooring . 

Molded rubber stair treads. 

Metrication 
The items below relate specifically to the 
technics article on metrication beginning 
on page 96 of this issue. They are grouped 
here for the reader's convenience. 

Literature 
Metrication in Building Design, Production, 
and Construction. This is a 188-page com
pendium of ten papers prepared by Hans J. Mil
ton, technical consultant on metrication and di
mensional coordination to the National Bureau 
of Standards Center for Building Technology . 
Subject areas include management and eco
nomics of metrication ; specific p roduct metrica
tion; public construction sector's role in metrica
tion; building standards and codes; graphic 
design ; and US opportunities in metrication. 
Order NBS SP 530, Stock No. 003-003-01971-2, 
from the Supt. of Documents , U.S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Price is 
$3.75 . 

Metric Dimensional Coordination-The Is
sues and Precedent. These edi ted proceed
ings summarize a joint conference on metrica
tion and dimensional coordination. Topics in this 
77-page report are : Dimensional Coordina
tion-An Industrial Management Tool ; Building 
Standards Development in Sweden and in the 
Metric Building World ; and Metrication - The 
Opportunity for an Industry-wide System of Di
mensional Coordination . Order NBS SP 504, SD 
Catalog No. C13 .10:504, from the Supt. of 
Documents , U.S. Government Pri nting Office, 
Washington , DC 20402. Price is $2.40. 

The Selection of Preferred Metric Values for 
Design and Construction. Technical Note has 
three parts: background information on number 
systems Cl;nd properties of numbers , metric im
pact, and alternative convers ion strategies; al
ternative preferred number concepts for indi
vidual values, sets of related values, and series 
of preferred values; and a methodology for the 
determination and selection of preferred metric 
values in technical information by means of a 
manual or an automated approach. For a copy 
of this 63-page report , NBS Technical Note 990, 
order SD Stock No. SN003-003-02001-0 from 
the Supt. of Documents, U.S. Government Print
ing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Price is 
$2.50. 

Recommended Practice for the Use of Metric 
Units in Building Design and Construction. 
NBS Technical Note 938 contains a com
prehensive set of recommendations for the use 
of metric units in building design and construc
tion. It includes information about the structure 
of the International System of Units (SI), ru les 
and recommendations for the p resentation of SI 
units and symbols, and of numerical values as
sociated with SI. Tables show working units, typ
ical application of SI units in building design 
and construction, and special considerations in 
the selection and use of SI units in design and 
construction . Includes conversion factors. 

Metric Publications is a 12-page brochure that 
lists and describes ANMC publications cover
ing a variety of topics concerned with metri c us
age. Request a copy from the Special Publica
tions Editor, American National Metric Council, 
1625 Massachusetts Ave ., NW, Washington, DC 
20036. A self-addressed , stamped envelope 
enclosed with you r request wi ll speed response. 

International Trends and Developments of 
Importance to the Metrication Plans of the 
U.S. Construction Community. Report de
scribes the extensive efforts underway to re
duce obstacles to trade caused by incompati
ble national regulations and standards, and 
changes in the marketplace for bu ilding com
ponents because of wor ldwide adoption of 
1 00-mm module as the international standard of 
dimensioning. Discusses metrication as an 
issue for the U.S. construction community. 
Order this 72-page report, SD Stock No. 
SN003-003-01937-2 , at $2.40 per copy, from 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. 

Getting a Better Understanding of the Metric 
System-Implications if Adopted by the 
United States. This report to the Congress pro
vi des information on metrication and the issues 
involved. It contai ns detai led information on the 
stalus of voluntary conversion in many sectors , 
and recommendations to help implement na
tional policy. Single copies are available free; 
extra copies are $1 each . Order single copies of 
CED-78-1 28 from U.S. General Accounting Of
fice, Distribution Section, Room 1518, 441 G. St. 
NW, Washington, DC. 

Metrication and Dimensional Coordination 
-A Selected Bibliography. This is a 32-
page guide to the best avai lable sources of in
formation about the use of the international met
ric system in the construction industry. Order 
SD Cat. No. C13.10:458 , at 75 cents a copy 
(minimum charge $1 ), from Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S. Govern ment Printing Office, 
Washington , DC 20402. 

Recommended Practice for the Use of Metric 
(SI) Units in Building Design and Construc
tion. Technical Note 938 contains a com
prehensive set of recommendations for the use 
of metric (S I) units in bui lding design and con
struction . Tables show worki ng units and typical 
applications for SI units . Conversion factors are 
provided for the most common units . Order SD 
Cat. No. C13.46:938 , at $1.60 a copy , from Su
perintendent of Documents, U.S. Government 
Printing Office , Washington, DC 20402. 

Other products 
A hospital console, accessible to the handi
capped, is a full-size recessed unit made from 
stainless steel. Included are a tilted mirror, 
paper towel and paper cup dispensers, light 
switch, electrical outlets , shelf, soap dispenser, 
and extended lavatory for convenient use by 
wheelchair patients. Consoles can be installed 
in 4-in . walls in a rough opening 16 in. wide, 62 



Construction products that swing, slide or fold. Our 
We've got a full line for every building class, 

every ?uilding style. And the service to ba~k reputati•on 
1t up. Thats why we have such a sohd 

reputation. And it's building every day. • 
If your reputation is building, contact your IS 

nearest Stanley sales representative today. bui• ldi• ng 
Stanley Hardware, • 
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TERNE: FORM, COLOR, FUNCTION. 
The W. Alton Jones Cell Science Center is one of the world 's 

great outposts in medicine's life-affirmative and unremitting 

struggle against disease. 

It is a ltogether appropriate that such an insti tution should be 

housed in a superbly designed and superbly sited building . And 

appropriate, too, that this building should have been roofed 

with Follansbee Terne. 

Among other positive considerations, Terne allowed the roof to 

become a basic element in the total design concept; it made pos

sible a precise color statement (in this case, the architects used 

w hat they have described as an "organic" bronze to harmonize 

w ith the Center's Adirondack mountain setting and natural 

stone facade), and it should provide trouble-free protection fo r 

the life of the building , Lake Placid 's severe winters and 

heavy snowfa lls notwithstanding . 

For Terne's longevity is measured in generations rather than 

years, and by the standards of those to whom ultimate per

formance is no less significant than in itial cost, a Terne roof is 

not expensive . 

FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION • FOLLA NSBE E. WEST VIRGINIA fOLLANSBEE 
The W. A lton Jones Cell Science Center. Lake Placid. NY. Ow ner: The Tissue Culture Association. 
Arch itects: Coquil lord . Dolgner, Dundon & Argenta, Southfield. Mich . Roofer: Monahan & Laugh li n, Hudson Fo il s, NY. 
Photograph: Bartu sh Photogra phy / Greg Hursley. C irc le No. 328, on Read er Serv ic e Card 
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Lounge Landscape modular seating. 

Lounge Landscape System, designed by 
Robert Bernard Associates, is fully upholstered 
modular seating . Various components can be 
combined to form desired configurat ions. A 
high-back version divides space into private 
conversation areas. Upholstered urethane-fi ll ed 
seats and backs with laminate fiberboard inte
rior frames are seated on a 3-in. wood base. A 
connector attaches un its in any arrangement. 
Planters and tables have plastic laminate tops. 
Units disassemble for easy reupholstering . 
Thone! Industries , Inc. 
Circle 109 on reader service card 

The Kalahari carpet collection of cut/loop 
natural wool is increased to five designs with the 
addition of "Greek Key" and "Cayuga. " Greek 
Key, used primarily as a border design, be
comes an overall pattern in this co llect ion . 
Cayuga resembles patterns used by American 
Indians of the Southwest. Both come in 12-ft 
widths. Cou ri stan, Inc. 
Circle 110 on reader service card 

Lean-To@ is a luminous ceiling with the feel
ing of a sky li ght. It spans ceil ings 2 ft to 4 ft wide 
and any length. Lighting is provided by 2- , 3-, or 
4-tube fluorescent strips above the ceiling. It 
can be used for perimeter lighting or general 
lighting. Integ rated Ceil ings, Inc. 
Circle 111 on reader service card 

Tough-Coat masonry paint, with solvent- or 
wate r-base formulation, can be used indoors or 
outdoors on all types of masonry surfaces with
out the need for primers, according to the man
ufacturer. Its adhesion to concrete, brick, cinder 
blocks, cement b locks , stucco, stone, ceramic, 
and asphalt is said to surpass that of conven
tional products requiring primers, and to be un
affected by temperature fluctuations. The paint 
is available in standard and custom colors. Z. Z. 
Industries. 
Circle 112 on reader service card 

Renovator/Hi-Hat conversion unit converts 
the standard Hi-Hat recessed down light fixture 
to an adjustable accent light . It screws directly 
into the Hi-Hat socket by means of an 8-in. or 
12-in. stem. A 9-in. diameter plate slides up the 
stem to neatly cover the ceil ing opening. Black, 
white, and bronze paint finishes, as well as mir
ror polished and brushed aluminum, are avail
able. The re is a range of fixture styles to su it 
specif ic instal lations. Lighti ng Services, Inc . 
Circle 113 on reader service card 

The Kalahari carpet, Greek Key design. 

Plastic laminates added to the Micarta line in
clude three Linagrains, seven woodgrains, two 
solid colors (Colorado Adobe and French 
Cream) , two burlap patterns, and slate. The 
laminate, which comes in standard sizes, is a 
durable, easy-to-clean su rface for uses rang ing 
from kitchen countertops to office walls. West
inghouse Electric Corp., Decorative Micarta. 
Circle 114 on reader service card 

Extra Duty Nomad Surfacing, in a grease
resistant formulation , is su itable for commercial 
build ings, both inside and outside. The vinyl, of 
nonwoven cont inuous fi lament construction, 
withstands extreme temperatures and weather 
variation. Dirt and water pass through the open 
const ruction , maintain ing a neat appearance. 
The area underneath can be swept or hosed 
out. Mats are 4' x 6' or 4 ft wide and up to 20 ft 
long. The material also comes in ro lls 3' x 20' 
and 4' x 20'. 3M Company. 
Circle 115 on rea de r service card 

Planters in the 700 series are made from oak 
or teak bonded to st ructural fiberglass. The rims 
are similar in color to dark bronze anod ized 
aluminum. The planters can be used fo r any in
te rior arch itectu ral spaces such as lobbies, 
shopping mal ls, offices, and stores. Forms & 
Su rfaces. 
Circle 116 on reader service card 

Model 402 Bacteria-Controlled Nursing Unit 
isolates patients from the su rrounding area. It 
can be used fo r those who have infectious dis
eases, or for patients requiring protection. Op
tional features include temperature and humid
ity controls. The unit has all mechan ical and 
electrical components: med ical gas and suction 
outl ets, filters, blower/motor assembly, electrica l 
outlets, insulation, ai r re turn plenum, track light
ing, p lastic fi lm access curtains, frame, and 
track. Sci-Med Env ironmental Systems. 
Circle 117 on reader service card 

Tracemaster 600 tracing tables offer ample 
leg room and access to the enti re working su r
face of the light box. Heat is dittused to make 
the su rface cool, and illumination i's even. 
Chromium-plated arms adj ust the box from flat 
to a 42-degree ang le, or the box can be re
moved from the base for use on a desk or other 
work surface. There are two sizes: 26" x 36" and 
36" x 48" glass area. Stacor Corp. 
Circle 118 on reader service card 
[Products continued on page 124) 

Who offers 
architects the 
widest range 
of laundry 

washing 
systems! 

MILNOR. 
With capac it ies ranging from 35 
poundsto600 pounds, MILNOR® 
manufactures laundry washer
ext ractors in 32 different models 
with 11 different weight capaci
ties. MILNOR has laundry sys
tems for every type of fac ility ... 
from schools, hotels, factories 
and nurs ing homes, to prisons, 
hospitals and commerci al laun
dries. So, if your next project in
cl udes a laundry, c heck wi t h 
MI LNOR . 

For a FREE Laundry Planning 
Fi le-and help in selecting the 
right laundry system for your cli
ents-check the reader response 
card or write us today. 

PELLERIN MI LNOR CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 400 Kenner, La. 70063 

(a suburb of New Orleans) 504-729-7381 

Sold and serviced by leading 
independent dealers the world over 

@PELLERIN MILNOR CORPORATION 

Circl e No. 358, on Reader Se rv ice Card 
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Products continued from page 123 

Black Slate laminated plastic . 

Laminated plastic that is postfo rmable in
cludes Black Slate, a pattern from the Design 
Group I collection. Its easy-care, du rable sur
face makes it suitable for wet bar or other resi
dential, office, or commercial applications The 
group includes 108 solids, patterns, designs, 
woodgrains, marbles, slates, and textured 
leathers. Wilsonart. 
Circle 119 on reader service card 

System 55 modular laboratory furniture in
cludes benches, under- and overcounter 
casework, sinks, faucets, and service modules. 
Designed to interface with Forma environmental 
rooms, the units are quickly and conveniently 

installed. Their modular design permits plan
ning flexibility. Forma Scientific, Div. of Mal
linckrodt, Inc. 
Circle 120 on reader service card 

Vinyl wallcovering in a deeply textured pattern 
called "Jarvis" has been added to the Vicrtex® 
series. It resists stains, soi l, and mildew, and is 
said to be virtual ly impervious to scuffs and 
tears. The material is 54 in. wide and comes in 
21 colors. L. E. Carpenter & Company. 
Circle 121 on reader service card 

Other literature 
Pedestrian traffic control systems such as 
turnstiles and components, posts a11d railings, 
gates, door guards, grilles , freestanding ropes 
and accessories are included in a 16-page 
brochure . Diagrams show construction details 
and dimensions. Products shown are suitable 
for stores, industry, amusement centers , institu
tions, and public facilit ies. Alvarado Manufactur
ing Co. 
Circle 207 on reader service card 

Door control hardware catalog for 1979 is an 
updated edition showing the company's com
plete line of door c losers. Included are surface 
closers, floor closers, and overhead closers, as 
well as fire/life safety detection and control 
equipment. Rixson-Firemark Inc. 
Circle 208 on reader service card 

Mars-700 technical pen, pen sets, points , inks, 
and accessories are described in a six-page 
folder. An enlarged cross-section diagram illus
trates features of the pen. For use on abrasive 
film, Duranite tungsten carbide points and 
Duraglide jewel points are available. J. S. Staed
tler, Inc. 
Circle 209 on reader service card 

Vertically pivoted windows are described and 
Illustrated in a four-page brochure . Windows 
lock in reverse position for economical washing 
from the inside and for added safety . Drawings 
show optional hardware to limit width of opening 
for ventilation without the hazard of fully opened 
windows . Kawneer. 
Circle 210 on reader service card 

Carpet fibers of Ultron nylon include staple 
and continuous filament yarns. Carpets man
ufactured of these fibers are said to offer excel
lent static protection , reduced soiling , and re
tention of appearance. Reference table outlines 
the general properties of Ul.tron staple and BFC 
yarn and carpets made from each . Also in
cluded is information about processing, dyeing, 
and finishing , as well as packaging information. 
A bibliography of additional literature and data 
about companion yarns are also offered. Re
quest a copy of Tech-Talk 72 on your profes
sional letterhead from Monsanto Textiles Co , 
Technical Publications Dept ., P 0 Box 2204, 
Decatur, Al 35602. 
[Literature continued on page 126] 

ESTIMATED LABOR SAVINGS TO 25~ 
... with Fry's Improved "Expan-0-Seal" Flashing System (Surface Mounted). 

• Just one contractor installs both reglet 
and flashing at one time, instead of two dif
ferent trades, at two different t imes. 

• Installed after other trades are f inished. 
• Fry's SM Flashing helps eliminate buckling 

with new expansion slots (16" OC) which 
permit expansion , contraction. 

• Helps eli minate leak problems with use 
of neoprene-surfaced , stainless steel 
washers to cover expansion slots. 

• Versati le! Can be used on brick, block, 
stone , concrete. Prefab corners also 
available. 

• No painting or maintenance if Epox-E-Koted 
Alum inum, Titanaloy, Copper or Sta inless 
Steel are specified. 

Samples and literature sent on request. 

625 So. Palm Ave ., Alhambra , CA• Phone (213) 289-4744 
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Literature continued from page 124 

Plywood paneling in hardwood veneers. 

Plywood paneling in a choice of 12 hardwood 
veneers is covered in an eight-page brochure. 
Several typical installations show, in color, the 
variety of woods offered. Data given include 
materials , dimensions, durability, and cleanabil
ity. Champion Building Products . 
Circle 211 on reader service card 

Acrovyn® protection systems catalog offers 
corner, wal l, and door protection products that 

Ac rovyn wall protection system. 

absorb the impact of linen carts, push carts, 
and similar equipment. The material is vinyl/ 
acrylic , wh ich the company says resists mar
ring , stains, and chemicals and is not damaged 
by commercial solvents and cleaners . The 
catalog supplies product information, typical 
job details, product and application photos, 
suggested specifications, and a color chart. 
Construction Specialties, Inc. 
Circle 212 on reader service card 

Chalkboards, tackboards, display cases, and 
similar products are described and illustrated in 
color in this 38-page catalog. Chalkboards are 
porcelain-enameled steel in a choice of colors. 
According to the company, they will retain thei r 
wr iting and erasing quality fo r a period of 50 
years . Detail drawings show installation 
methods and trim styles. Suggested specifica
tions are included. Greensteel, Inc. 
Circle 213 on reader service card 

Pneumatic transport systems that handle 
trash and soiled linen in hospitals, hotels, institu
tions , and other densely populated buildings 
are described in this four-page brochure, along 
with diagrams of a typical installation . Special 
features of the system are explained and shown 
in captioned photos. Loading stations on each 
floor permit prompt removal of soiled linen and 
trash, relieving congestion at doorways and 
elevators. According to the company, the sys
tem operates at considerable cost saving over 
manual cart removal. Trans-Vac Systems. 
Circle 214 on reader service card 

Lighting fixtures for specific tasks include 
fluorescent, incandescent, high-intensity Halo
gen, and miniature high-intensity lamps. There 
are desk, bracket base, pedestal, and floor 
models. Catalog 80 describes and illustrates 
the 88 models in 16 pages. Dazor Manufactur
ing Corp. 
Circle 215 on reader service card 
[Literature continued on page 128] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
: SPECULAR TILE "Living"Ceiling : The hinge 

thatGJBc0@3 • HIGHLY POLISHED FLUSH ALUMINUM PANELS HUNG 
• FROM SNAP-IN OR LAY-IN SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 

Shezan Restaurant, New York, N.Y. 
Arch!: Gwathmey & Siegel, New York, N.Y . 

UNPERFORATED FOR UTMOST 
REFLECTING QUALITIES OR 
PERFORATED FOR ACOUSTICAL 
CORRECTION Available in gold or silver 

Dramatizes Your Lighting Effects 

For s izes, finishes or prices, call or write 

Reflects with 
Mirror-Like 
Quality 
• Lively dramatic cei ling 

and wall treatment . 
• Mirrors your merchandise, 

fi xtures and features. 
• Creates illusion of 

spaciousness without 
adding an extra inch . 

Available direct from mnfr. 

• • 
• • • • • • • 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SALES OFFICE: 50 HARRISON ST., HOBOKEN, N.J. 07030 •PHONE (212) 349-1890 e 

• DIRECT PHONE TO FACTORY: (201) 864-6630 e 
• e e e Sales "Reps" needed-Writ e lo Simplex for information e e e • 

Circle No. 368, on Reader Service Card 
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NOW YOU SEE IT NOW YOU DON'T 

The Soss Invisibles-for a custom look for any room! These amaz 
ing hinges hide when closed, eliminating unsightly gaps, hinges 
and door jambs. They're the perfect hidden touch for doors, door 
walls storage cabinets, bu ilt-in bars, stereos, and TV's. Specify the 
Soss Invisibles wherever looks matter See listing in Sweet's o 
write for catalog: Soss 
Manufacturing Co., Divi
sion of Core Industr ies, 
Inc , P 0 . Box 8200, 
Detroit, Michigan 48213 . 

Circle No. 369, on Reader Service Care 



Bally Case & Cooler, Inc., Bally, PA 19503 Phone: (215) 845-2311 

Name 

Company Phone 

Address 
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City State Zip I 
• Address all correspondence to Dept. PA-3 © 1979 : 
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DELTA 
DASH® GETS 

YOUR SMALL 
PACKAGE 

THEREIN A 
BIG HURRY. 
Delta handles more over-the
counter shipments of 50 lbs. 
or less than any other certifi -
cated airline. And DASH 
(Delta Airlines Special Hand
ling) serves 86 U.S. cities plus 
San Juan. Any package up to 
90 inches, width+ length+ 
height, and up to 50 pounds is 
acceptable. DASH packages 
accepted at airport ticket 
counters up to 30 minutes 
before flight time, up to 60 
minutes at cargo terminals. 

Rate between any t wo of 
Delta's domestic cities is $30 
($25 between Dallas/Ft.Worth 
and Los Angeles or San Diego 
or San Francisco). Shipping 
charges prepaid. Pick-up and 
delivery available at extra 
charge. Call 800-638-7333, toll 
free. (In Baltimore, call 
269-6393). 

You can also ship via 
DASH between Delta cities in 
the U.S. and Montreal, Nassau, 
Freeport, Bermuda and Lon
don, England. For full details, 
call your local Delta cargo office. 

DELTA IS READY WHEN YOU ARE ® 

~DELTA 
The a1fhne run by profess•onats 

Circle No. 318, on Reader Service Card 
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Literature continued from page 126 

Lettering catalogs for 1979. 

Three 1979 lettering catalogs include: Plastic 
Letters, Numerals aAd Sprues; Foamed Plas
tics; and Changeable Letters . The letters, 
shown in a total of 102 pages, can be used for 
disp lay, point of purchase, department, product 
identification , and directional and informational 
signage. Various type styles are offered. For a 
copy of any of the three catalogs, write to: David 
B. Gibson, Scott Plastics Co., P.O. Box 2958, 
Sarasota, Fl 33578 

Products for controlling noisy environments 
in public buildings and offices, dampening and 
reducing equipment noise, conducting au
diological testing, and similar applications are 
detailed in the 1979 condensed catalog "Noise 
Control. " Booths, panels, and materials are 
covered in this catalog, with data sheet num
bers included for those who want additional in
formation about products listed . Eckel Indus
tries, Inc ., Eckoustic Div. 
Circle 216 on reader service card 

"Glass tor Construction" is a 28-page booklet 
with full-color photographs of glass product ap
plications found in architectural projec ts across 
the country. Request copies from libbey
Owens-Ford Co., Merchandising Dept., 811 
Madison Ave , Toledo, Oh 43695. 

A guide to the care of vinyl wallcovering in
cludes general cleaning and special mainte
nance procedures. The bulletin was prepared 
courtesy of member companies of the Chemical 
Fabrics and Film Association. Guides are 50 
cents each for 1-99 copies, 25 cents each for 
100-499 copies. Write to Ed Gips, American 
Society of Interior Designers , 730 Fifth Ave., 
New York, NY 10019. 

Buyers Guide tor Chairs, newly revised, de
scribes to buyers of commercial furniture how to 
test chairs for six essential features: durability, 
cost, comfort, appearance, space savings, and 
safety. Fixtures Manufacturing Corp . 
Circle 217 on reader service card 

Progressive Architecture 

Building materials 

Major materials suppliers for buildings 
that are featured this month as they 
were furnished to P/A by the architects. 

Monastery of St. Clare, Langhorne, Pa (p. 64). 
Architects: Dagit/Saylor, Philadelphia. Polished 
concrete block, cove base: Diener Brick. Con
cre te plank: Formigli Precast. Carpet: Lees. 
Built-up roofing, insulation: Celotex. Aluminum
c lad wood windows: Pel la Window Co. Oak inte
rior doors: U.S. Plywood. Hardware: Sch lage. 
Paint and stain: Finnaren, Haley Super Colors. 
Kitchen and laundry equipment: Sears. Light fix
tures: Lightolier. Plumbing and sanitary: Amer
ican Standard. Air-conditioning units: Fedders . 

Pavilion Soixante-Dix, St. Sauveur des 
Monts, Quebec, Canada (p. 70). Architects. 
Peter D. Rose, Montreal, Quebec. Laminated 
wood trusses: Lamco. Structural steel: A.AL 
Metal, Inc. Prefabricated nailed wood roof 
trusses: Arbour et Vidal, Inc. Floor surfacing 
Mondo Rubber Canada Ltd . Carpet tiles: Heuga 
Canada Ltd. Steel roofing : Vic-Metal Corp. Clad 
wood casement and fixed windows, sliding 
glass doors: Pella Quebec Ltee. Metal entrance 
doors: Kawneer Company Canada Ltd . Door 
hardware: Sargent and Company (Canada) Ltd . 
Belt conveyor: Mathews Conveyor Ltd. Lighting 
fi xtures: Lightol ier Canada Ltd.; Appleton Inc. 
Infra-Red heaters: Canadian Chromalox Co. 
Ltd . Plumbing fixtures: Crane Canada Ltd. 
Dry-pipe sprinkler system: General Sprinklers 
Co. Ltd. Lightning protection: Montreal Light
ning Rods. 

Hall Mercer Children's Center, Mclean Hos
pital, Belmont, Ma (p. 76). Architects: Perry, 
Dean, Stahl & Rogers, Boston. Reinforced con
crete: Dragon II Cement. Reinforced two-way 
slab structure: Northern Steel. Quarry tile: Har
vard Floor Craft. Carpet: Murray. Built-up roof
ing: Phil ip Carey Systems . Continuous vaul ted 
and circu lar dome skylights: Naturalite, Inc. 
Fisco board insulation: Johns-Manvil le. Roof 
drainage: Josan. Phi lippine mahogany win
dows: Albany Milling. Framer glazing com
pound and tape: Tremco. Red-oak doors: Al
bany Milling. Rolling shutters: Cornell. Toilet 
compartments: Weis . Hardware: Corbin, Rixon, 
Stanley. Interior wall paint: Benjamin Moore . 
Equipment & services: AMF, Casson Corp., 
General Electric, Kelvinator, Kock, Ross-Temp. 
Kitchen equipment: Westinghouse. Elevators: 
Beckwith Elevator Corp. Electrica l distribution: 
Empire Electric Products. Toilets: American 
Standard. Dispensers, receptacles: Bradley 
Washfountain Co. Mechanical system: Titus 
Mfg.: grilles. Buffalo Forge: AC units. Powers : 
temperature contro ls. Armstrong Machine 
Works: Humidifier. 
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It takes a comfortable 
setting to get a great idea rolling. 

..-.. Bruning 
the lnformationists. 

See our catalog in Sweet's, Sec. 1.4/Br. 

Elegance and comfort. It takes skill to design the fine lines that make 
beauty functional. It starts with an idea that needs a comfortable setting in 
which to grow. Bruning understands. 

We have a full line of Hamilton engineering drafting furniture and 
Bruning accessories designed for maximum comfort, efficiency and accuracy. 

Our ACCUTRAC™ drafter, for instance, allows you to use 993 of your 
drafting board. And its head is made with a multiple-tooth index plate 
that's almost impossible to wear out. 

Fact is, Bruning can get you rolling with a complete line of top-quality 
furniture and supplies. 

For more information, call your nearest AM Sales Office. Or write 
AM Bruning, Dept. E, 1834 Walden Office Square, Schaumburg, IL 60196. 

We help bring your vision to life . 

©1979 AM lnternalional. Inc 
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Here, for the first time in this century, 2 
is an opportunity to re-examine the 
philosophy of the Beaux-Arts school of 
architecture. 

PA Book 
Store 
Each book has been selected for it's usefulness to you in 
your professional practice. Prices slightly higher in Can
ada. Foreign orders must be accompanied by payment. 
It is not necessary to send payment with the order. Circle 
appropriate numbers on the Reader Service Cards in the 
back of this issue, add your name and address and mail. 
Local sales tax must be included with payment. Prices 
subject to change. 

For faster service, send the card in an envelope to: 
Mrs. Eleanor Dwyer 
Progressive Architecture, 
600 Summer Street, 
Stamford, Ct. 06904 

P/A Back issues 
A limited supply of the following issues of PIA are available 
at $5.00 per Copy: 

February ...... . Norman Foster/Schools/Masonry 
January ..... . . 26th annual PI A awards 
December ..... Retai l faci lities, Plaza lobby, 

November. 
September 
August ... 

Flooring, Seating 
. Recla iming the past/Underfloor systems 

. . . Interior design Built-up roofing 
.... Color minimalism/Innovations in 

Housing/Bathing & fitness 

Send both to: 

Mrs. Eleanor Dwyer 
Progressive Architecture 
600 Summer Street 
Stamford, Ct. 06904 

____ ..... __ _ 

1 The Architecture of the 
Ecole des Beaux-Arts 

Edited by Arthur Drexler with 
essays by Richard Cha fee, 
David Van Zanten, Neil Levine and 
Arthur Drexler 
423 pp., illus. . . $45.00 

The most c omprehensive analysis 
and documentation of Beaux-Arts 
architecture ever published. Includes 
large-scale drawings of eleva tions 
and plans and photographs of major 
French and American Beaux-Arts 
bui ldings (including Pennsylvania 
Station and Grand Central Terminal) . 
Circle B601 under Books. 

2 Afvar Aafto 
and the International Style 

By Paul David Pearson, 
240 pp., illus .... $27.50 

Although Aallo's heritage is being car
ried on by those he wrirked with and 
personally influenced, he left no writ
ten legacy of his design philosophy. 
This timely critica l study fills that void 
by analyzing his personal form of ex
pression as the last great leader of 
20th century architecture. 
Circle B602 under Books. 

NEW* 
3 The Federal Presence 

Architecture, Politics & 
Symbols in U.S. Government 
Building 

By Lois Craig & the Staff of the Federal 
Architecture Project 
580 pp., illus .... $37.50 

This profusely illustrated reference is 
not only a major pictorial resource for 
the architectural historian, but a sort 
of American album, a scrapbook of a 
special aspect of our cultural history. 
Includes an extensive bibliography of 
pictorial and written sources. 
Circle B603 under Books. 

4 The Autonomous House 

By Brenda and Robert Vale, 
224 pp., illus ..... $10.00 

Two architects offer practical solu
tions to the design of a house that 

ope rates independentl y within its 
env i ronment. This "Autonomous 
House" is not linked to utility lines for 
gas, electricity, water, or drainage; 
but instead uses the energy of sun, 
wind and rain to service itself and pro
cess its waste. 
Circle B604 under Books. 

5 Architectural Rendering: 
The Techniques of 
Contemporary Presentation 

By Albert 0 . Halse, 326 pp., 
illus .. 2nd edition, 1972 . . . $29.00 

This completely up-dated revis ion of 
the most widely used guide to archi
tectural rendering covers all working 
phases from pencil strokes to finished 
product - and shows how to obtain 
the desired mood, perspective, light 
and color effects, se lect proper equip
ment and work in different media. 
Circle B605 under Books. 

NEW* 
6 Structure in Nature Is a 

Strategy for Design 

By Peter Pearce. 
245 pp., illus .... $45.00 

Ann innovative and completely illus
trated approach to architectural and 
environmental design , based on a 
study of responsive and adaptive 
structures in nature (molecules, crys
tals, living cells) that conserve energy 
and materials . 
Circle B606 under Books. 

7 Tourism and Recreat ion 
Development: A Handbook of 
Physical Planning 

By Fred Lawson & 

Manuel Baud-Bovy, 
220 pp., illus .... $39.95 

This comprehensive book sets out 
step-by-step planning techniques for 
tourist resorts and recreational parks, 

from the national down to the le 
el. Practical measures are i1 
for conservation and for mo 
developments. 
Circle B607 under Books. 

NEW* 
8 Precast Concrete 

in Architecture 

By A. E. M. Morris, 
584 Pf .. illus .... $ 42.50 

This profusely illustrated bool 
the development of the archi 
use of precast concrete for ind 
ly designed buildings (rather · 
dustrialized construction S' 
from the re-discovery of con: 
the early 19th Century to the 
day. 
Circle B608 under Books. 

g Graphic Standards of 
Solar Energy 

By Spruille Braden, 
224 pp., illus., $19.95 

A timely design reference gl 
those involved in the structt 
our environment. The author 
energy-conscious design wi 
chanical systems for commer 
stitutional and residential bu 
providing quick and efficient e 
lation of data from design car 
working drawings. 
Circle 0609 under Books. 

1 Q :~t~i~~nc~~r:dscape 
By Craig S. Campbell 
128 pp., illus. $15.95 

This profusely illustrated bool 
first published work that deals 
stantial detail with the techn 
well as the aesthetic princi1 
fountain design. Covers ba~ 

draulic principles, practical 
tions. environment and a1 
equipment. 
Circle B610 under Books. 



Carpenter 
Gothic 

l'jUrl.:er1ll<~Y Oni<~:• 1<:rr!'td 
U1.11.1:s~~ of~ l.'.l'lgl ;in ,1 

Carpenter Gothic 
19th Century Ornamented 
Houses of New England 

deC. McArdle & 
McArd le 
p., illus . .. . $24.50 

:xigin of Carpenter Gothic, a 
Jely America n architectural 
ga m of the 19th Century, is 
j to its roots in the picturesque 
against the rigid , symmetrical 

inds of c lassic forms . The 
1rs document the influence of 
's Gothic, cu lminating in Andrew 
;on Downirig's rural Gothic. 
' B611 under Books. 

The House and Home 
Kitchen Planning Guide 

~ Housing Press 
p., illus .... $ 18.95 

1y combining detailed informa
or both t~e home owner and 
;sional builder, this lavishly ii
led book provides in-depth dis
Jns on all facets of kitchen de
•nd building. Before-and-after 
1gs make both the proelem and 
Jn explicit and easy to under-

B612 under Books. 

The Business Idea 
From Birth to Profitable 
Company 

N. Dorland & John Van Der Wal, 
p ... $14.95 

:cellent gu ide that explains in 
cal, step-by-step terms what 
trepreneur needs to know to set 
1ild and expand a business. 
· B613 under Books. 

1 4 The Kitchen 
1 00 Solutions to Design 
Problems 

208 pp., illus . . . . $25.00 

22 ~ 

Whether its style is contemporary, 
colonial or country, today's kitchen 
must be designed to function as a 
convenient, congenia l living center. 
Thi s collection of 100 success ful 
ways to design kitchen spaces ex
plains the particular design problem 
for each kitchen area and illustrates 
the solution with superb photographs. 
Circle B614 under Books. 

1 5 Open Office Planning 
A Handbook for Interior 
Designers and Architects 

By John Pile, 
208 pp. , illus . ... $15.95 

Presents a systematic approach that 
requires the use of specific methodol
ogy in organ izing the physical layout 
of an open off ice with the primary pur
pose of facilitating commun icat ion 
among the staff. 
Circle B615 under Books. 

NEW* 
1 6 A Dictionary of Architecture 

By Nikolaus Pevsner, John Fleming, 
and Hugh Honour, 
554 pp. , illus .... $17.95 

This valuable reference book is a truly 
comprehensive dictionary that 
briliantly describes, cata logs and ex-. 
plicates the history and development 
of architecture from prehistoric tombs 
to modern skyscrapers. Includes 
2400 entries w ith over 1,000 illustra
tions. 
Circle B616 under Books. 

1 7 Drawing File for Architects, 
Illustrators and Designers 

By Marc Szabo 
251 pp., illus., . $13.95 

This book provides over 200 pages of 
figures - in the most common and 
natural positions. activit ies. and types 
of wearing apparel, as well as dozens 
of drawings of boats and cars, all of 

whic h can be copied freely - by 
direct tracing, photostats, or photo
copying machine. The pages tear out 
easily to form an easily accessib le fin
gertip scrap file. 
Circle B617 under Books. 

NEW* 
1 8 Living by Design 

By the Partners of Pentragram 
300 pp., illus. $15.00 

Introduction: Using Design is by Peter 
Gourd. This informative book on the 
use of design covers product design, 
environment design, identity design, 
interior design , graphic design, living 
by design , exhibition design . (Soft 
bound) 
Circle B618 under Books. 

NEW* 
1 g Living Spaces: 

1 50 Designs from Around 
the World 

Edited by Franco Magnani, 
Translated by Bobbi Mitchell, 
120 pp. , illus .... $22.50 

This magnif icent book provides a 
wealth of imaginative and practical 
ideas for homeplanning and decora
tion for people confronted with the 
problems of confined living space and 
the resulting tensions which are often 
exacerbated by noise and pollution. 
The superb full-color photographs 
demonstrate interiors to satisfy aes
thetic as well as practical needs. 
Circle B619 under Books 

20 Working Drawing Handbook 
A Guide for Architects 
& Builders 

By Robert C. McH ugh, 
166 pp., ... $13.95 

This guide is a step-by- step presenta
tion on how to produce working draw
ings as an integral aspect of commun
ication between designer and builder. 
Includes convenient check- lists, bud
geting information, and data on di
mensioning that helps minimize 
chances of errors. 
Circle B620 under Books. 
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NEW* 
21 The Architecture of 

Frank Lloyd Wright 
A Complete Catalog 
Second Edition 

By William Allin Storrer, 
456 pp., illus .... $15.00 

This second edition, which docu
ments all of the build ings designed by 
Wright. replaced a number of photo
graphs with new ones that show the 
buildings to better effect, changed 
some copy in the text, and incorpora
ted factural information that has come 
to light since the original publication in 
1974. 
Circle B621 under Books. 

2 2 Learning from Las Vegas 
The Forgotton Symbolism of 
Architectural Form 
Revised Edition 

By Robert Venturi, 
Denise Scott Brown 
and Steven lzenour 
244 pp., illus . . .. $17.50 

Includes the full texts of Part I of the 
original, on the Las Vegas Strip, and 
Part II , "Ugly and Ordinary Architec
ture, or the Decorated Shed". This 
book created a storm of controversy in 
its original edition, ca lling on archi
tects of be more recept ive to the 
tastes of common people. 
Circle B622 under Books. 

2 3 Architectural Presentation 
Techniques 

By Wi lliam W. Atkin, 
196 pp., illus. , $16 .95 

This book includes presentat ions 
ranging from simple sketches in pen
cil and pen-and-ink to elaborate 
drawings, photographs, slide presen
tations and various combinat ions of 
media achieved with overlays, camera 
techniques and modern reproduction 
methods. 
Circle 8623 under Books. 

ARCHITECTURAL 
PRESENTATION 
TECHNIQUES 

2 4 Rendering With Pen and Ink 

By Robert W. Gill, 
368 pp., illus., . . . $8.50 

This paper-back edition is a copiously 
illustrated guide to the techniques and 
methods of rendering, including 
sections on perspective, projection, 
shadow, reflections, and how to draw 
cars, ships, aircraft, trees, and human 
figures. The author also describes the 
very wide range of instruments and 
equipment currently ln use. 
Circle B624 under Books. 

2 5 Site Planning for 
Cluster Housing 

By Richard Untermann & 
Robert Small 
306 pp., illus. . $22.50 

An invaluable guide to planning low
rise, medium-density cluster housing 
environments. Also covers jurisdic
tional and technical considerations of 
site planning, and includes more than 
600 drawings and photos that ill us
trate design principles and tech
niques. 
Circle 8625 under Books. 

NEW* 
26 DowntownUSA 

Urban Design in Nine 
American Cities 

By Kennerh Halpern, 
Forward by Edward Koch, 
Mayor of the City of New York 
256 pp., illus .... $27.50 

The author. newly appointed Director 
of the Mayor's Office of Midtown Plan
ning & Development in New York City, 
shows the different approaches 
taken , or deliberately not taken, to 
give a sense of order to the unpredic
table, constantly changing organism 
of the City. 
Circle 8626 under Books. 
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Job mart 

Situations Open 

Architect/Construction Administrator: Young 
twenty-man Dallas , Texas firm desires architect 
with three to five years experience and proven 
abilities in construct ion administration activi ties. 
Duties will include both field and office work. We 
are a diversified firm serving a broad range of 
clientele. We are an equal opportunity employer. 
Send resume to Thompson/Parkey Associates, Ar
chitects , 8325 Walnut Hill Lane , Suite 205, Dallas , 
Tx 75231 . 

Architect/Health Planner: Position open with 
major consulting A/E exhibiting excel lent g'rowth 
history. Qualified professional shou ld possess 
highly design oriented background of 8-10+ yrs . 
in the health care and/or teaching facilities area 
with additional professional expertise in complete 
fac ili ties Master Plan preparation and program
ming. Supplementary qualifications should also in
clude the ability to conduct effective oral and writ
ten communications , supervise related project 
personnel ; and , to assist in some marketing efforts. 
Position offers excellent compensation along with 
future personal growth. Respond in confidence to 
our representatives: G. Marshall Assoc., P.O. Box 
66083, Chicago, 1160666. 

Architectural Design/Visual Design Faculty Po
sition: The Department of Arch itecture , College of 
Environmental Design , University of California, 
Berke ley, is seeking candidates for a position at 
the Assistant Professor level to teach visual think
ing, drawing, graphic communication, and design. 
The candidate shou ld have a strong commitment 
to teaching undergraduate students and to work
iog with the core faculty group in the College's in
novative new Undergraduate Program in Environ
mental Design. Teaching experience particularly in 
drawing , graphics and beginning desin , profes
sional experience in design, visual communication 
or related areas, and a commitment to research wi ll 
be important. The position carries co-responsibility 
fo r the introductory course in seeing, drawing, and 
design. Th is involves lecturing, demonstrations, 
studio work, supervision of teaching assistants , 
and course administration . The successful appli
cant will also be a person with the ability to estab
lish connec tions with environmental design and 
arch itectu re faculty working in design, soc ial and 
behavioral factors, building science and technol
ogy, landscape architecture and urban planning. 
Contact the Secretary of the Faculty Search Com
mittee, Department of Architecture, Un iversity of 
Californ ia, Berkeley, California 94720, for further in
formation and application forms. Applications must 
be received by 15 April, 1979. The Un iversity of 
Californ ia is an Affirmative Action employer. 
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Assistant Architects, Kuwait: Applicants must 
have a Bachelor's Degree in Architecture or equiv
alent with (2- 5) years experience in preparation of 
architectural working drawings. Postholders will be 
responsible for the production of well coordinated 
architectural details for major commercial and res
idential projects. Preference shall be given to those 
applicants with ability to draw perspectives and 
have adequate knowledge of building services. 
Please send resume with desired salary and 
photograph to: KUWAITI ENGINEER'S OFFICE, 
P.O. Box 3679, Safat, Kuwait. 

Design Studio and Theory: (Full or associate pro
fessor) . Environmental Control and Design Studio 
(associate or assistant professor) . For application 
and further information: G. Anselevicius, Chairman, 
Architecture Department, Hayes Hall , State Uni
versity of New York, Buffalo, NY 14214. SUNYAB is 
an Aff irmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. 

Director: Architecture Program, School of Design , 
N.C. State University is seeking candidates for po
sition of Director. Involves administration , teaching 
and curriculum development in undergraduate 
and graduate professional programs, beginning 
July 1, 1979. Rank and salary negotiable. Send re
sumes to Vernon Shogren , Chairman, Search 
Committee, Architecture Program, School of De
sign, P 0. Box 5398, Raleigh, NC 27650. An Equal 
Opportunity Employer. 

Faculty: Tennessee, Knoxville 37916. University of 
Tennessee, Architecture. Faculty position, full -t ime 
for area of Architectwral structures. Graduate de
gree in Arch itecture or Engineering necessary. 
Applicants wi th industrial experience and profes
sional engineer's license preferred. Involves teach
ing at all levels within undergraduate program. 
Rank, salary commensu rate with experience. Sep
tember, 1979. Send vita. EOE/AA Apply: Dean 
Hanson. 

Faculty: The School of Architecture and Urban 
Planning at UCLA is seeking candidates fo r teach
ing positions in the following fie ld s: Environmental 
Controls, Person/Environment Relations, Architec
tural History , and Design. Candidates should also 
be prepared to assume responsibilities in adminis
trative areas and to conduct research or active ly 
engage in practice . Appointments will normally be 
made at the level of Assistant Professor , but sen ior 
appointments will be considered where appropri
ate. Previous professional practice, research, and 
teaching experience will be taken into considera
tion. Candidates should apply to the Staffing 
Committee , Arch itecture/Urban Design, UCLA, 
405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles , California 
90024. Minority and women candidates are en
couraged to apply. UCLA is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Empl.oyer. 

Job Captain/Architect: Position available with 
prominent consulting architect. Qualified individual 
should have degree and 2-5 yrs. in tensive exp. in 
project production facets, some design exposure 
and the ability to assume ever inc reasing respon
sibi lities for total project supervision. Position offers 
excellent compensation package and fu ture pro
fessional growth opportunities. Contact our repre
sentatives in confidence: G. Marshall Assoc., P.O. 
Box 66083, Chicago, II 60666. 

Lecturers: In the Assistant/Associate Professor 
pay ranges for the 1979-80 academic year. Teach-

ing areas include (a) two- and three-dimensior 
design and environmental awareness, (b) arcr 
tural design and practice, (c) acoustics , lightin 
thermal equipment, mechanical and electrical 
se rvices and computer applications. Required 
Master of Architecture or other appropriate ma 
ter's degree; or professional degree and exten 
practice. Teaching experience at collegiate lei 
licensed experience in practice, research and 
lications are desirable . Salary is $14,256-$21 ,( 
for academic year, depending upon qualificati 
Interested persons should send curriculum vit< 
with a request for an appl ication form and posi 
description to: Chairperson of Selection Comrr 
tee, Architecture Department , School of Archit• 
tu re and Environmental Design , California Poly 
technic State Universi ty, San Lui s Obispo, Ca 
93407 , Phone (805) 546-1316. Closing date le 
applications is April 1, 1979. Affirmative Action 
Equal Opportunity/Title IX Employer. 

Faculty: Dept Arch Auburn U antic ipates seve 
vacancies Sept. 79 in fundamental and advanc 
design. Advanced degree and office experien 
required. Registration and teaching experienc 
desired . In addition to design studio, teach a IE 
tu re or seminar in area of expertise. Salaries or 
and competitive. App li cations and vita to Dear 
Keith McPheeters, School of Arch and Fine Art 
Auburn U, Auburn, Al 36830. Affirmative Actior 
Employer. 

Manufacturer's Rep: Wanted by Simplex Ceil 
Corp., 663 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10022. TE 
RITORY AVAILABLE: All territories except Met· 
ropolitan N.Y.C. PRODUCT LINE Flush Panel 
Aluminum Ceilings-snap-in and lay-in. We nE 
representatives to call on Architects, Ceiling C 
tractors , Engineers, Bui lding Material Supplier 
terior Designers, Industrials, Hospitals , Specif1 

Agencies, etc . Best prices and commissions . I 
tionally advertised. Write Attn.: Martin Nasso! . 

Marketing Manager: For 40 person AE office i 
Mid-Atlantic area. Must be capable of directin( 
marketing, advertising , public relations and cli 
contact operations. Fi rm pr inci pals assist in cc 
tract development and presentations. Spectru 
projects includes industrial, commercial and g 
ernment, with some work in multi-family and in! 
tional . Applicant must have sales experience. 
1361-263, Progressive Architecture. 

Project Architects/Managers: Nationwide pe 
sonnel consulting service. Superior positions f, 
experience levels. Emphasis on health care, in 
sti tutional , industrial , commercial buildings . Al 
penses company paid. For career advanceme 
inquire in strictest confidence: William E. EnglE 
sociates, Inc ., 909 Investors Trust Bldg. , In
dianapolis , In 46204, (317) 632-1391 . 

Project Designers: An expanding medium siz 
A/E firm has a position open for an experience• 
project designer. Registration is preferred , but 
openings are also available fo r architects in trc: 
ing with three to five years experience. Recent 
hospital experience is preferred , although not• 
sential. We are a multi -disciplined design-orier 
fi rm with a wide variety of project types. We arE 
cated in a Big Ten university community with O• 

standing opportunities for cultural and athletic 
activities. Iowa City provides an excellent envi1 

[continued on page 134] 
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ment for family-oriented activities as well as per
sonal growth potential. We offer a full benefit 
package and a salary commensurate with experi
ence. Call Duane Roggow at 319/354-4 700 for fur
ther information or send resume, in confidence, to 
Hansen Lind Meyer, P.C , Drawer 310, Plaza 
Centre One, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. An Equal 
Opportun ity-Affirmative Action Employer. M/F. 

School of Architecture, University of Toronto: 
Fall Semester 1979. Ful l-time position as Assistant 
Professor; contractually limited term appointment; 
to develop and teach history and theory compo
nent in five-year undergraduate program and par
tic ipate in architectural design studio. Breadth of 
interest and background essential . Salary from 
$1 6,500 depending on qualifications. B.Arch. or 
M.Arch., MA or Ph.D. in Architectural History/ 
Theory; previous teach ing experience. APPLY, in
cluding curriculum vitae , statement of interest and 
two letters of recommendation by May 1st, 1979 to 
Professor Blanche Lemco van Ginkel, Director, 230 
College Street, Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1 

Senior Designers: Sought for Interior Design divi
sion of multi-disciplinary A/E firm. Bache lor's de
gree in Interior Design or Archi tecture requ ired . 
5--1 O years experience in space planning , pro
gramming, furniture spec ifications, and budget 
control for institutional/commercial projects. Excel
lent salary, benefits, and outstanding growth po
tent ial. Send resume with references to: E.W. Har
vard , lnterplan, Division of Cannon Design Inc., 

8~ 

2170 Whitehaven Road , Grand Island, New York, 
14072. 

Specifications Writer/Coordinating Architect: 
To manage total construction specifications effort 
for growing ten-person architectural firm commit
ted to providing thorough professional service . 
Professional degree and registration required . 
Must be willing to work c losely with clients and fel
low professionals . Advancement opportunities. 
Salary open . Submit resume to: Kinnison and As
sociates, 342 West Woodlawn Ave., San Antonio, 
Tx 78212. 

Sr. Design Architect: Lead Design position avail
able with major A/E firm in NE. Qualified profes
sional should possess degree and registration in 
addition to 8 + yrs. exp. in effective design and/or 
design direction of major commercial and office 
bldg. projects encompassing both high and low 
rise systems. Individual shou ld also possess the 
ability to interact with clients and conduct oral 
presentations coupled with the desire to assist in 
future marktg. efforts. Position opening is due to 
firm's growth and offers excellent compensation 
and future. Please respond in confidence wi th re
sume to our representatives : G. Marshall Assoc., 
P 0 Box 66083, Chicago, 1160666. 

Two, Architecture Faculty: f'i.C. State University, 
Fall 1979, to teach studio and one or more: Ar
chitecture Theory, Graphics, Structures, Environ
mental Technology, Urban Design, Archi tecture 
History, Building Technology. Apply by March 31. 
Send resumes, references and statement of teach
ing interest to Search Committee , Architecture 

Program, School of Design, N.C. State Univers 
Raleigh, NC 27650. An Equal Opportunity 
Employer . 

VISTA: Needs volunteers for architecture, plar 
ning , housing, weatherization , and solar energ 
projects. One-year commitment; your expensE 
paid ; sing les & couples. Information: Linda Fri1 
man , VISTA, A- 2, Washington, DC 20525. An 
Equal Opportunity Program. 

Situations Wanted 

Architect: Degrees Design, Architecture , & Pl 
ning; twelve years conceptualization & constrL 
tion experience as Urban Designer; ski lls in 
Design , Delineation , Drafting, & Detail ing ; SpE 
!ions, Cost Estimates, Contracts, and Agency 
Coordination ; Reports & Proposals; projects ir 
elude Housing, Institutional , Commercial, Lani 
scape, Rehab & Reuse, Exhibition. Seeks pos 
in larger firm. Box 1361- 264, Progressive Arct 
ture. 

Architect: 39 , NCARB, AIA. Fourteen years sc 
diversified experience, strong designer. Resp 
sible for all phases including: Client Liaison, P 
gramming and Design Administration and Ma 
agement, Construction , etc.; from one room 
additions to projects over one million square f, 
Seek responsible position in Design and/or M; 
agement. Box 1361-265, Progressive Architec 

Architect/Manager: With nationally recognizE 

[continued on page 136) 

DESIGN FOR~LIVING Nature's 
colors EDWARDS HEATING/COOLING 

VALANCE UNITS PROVIDE SILENT 
DRAFT-FREE 
COMFORT WITH 
ECONOMY 
Put Edwards Valance Units 
in your plans for new or 
existing homes, 
apartments, offices or 
institutions. No fans, 
blowers, moving parts or 
special ducts. Low 
installation and 

maintenance costs. Fine-quality units designed by the 
best engineers in the industry-Edwards. Optional 
exclusive Heat-SAVER coil available on chiller 
conserves energy, supplies free hot water. 
Send for full information. 

EDWARDS ENGINEERING CORP. 
147 Alexander Avenue 
Pompton Plains, N.J. 07444 

Circle No. 325, on Reader Service Card 
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Use your imagination 
. .. and our palette of 

10 distinctive colors 

Choice of finishes to provide the 
texture you desire. Genuine 
Aggregote or Terrazzo, naturally 
beautiful and durable. Quality 
engineering and vandal resistant 
features assure dependable per
formance even in highest traffic 
locations. 

Shown: Model No. RPF-3001, 
Colorama aggregate with ex
posed aggregate finish; stainless 
steel receptor. 

Also available: Wall mounted 
fountains, wheelchair model. cus
tom colors. 

Color catalog on request 

WILLIAMS 
STERN-WILLIAMS CO .. INC. • P.O. Box 6004, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 61 

Circle No. 371, on Reader ServicE 
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leadership in the development of project manage
ment and production techniques. Currently manag
ing 30 person architectural department at large 
N E firm. Seeking similar position with arch itectural . 
A/E or design-build firm which offers increased 
financial and professional growth. Re ply Box 
1361-266, Progressive Architecture. 

Environmental Systems Professor: Professional 
engineer, presently Visiting Lecturer at Architec
tural School, interested in developing cu rriculum 
and/or teaching energy technology to architects . 
Many opportunities developing for architects with 
background in energy conservation , solar energy, 
retrofitting. Mechanical/electrical professional en
gineer. Registered in several states and NEC Cer
tificate of Qualifications. Reply Box 1361-267, Pro
gressive Architecture. 

Urban Designer: Desires position in multi
profession firm doing domestic and overseas work. 
BA Psych; B.Arch . Design; M.Arch .-Urban De
sign. Four years experience: Two years in U.K., two 
years in urbanizing county as Asst. County 
Planner/Zoning Admin ./Subdiv. Agent. R.M . Cop
ley, 614 Fairview Ave., Blacksburg, Va 24060. 

Architectural Services 

Architectural Arts by Steve Rugg: Professiona l 
presentations that se ll concepts and ideas, are ac
curate ly depicted by artists that have the knowl
edge and experience to put YOUR ideas to work. 
Commercial and Residential Renderings; B&W-

color; Interior Renderings; Furniture Il lustrations ; 
Advertising; Brochures. Write for FREE brochure. 
(305) 896-0473, P.O. Box 3362, Orlando, Fl 32802. 

Architectural Arts by Vathauer Studios: Ar
chitectural renderings , scale mode ls. Prompt se rv
ice coast to coast. Offering quality workmanship at 
budget prices. Send for brochure . Taking 
applications-send resume. Arch itectural Arts by 
Vathauer Studios , 2115 S.W. 2nd Ave., Ft. Lauder
dale, Fl 33315, Tel. (305) 523-1312. 

Architectural Tour: 29th Architecture and Gar
dens Tour of Japan and Seoul, deluxe, in-depth 
study tour, 23 members limit. Depart Oct. 5, 1979. 
Brochure from Tour Director, Kenneth M. 
Nishimoto, AIA 147 S. Los Robles Ave., Pasadena, 
Ca 91101. 

Computer Applications: Software development 
services for architectural, engineering and con
struct ion management applications. Automated so
lutions to the analysis and maintenance of project 
and office management information. Addi tionally, 
computer graphics, space planning, data base 
systems, and cost estimating. Write Robert J . 
Krawczyk 211 East Delaware Place , Chicago, II 
60611, (312) 944-4450. 

Design and Development Services by PLAN
NING 2000/lnc.: Complete service for your project. 
Offering high standards of planning and design for 
commercial, residential and insti tutional develop
ments. The interdisciplinary approach gives the 
cl ient real answers, not pre-determined ones. Write 
Douglas M. Cotner, 106 So. Washington Ave., 
Sag inaw, Mi 48607 or cal l (517) 754-2 131. 

Circle No. 332, on Reader Service Card 
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International Plastics Consultants, Researc 
and Development: Specializing in low and me 
erate cost housing systems for developing COL 

tries and fo r domestic markets , applications of 
plastics in building and architecture, specifica 
writing, university lectures, variety of other ser\ 
ices. Armand G. Winfield Inc , 82 Dale St. , We~ 
Babylon , NY 11704, (516) 249-2462. 

Rendering Services: Top professional rende1 
service coast to coast. Architectural, Urban, la 
scape, interiors , industrial, advertising illustrat 
in pen and ink or color fo r the best rep roductic 
Portfolio by appointment. Allow maximum timE 
job completion . Please call Mark de Nalovy
Rozvadovski (203) 869-4598 , 25 Birchwood C 
Greenwich, Ct 06830. 

RitaSue Siegel Agency: Ms. Woody Gibson i 
duces creative architects, interior designers a 
urban planners to our international clients. Rit; 
Siegel identifies and evaluates industrial and 
graphic designers. You are invited to submit 
confidential resumes. Our clients pay all fees . 
W. 55th St, NYC 10019, (212) 586-4750. 

Slate Roofs: "A handbook of data on the con 
structing and laying of all types of slate roofs.' 
ten in 1926 and now reproduced. Completely 
vant today. Many details. Send $5.25 to Verm• 
Structural Slate Co., Inc ., P.O. Box 98 , Fair HE 
Vt 05743. 

The Airstream Banner and Visual Art Com1 
Specializes in banners for architectural comn 
sions. Recent recipient of A. I. A. awards fo r W< 

Texas and New Mexico. Banners primarily m; 
ri p-stop nylon, a durable fabric suitable for be 
interior/exterior use. Slides on request. Rams 
Rose, 817 Gold ,S.W., Albuquerque, New Me: 
87120, (505) 843-9439. 

Notice 
Please address all correspondence to box 
numbered advert isements as follows : 

Progressive Architecture 
% Box . 
600 Summer Street 
Stamford, Ct 06904 

Advertising Rates 

Standard charge !or each unit 1s Twenty-five Dollars, with a 
maximum of 50 words. In counting words you r complete ad 
(any address) counts as five words. a box number as three 
Two units may be purchased for Fi fty Dollars, with a maximur 
words. 0 1eck or money order should accompany adverti se1 
be mailed to Job Mart% Progressive Architecture, 600 Sur 
Street. Stamford. Ct 06904 . Insertions will be accepted not 
than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication. E 
number replies should be add ressed as noted above with t 

number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope. 



New, factory-formed zinc roofing systems 

The Coleman Res idence, Arli ngton, Tx; A rchitect: David Sprague, Dall as; Insta ll ation: Coleman Meta l Products, Arlington. 

MICROZINC 70 
reduces on-site costs in Dallas-Ft. Worth 

In the Da llas-Ft . Worth area, Microzinc 70 is 
we l I-known for its beautifu I pre-weathered 
pat ina - the reason it was chosen for th is 
stunning res ident ial des ign. 

But M icroz inc 70 is even more attract ive in 
economica l ways! 

Each Batten - seam or Standing- seam LOK 
System is delivered in pre-engineered form . 
Insta ll at ion is so simp le that on -s ite labor 
costs are substantiall y reduced. No cleaning, 
no spec ial soldering tools, no painting needed 
-and no pr im ing should you want t o paint. 
O nce M icrozinc 70 is insta lled it becomes st ill 

Ci rc le No. 305, on Reader Service Card 

more attractive .. . no maintenance problems; 
no leaks, no sta ining from run- off, and no 
rotted materials. Investigate the on-site cost 
savings of Microzinc 70 pre-engineered com
ponents. For further informat ion, write today 
or ca l I 615-639-8111. 

Greenevi lle, Tennessee 37743 (615) 639-8111 . Beautiful inside, too! 
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